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DECORATION

THREE-TIN E8-A-WEEK

DAY

ALL THE HOME NEWS

ARTIFICIAL WREATHS, SPRAYS AND
BASKETS
Buy Early and Get Your Choice

Carnations, Tulips, Roses, a few Snapdragons. .
and Stocks, Bright Colored Geraniums
in Bloom, Choice Seedlings, Pansies
Will Blossom All Summerz
We Have Them

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
SILSBY'S
399 Main Street

Rockland

NEXT TO WESTERN UNION.

TEL. 318-W

That many automobile owners carry
insurance that covers injuries to
others or damage to the property of
others, but if their own CAR IS
DAMAGED, THE POLICY DOES
NOT PAY A CENT!

YOU
mnur?

That you should carry insurance
PROTECTING YOUR OWN CAR,
because the other fellow very often
either will not or cannot pay for the
damage he does to your car.

That we have a SPECIAL FORM of
this insurance AT A VERY LOW
RATE, SOLD BY NO OTHER
COMPANY, THAT DOES NOT
REQUIRE YOU TO DEDUCT $50
or $100 FROM EVERY CLAIM.

THE "AMERICAN COMPANIES” ONLY AGENCY

E. C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents
59-tf

Keep your account active with ample funds
Money makes money—but only when at work

SECURITY TRUST COMPANY

'

ROCKLAND

VINALHAVEN
WARREN

STREET AS

IT

LOOKED

BEFORE THE

1853

FIRE

High School Magazine With
Seething Title Is a Warm
Article.

Sundays: 3 p. m. to 6 p- m.
perhaps, for the original cover de
sign
hy
Jasper
Chapin
shows
a
cal

•••
[These are not library notes, but i
•••
My rule Is to go straightforward ••• dron In action.
random reflections by the Librarian
*•« in doing what appears to me to be •••
The student editors devote one on her resumption of duty after a :
right, leaving the consequences to ••• page “in memoriam” to three of their
vacation trip to the Pacific Coast.]
••• providence —Franklin.
••• schoolmates who have recently died
♦ ♦ • •
•* —Maurice Frye, Oct. 31, 1924; Caro
.«. .«. .«.
.«.
.«. ■«. JtJ
T wish Bliss Carmen had written
lyn Perry, Feb. 25, 1926 and Phyllis Vagabondia Songs for the Spring
Nelson, March 5, 1925.
time, then there could have been an
ENDOWMENT FUND
Alden Watts Allen the new princi appropriate verse at the beginning
pal of the school, comes In for a por of these notes—the kind that express
Winslow-Holbrook Post Has trait an# appreciative sketch, while a es that brim-full-of-enthusiasm
Senior tribute Is paid to Miss Anna feeling one brings back after two
(SCENES FROM AN OLD PANORAMA—NO. 5)
Drive Next Week—Grif E. Coughlin, “three years our prin months
of meandering.
[This
Is
one
of
a
series
of
8
views
of the 1 Iarrington, who dealt in hats thought to he a fireproof struct
cipal, four years our teacher, al
west side of Rockland's Main street, made
fin Chairman.
ways our friend."
It seems harder to adjust oneself from a panorama painted about 1850. The and caps, and who had a familiar ure and when the conflagration
Courier-Gazette Invites communications from
The editorials are "peppy" conclud
trick of ipinching one’s nose and came the proprietors calmly
The $5,000,000 American Legion ing with an injunction for the stu to the realm of Ethel M. Dell and co- its readers In connection therewith !
sob writers while that glorious-gladthe front end of his hat until closed the shutters and removed
Fund drive will be held In Maine May dents of Rockland High School to
to-be-at-home-dyfrig-to-talk-about-it [
,
.
.
none, of the contents, figuring
24 to 30. This fund is to take care "wake up!” and show the citizens of feeling still envelops one. The mer? j
'' orking
northward
from they came together.
Unless memory is at fault the that the fire would burn itself out
of the widows and orphans of all Rockland that “we are go-getters in intention of settling down to work School Street we COlTie HOW to the
, ,, k
third store was a millinery kept when it encountered this brick
veterans of the World War. Al stead of a drawback to our school and again is enough to bring all the seen- ( ori i , g ff
community."
ery of the past two months in a slow1
.
by Miss Frances J. Kirkpatrick. obstacle. The first indication
though the drive Is being put on hy the
The literary department radiates moving panorama before one's eyes. ; story wooden Structure, which
Dr. Thomas Frye had his of that the hotel \vas afire was when
American Legion, the widows and with the following communications:
Perhaps 'tis the reward of the ama- , wag replaced aftcr the bjg fire by
fice in this original building and flames began to shoot from the
orphans of all ex-service men are to "The Ghost," H. L. P„ '26; “A Mid teur traveller.
receive the benefits from the fund. night Visit," Mary Pratt '25: “That
The building was
> •
' another wooden structure, which J. M. Murphy and Enos Crockett chimneys.
The purpose of the fund is to keep Shorthand," Virginia Sargent, '25;
’Twas a “high spot .trip”—necessa in turn gave way to the present did daguerreotype work, which doomed even while the owners
widows or ophans of ex-service | “Promoting School Activities." Her rily so, if one was to see Havana,
brick
Spofford-Spear they continued in the second had been congratulating them
men from being dependent on local bert L. Prescott '25; “Oil. That Day!” Panama and its canal, and tour 3-story
building. Nor in mentioning in selves ujton its indestructibility.
Hilma Kisklla '25; “Caught In a through all of Southern California block.
charities for support.
Next north of the Commercial
The local Post of the American; Storm,” Anther Elwell '25; "Lord in two short months.
The corner store of the block this
connection
the I second
Old Atlantic
Legion has chosen Milton M. Griffin Nose." Abe Fein '25; “A Wood" might have easily robbed us of our shown in the picture was kept by Spofford block, should we fail House was the grocery store of J.
chairman of the local drive. The ’ (poem), Class of '25.
enthusiasm bad she chosen to behave I “Col,” Charles A. Macomber,1 to mention
Abner R. Bills, G. Lovejoy.
other members of the committee are
Other departments all of which are in true March manner.
A day of w|K)se
The store on the corner was
merchandise was of a | whose shoemaking shop for a
Kenneth V. White, Nell Packard, Ed. well lived up to are Social, Jokes, light showers, however, was the onlv
Hayes. Ralph ,W. Brown, E. Carl Athletics. Exchanges, Alumni.
An break in the calm, warm weather varied character, ranging front generation occupied the second also a grocery, but carried a
Moral), Earl Alden, Carlo Ferrara, other highly essential factor in the which nearly made one forget one fruit and confectionery to hooks j floor, a noted character in its more varied stock, such as dry
Donald Kelsey, Everett Libby, Al- | success of any newspaper or maga- was on shipboard.
Panama pro
goods, crockery ware, etc. It
mond Hall and Theodore Perry. The , zjne is found in the advertising col- vided a light breeze ais we slowly and fane)' goods. At the rear proprietor and a great resort for
Auxtllary of Winslow-Holbrook Post • Umns. Nelson S. Crockett, business made our eight-hour trip through was a sort of menagerie and, the wits of the (lay. The only was kept by George W. Kimball,
will appoint its committee Monday, manager, and his associates per- that stui>endous man-made passage, aquarium, which was the delight survivor of his crew of a dozen grandfather of S. T. Kimball,
other local organizations which formed their task In a most thorough the Panama Canal, and even the Pa of boys and girls from far and! or more workmen (hand, there esq.
have
appointed
committees,
or j ,nanner.
cific refused to live up to her repu near. The colonel had cages of were no machines) is, we believe,
Going up Limerock street a
agreed to help, are the Forty Club
The caldron editorial board is tation of rough seas, hut remained
canary birds, howls of gold fish,I Joseph J. Veazie, who has a shop hit we come to Diamond block,
and the Rotary Club. More work- I ma(je us thus:
satisfied with a minor roll and an
so-called because it was painted
cages of squirrels, potted plants now on Myrtle street,
ers arc needed.
Charles C Phillips ................ FicuMy Advisor occasional high fog.
•A general mass meeting will be Philip w Rounds. '21 ............Editor-In-Chief
and what not. To every boy and j Comes now the famous old checkerboard‘fashion. Oliver H.
held in the rooms of Wlnslow-Hol- i Arte E Brawn. "26 . Assistani Editor-In-Chief
’Twas rose season in California. girl who came into his store on I Commercial House, a 4-story Perry kept a clothing store, and
brook Post Monday, at 7.30 p m 1 Be»nor 8n°»......... <’Usa EdlIur
May M. Johnston, *27 Sophomore Class Editor Red roses, pink roses, yellow roses—
there was also a millinery store
The public is invited to attend.
Norman 6. Waldron, *26 Junior Class Editor every color, every variety and miles the morning of Dec. 25 to wish, brick structure which was “the”
Because of the National character Judson B. Flanagan, ’28 ..............................
him “Merry Christmas,” Col. hotel in Rockland of that period. in the building.
Orange
................................... Freshman Class Editor and miles of rose hedges.
I of this drive and not being an an- Martha
The tall structure was Eagle
(/ Wasgatt. *26 .......... Alumni Editor
and fruit trees were in full blossom, Macomber would give a stick of It was kept hy Jeremiah Berry,
| nual affair, the local Community Hilhia E. Kisklla, ’25
Exchange Editor
Hall.
It stood nearly on the site
striped
candy,
so
dear
to
the
kid.
who
was
eventually
succeeded
hy
though
high
mountains
just
above
: Chest cannot Include It in Its bud- Wilbur Frohock. *26 .............. Athletic Editor
G. Chapin, ’25 .................. Art Editor them were yet too snowy for automo dies’ taste.
The custom became’his sons John T. and William G. of Rockland’s handsome Federal
; get. The directors of the Communi Jasper
Nelson S. Crockett, ’25 .. Business Manager
ty Chest say they do not see any Cedric P French, ’27 .... Assistant Manager bile traffic. Yosemite was at its so well known that the children Berry. The older citizens, to building. Charles Holmes kept
I reason why this drive should inter- Samuel S Smalley, ’27 .. Assistant Manager best, fresh and green, with vast vol would line up on Christmas I whom this picture will look fa- a general store under the hall
\ fere with the Community Chest Marion B. Marsh, ’25 . Subscription Manager umes of water coming down over the morning, waiting for the store to I miliar, will recall that there and N. S. Leman manufactured
Wesley N. Wasgalt, ’28 .. Assistant Manager
1 drive, which will come later, in any George B. Wood, Jr , ’28 Assistant Manager falls, many of which would he per- • open. This corner was later oc- j used to he a line of arm chairs
fectly dry in a few weeks.
And
candy there.
' way.
These boys and girls and the school
The stage coach waiting to
The Courier-Gazette will receive are to be congratulated on carrying then there was the Grand Canyon. cupied for many years (in the sitting in front of the hotel,
Perhaps it was unfortunate to have
subscriptions to this fund during out their task so admirably.
start on its daily trip to Bath, the
second
building)
hy
John
T.
where
the
gqests
could
comfortone’s only experience in riding limited
ollice hours.
to a well remembered ride or an unap Berry, 2d, father of E. W. Berry, ably disport themselves and “ste “one-horse shay” and the oxen
NEW BANK COMMISSIONER
tell the story of locomotion of
There were two other stores in the sights.”
preciative cow many years ago ,
Rexall “One Cent Sale* at ShelHowever, it surely did not detract the block—one kept by Jacob;
The
Commercial
House
was
those days.
,don's Drug Store, Wednesdav-Thur.;Gov. Brewster has nominated John
day-Friday, May 27, 28, 29.
Don't T. Smith of Saco as hank commis from the thrill of the almost perpen
dicular descent to make it on mule
I miss it.
82-63
speaker told of what advertising In
sioner to succeed Fred F. Lawrence back.
KNOX ARBORETUM
»
PACIFIC PARADISE
this country did for it.
With an
of Skowhegan, whose term has ex •
♦ ♦ • *
output,
of
20,000
cases
a
year
the
piled ^and who was not a candidate
Three thousand feet is a long dis
for re-appointment!
Mr. Smith Is tance to look down for a river hot- | Hawaiian Business Man Tells growers feared glutting the market. Further Progress Made On
They sent $60,000 to advertise canned
an attorney.
The office pays $500t) tom.
Never can that distance look
the Budget — Naturalist
the Rotary Club About the pineapple in our magazines and pa
a year.
so deep, though, as it did from the
pers and in a brief time their out
News.
back of that mule.
Of course one
Famous Island.
put sprang to 6,000,000 cases a year.
Wiry worry about those dented expects to he frightened—that is only |
“You are proposing to advertise
mud guards. NEMO has a dentist. natural when for the fist time one
Total collections for the Arbore
The speaker at yesterday’s Rotary
“Well, tum budget have now reached $505.—adv.
places her life in the keeping of a luncheon was D. H. Murdoch, a prom Maine,” said the speaker.
you have a great piece of goods to 45, the latest contribution being $5
long-eared wheezing old mule.
Rut I
inent Hawaiian business man, now advertise and you are bound to make form Klizabelh H. Jameson of Hockwho could anticipate that thfe hither- ;
to hidden trail was made up of 9s with Mrs. Murdoch visiting in Cam it prosper. I believe in advertising.” land.
I*. F. Dondero was a guest at the
Received a beautiful specimen of a
percent switch-hacks every 25 or 50 den preparatory to a summer to he
A. C. MoLoon was ap species of cow fish that came from
feet? And how was one' to know , spent abroad. Their son is married luncheon.
about that mule and his daring? to a daughter of Sherman Hall of pointed to raise and manage a Ko- the West Indies—gift of Harold
I FARM
tarian baseball team, with inten Whltehifl of Thomaston; a cone and
THEY GAVE
Never did he fail to select the sharntion of challenging the Forty Club.
seeds of the big redwood tree of Cali
X* RkJ D
est switch-back as the best place Camden.
Mr. Murdoch, who is a native of
fornia—gift of Mrs. M. T. Bird of
from which to gaze at distant scen
THEIR ALL
CARDED ery. That his forelegs were on a London, went 35 years ago to the
Hocklapd: (these anil many other
SONS OF MAINE CLUB
new specimens will he on exhibition
level at least two feet lower than paradise of the Pacific, as he terms
^EFDS
We pause a moment to
his hind legs made little difference it, where prosperity followed his Beachmont Adds Another of These at the museum in the Arboretum
Saturdays and Sundays. Received
Popular Massachusetts Societies.
to him, neither was it enuf that he business activities, particularly in ihe
pay tribute to those men,
from Ray Robinson of Canton,
stand on the edge of nothing and pineapple culture.
who fighting for their
Maine, a line Daphne mezeheun
Everybody means some day to go Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
shake his head out over the vast
country gave their all,
space below, hut always must he to Hawaii, said Mr. Murdoch. Many
Eighteen loyal sons and daughteis shrub—this makes the second one
and we deem It ft privi
Buy K & W Seeds
lean far out over the trail to reach school teachers do so, and man v of Maine met at the home of Mrs. of that species set out, the other
one coming from Hallowell four
for some hit of green chancing to there. All who go love the place for
lege to not only place
Seeds that mingle with
its kindly manners, its gentle cli Lena 1’. Tibbetts, Beachmont, Mass., years ago. The towns of Thomas
grow there.
,
Maine soil so that excellent
wreaths of flowers upon
* ♦ ♦ ♦
mate. never hotter than 80 degrees, May 18, and formed a Sons and ton, Kt. George. Rockport and Sears.results are obtained.
their graves, but to revere
There were hut three who went never colder than 50. One can ba tlie Daughters of Maine Club.
Miss mont were represented by visitors
Ask
your
dealer
(or
us)
for
Sunday the 17th. Two species of
their memory.
down to the river that day. hut from in the ocean every day of the year.
Khoda Orr, formerly of Orr’s Island, Shadhush (Amelanchier laeviH and
the K & W Catalogue. Make
“I loved the country under the old
the screams that rent the stillness of
your selections. Buy of him.
was chairman of the meeting and A Canadensis) now in full bloom,
that great abyss little would one sus days of the monarchy,” he said, “hut
KENDALL & WHITNEY
pect that of the party one was a it was necessary that it should pass Charles Eclls, formerly of Rockport, likewise tlie Hobblebush and the
4% INTEREST PAID
Portland, Me.
(725)
out of the hands of the old queen, secretary. A nominating committee Red-berried Elder is nil ready to
stern, calm, dignified librarian.
• • * *
en
who was about to let come in the and a committee to formulate a code bloom. The Forsythla is still one
The two
’Tis over now.
Back again to “A Louisiana lottery that had been ban of by-laws will report at a meeting mass of yellow bloom.
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
The following persons conspicuous herbaceous • plants in
love story for mamma,” “A blue hook ished from the United States. I saw June 15.
about a murder for papa,” and a the old flag run down and the U. S. were present from Somerville to as bloom at this time are I-ausewort or
Wood Betony and the pretty purpleThere had to he a sist in forming the new club:
wicked eye out for the sneak thieves flag run up.
President Charles <S. Brackett of fringed t’olygala.
change
—
‘
J
apan
wanted
the
islands.
who
walk
off
with
library
hooks
and
BRAND NEW
A beautiful yellow primrose, in
I like the Japanese who are 40 per the Somerville Sons of Maine Club
magazines.
THIRTY FOOT
♦ ♦ ♦ •
cent of Hawaii’s population and they and Mrs. Brackett, Vice President full bloom, lias been received from
1 do not fear Freedom K. Blake and Mrs. Blake, n friend living In Thomaston and set
And yet it’s good to be back. make good citizens.
And I love the natives treasurer Ripley Wiley and Mrs. In the perennial border.
Western libraries are larger, their them at all.
N. W. Lermond, Director.
work is more active, but none is more too—kindly, lovable and generous Wiley, Secretary Charles F. Brackett
Their greeting ‘Aloha” and Mrs. Brackett. ex-President
homelike than ours.
In none were people.
The Forty Club minstrels had it
books more up-to-date, service more means everything kind and friendly.” Charles E. Jacobs, W’arren C. Blair, snappy rehearsal Thursday night,
Would also make a very desirable
W.
W.
Polk
and
Mrs.
Polk,
Maurice
The
basis
of
the
best
society
rests
liberal, nor children’s room so attrac
with 25 present. The date of tho
Lobster or Fish Boat
upon the missionaries that went from Libby and Mrs. Libby, Albion B.
tive.
StMBtif
show is June 5.
Crocker
and
Mrs.
Crocker.
the
United
-States
100
years
ago
and
Yes, Rockland is a good place to
^ECER4LRfS£R»t^
The indications are that this will
the speaker paid a high compliment
SrSTEC
live and work in.
K. M. S.
to that devoted band of men and he a lively addition to the Sons and YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Daughters of Maine Clubs of ’Massa
women.
If I had to live my life again I would
f
Bozc.
The growth of the pineapple indus chusetts.
have made a rule to read some poetry and
Somerville. May 18.
MARINE RAILWAYS
try has been phenomenal.
The
listen to some music at least once a week.

Buy Now—

UNION
CAMDEN
“At Your Service”

tj|N0H

AN UNASKED-FOR RECEIPT
Whan payihg bills by mail it ia usually
But how

much more convenient and safe it it to pay
by check, thereby eliminating all possible
disadvantages of the old

MAIN

"the caldron"

Seeds

Rnouicea 1923—$3,335,882.12
Resources 1924—$3,738,401.31

neetaaary to request a receipt.

Volume 80.................Number 62.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Subscription $3.0(T fier year payable la ad
vance ; single copies three cents.
! Advertising rates based upon circulation
I and very reasonable.
Hot from the press comes the new
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
| Tho Rockland Cassette was established In High School magazine—no longer
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
' 1846. In 1874 the Courier wae established
I and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882. known as “Whims,” hut renamed KATHLEEN M. SNOW ............. LIBRARIAN
The Free Press was established In 1855, and “The Caldron.” Hot from the flames
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune, i
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
! would he a more fitting expression,
Week days: 0 a. m. to 9 p. m.

A Memorial Day For Our Loved Ones

DO

Rockland, Maine, Saturday, May 23, 1925.

receipt method.

Coma in and open a checking account with

•

ut.

4% INTERE8T PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Limited United States Depository
United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.

Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

North National Bank
Rockland, Maine

TUB

Rockland
National
Bank

START
SAVING NOW

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

429 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND

Frames and Correct Lenses
Only $10.00

OREL E. DAVIES
301 Main St., Opp Park St.
44Stf

FOR SALE

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

The Latest Dark Shell

CRUISER

A strictly mutual savings
bank

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

Agent for
THE RED WING MOTOR
BOAT BROKERS

36-tf

The loss of these tastes la a losa of happi
ness.—Charles Darwin.

Telephone 702-W

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50
In Exchange For Your Old
Battery

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA"V1EW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W

689 Main Street

ROCKLAND, ME.

88-tf

LEND US YOUR EARS
DID YOU KNOW:—

C

U N D A Y dinner—you
have been thinking it
over and wondering what
you could have thot would
differ from your former
Sunday dinners. You want
to please him?
Suggest
coming here !
Get

acquainted

with

our

That if you mail your copy of THE COURIERGAZETTE to a friend away from home the postage
cost* Four Cents, or $6.24 a year?
That if you buy single copies at Three Cents apiece
the yearly cost is $4.68?
That this makes the total cost $10.92?
That the regular subscription price is only $3.00?
That if we instead of you send the paper it costa
you but $3.00—we do the work of mailing and pay
the postage—a saving to you of $7.92.

"Bill O'Fare

Newbert’s Cafeteria
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place

THE PUBLISHERS.

THINK IT OVER.

DANDELION
There’s a dandy little fellow.
Who dresses all in yellow—
In yellow with ail overcoat of green :
With his hair all crisp and curly,
>n tlie spring-time bright and early.
A-lripping o’er the meadow he is seen.

Through all the bright June weather,
Like a jolly little tramp.
Ho wanders o’er the hillside, down the roadt
Around his yellow feather
The gipsy glow-worms camp;
His companions are the skylark and the toad.
Spick and spandy. little dandy,
Golden dancer in the dell!
Green and yellow, happy fellow.
All t-hc children love him well!
Jtut at last this little fellow
Hoffs Ids dandy coat of yellow.
And v^ry feebly totters o’er the green ;
For lie, very old Is growing.
And with hair all white and flowing
A-nodding in the sunlight lie is seen.
Tlie lilttle winds of morning

Come a-flving through the grass.
And dap their h-ands around him in thelp
glee ;

They shake him without warning—
His wig falls off. alas!
And a little bald-head dandy now Is he.
Oh. poor dandy, once so spandy,
Golden dancer on the lea !
Older growing, white hair flowing.
Poor little bald-head dandy now ia he!
—S M Gwltcwt i

The Courier-Gazette

AROUND THE PLANT

THREE TIMES A WEEK

Latest Batch of Bulletinettes
Concerning Our Chief In
dustry.

on No. 9.
He that trusteth in Ills own heart
A Faulkner crew have been tight
is a fool.—Prov. 28:26.
ening guys and wire rigging at the
.. ■
----■
ii —
quarries.
The announced details of the Gov
A Walsh crew have completed the
ernors Conference indicate that our laying ot’ a two-Inch plank flooring
corner of the state is to he honored on the kiln trestle.
U. S. Brown of the cooper shop Is
by at least a portion of it. Nat reported as being much improved in
urally we would be glad to see this health.
He has been out about two
section made use of to an even months.
Kiln-wood deliveries .are now being
greater extent in a working out of
made by auto trucks, with which four
the activities of ihe week, but It will
“turns” a day can be made, instead of
be a note of special emphasis to one as formerly with horses.
have the distinguished visitors cele
Stevedore William Price kept the
brate Independence Day here, and gang hustling last Friday when the
Berwick was being loaded.
there is no more agreeable spot for
What nearly resulted in a drown
them to light down upon for thnt ing accident occurred at the Rock
purpose than the beautiful town of port quarries last week, when Ba si:
Camden, which at that time of the Winchenhaugh of the Faulkner crew
summer presents its fairest counte and George Blackington, driller at
the Rockport quarries, were tipped
nance and never fails to dPlight the from a raft upon which they wer»»
visitor, both by its physical charms working and thrown into water ot
and the quality of its hospitality. a depth of 150 feet. Both were wear
As the latter ingredient of the pro ing oil suits and Mr. Blackington
had an lS-inch Stillson wrench
gram is to be offered under the di
strapped to him and his pockets were
rection of the Rotary Club there will filled with bolts. He certainly would J
be nothing wanting to the . success of have gone down but for the prompt j
action of Mr. Winchenhaugh who,
the occasion.
though heavily clothed himself, was
We hope our Maine apple growers able to take a few strokes and help
Blackinton to the righted raft.
A
will begin now to preiare for taking heavy shot had dislodged a portion
part in the New England Fruit of bluff, which fell upon the raft
Show to be held in Boston the week containing pump and motor, listing
of Oct. 29. There will be ten thou it badly and wetting motor, and it
was for the recovery of these that the
sand dollars in prizes, which it is
two men were on a smaller raft work
expected will create sharp competi ing, with the rest of the crew’ on th*j
tion between individual growers and bank to do the pulling when lines
different societies and that tliik were attached.

• » • *

North End Cooper Shop
Erwin Jones, better known as
’Casey,” expects to return to work
next Monday, after a two weeks’ ab
sence from a relapse from an attack
of grippe.
Production schedule has been re
duced to 1,000 barrels per day, caus
ing a reduction of crew.
Herbert
Fales has joined the Walsh construc
tion crew at the Gregory, and “Hob
by” Larrabee is jobbing.

• • » •

Millions Naw Living
Will Never Dio.

' Mr. Daniels Hears First In 27

Years—Will History Re
peat?

There’s
no use

letting
a good looking

head run down

at the heels!
A last year’s straw will do it 1

It will run your general make

up into a state of general de
bility.

It will make your $50 blue
suit look like a $12 second

hand.

It will glVe a worth while citi
zen the appearance of a knight
of the road!

Buy a new Straw—get it in

May—and

get

rid

of

Editor of The Courier-Gazette—
There is hunk in the “Song of the
Nightingale.''
We have read do
much of it 111 song and story that It
seemed to lie one of those elusive,
elherinl pleasures that few could ever
enjoy.
I hnve been to Florida since tho
Spanish war in 18«8, and then I heard
one ninghtingale at Tampa.
Non“
since then for 27 years, until this
April, when 1 was located in a Span
ish villa on the outskirts of Miami,
surrounded by cocwinut, and mango
trees, and some of other varieties.
We always saw dozens of mocking
birds about, and many of other spe
cies but on April 10. during the bird
migration north, at S o'clock one
night, wc heard a peculiar song In
one of the trees in the yard, just off
a bedroom window.
I thought a cat had disturbed one
of the mocking bird's nests and that
there was an argument on.
But on
listening more Intently, It was not a
note of fear hut a song of joy. And
hew he did sing "Sweet Adeline.” It
Is the male that sings. Can you be
lieve that from 8 in the evening until
4 the next morning he sat there'and
repeated that song every 30 seconds.
I waited patiently, for his wind to
give out. hut he was calling for a
mate to make the northern trip with
him. and he had no intention of stop
ping until lie found one.
After twa
or three hours it gets on a fellow's
nerves, and along about 2 o’clock
when I found he would not let me
sleep at all. I began to wish that a
whole flock of flapper nightingales
would come along and give him the
'“come on" trill in regular Galll-Curcl style.
The little cuss was unlucky the
first night, and so he started in again
tlie second night, but he must have
landed Ills soul-mate about midnight
tlie second night, for he quit and we
heard no more of him.
“The Song of the Nightingale" is all
right for an hour or so, hut it is the
bunk when some old boy who is not
i Sheik, finds lie has to holler around
for two days to get a girl to go trav
eling with him.
H. A. Daniels.

the

“Maybe”

Hydrate Mills

A shut-down of mill 2 for three
days will be had, for the purpp^e ot
installing new screens in the (hist ar
rester and putting in the “stockingleg” auxiliary.
Ralph Colson has returned to wo*k
after an absence of about two years,
during which time he has been on
half compensation for injuries re
ceived in the former storage shed.
Everybody was pleased to see
Charlie Wade return to work Monday
morning.
He has been away since
March 2S with a severe attack of
grippe cold and other complications,
his condition at one time being con
sidered very serious.
• * * •
Gregory
Gaspare Accardi Is employed in the
This paper has had occasion fre quarries while his kiln is out.
quently to allude to the attractive
Barge Rockland finished loading
appearance that the town of Thom the 7th by taking 10,429 barrels se
aston presents in the w'ell-kept busi lected and some mill lime.
Martin Anderson made a social call
ness section, with its striking hotel
at the kilns last week, on his return
facade and the chief thoroughfare from Stockton Springs, where he had
leading east and west out of it, ar been spending the week end.
He is
caded with beautiful elms and bor at present driving a team in Bath.
Mervyn Flanders was substituting
dered by houses of dignified archi
as shift foreman all last week for
tecture
with
their
surrounding Ralph Gross while the latter was su
lawns. Moreover the picture is em perintending the improvements being
Ralph came
phasized by the handsome new made at his residence.
school building set down in spacious on Saturday.
Frank Ulmer, lime inspector, went
grounds, a monument to the town
to Portland by auto Tuesday to at
people’s spirit of enterprise. What tend the Grand Lodge of the Knights
we started out to mention is an ap of Pythias, of which order he is o
This has been
pearance to the observer of an prominent member.
an annual event for “Frank” for the
agreement on the part of citizens to
past fifteen years. He will be away
add a further note of attractiveness for several days.
by painting their houses white. The
Walter didn’t want much said about
For va
prevailing
type
of
architecture kiln production this time.
throughout the town being colonial rious reasons the average production
didn’t seem to be as good as it should
either pure or with modifications be.
No. 8 kiln is having a remark
this uniformity in color still further ably good run, however, their record
tends to accentuate the atmosphere for the past five weeks being 1243,
which makes Thomaston one of the 1130, 1164, 1146, 1149.
William McKenzie of kiln 10 is out
most distinctive towns in Maine.
for two or three weeks from injurv
received while drawing kiln.
The
As the first year of Rockland's injury occurred May 8 and was
Community Chest draws to a close caused by the draw barrow strikin;
and the funds in the treasury show a piece of lime which had fallen from
themselves adequate to completing it, causing the handle of the barrow
to strike him in the left arm pit.
every detail of financing of the dif "Contusion under arm pit” is the way
ferent institutions, the wisdom of Doc. Libby has it classed.
A razor “pull” on a neck whiske
the movement is justified and the
satisfaction that its success yields and a quick turn of the head, is re
sponsible for the plaster and tape
to the citizens will furnish sufficient trimming on the under side of Fore
argument for the continuance of the man Upham’s jaw. It required three
Chest for another year. Already the stitches to close the gap.
John Phelps is in for about eight
officers are taking in hand the pre
weeks’ layoff on account of injury
liminaries to the canvass, details of
received by him Sunday, May 10,
which will be announced in due sea when he fell down the middle stair
son, probably near the close of way.
“Contusion of right .shoulder
and hip’’ is the way the injury 1:June.
classed at the dispensary.
• • • •
Vacation “bureaus” in their early
Gas Kilns
announcements predict a busy set
Rodney Lindsey has retired from
son of travel and visiting, with
the “Gold Dust’’ crew and is driving
strong tide setting toward the At a coal team far the Perry Co.
Ernest “Pop” Achorn has been ab
lantic seaboard. This is good new
sent the past three weeks on ac
for these east-of-the-Kennebec leg
count of illness.
Jasper Amata 1
ions and we shall hope to profit from substituting for him.
Jasper’s hah
it. Perhaps the proportion of the it of singing at his work, whether
travel thnt we are of right entitled night or day, has caused him to be
to may not this season come to us, called the "spaghetti band.”

TIME OF DELIVERANCE

NIGHTINGALE
__ ’S SONG /

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine. May 23. 192',
Personally appeared Frans s Lyddle who
on oath declares that tie Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of 'he
the Issue of this paper of .May 21. t:'2">,
Rockport
tltere was printed a total of 6.447 copies.
Repairs on No. 7 pet are com
Before tne,
FhAXK B MILLER.
Notary Public.
pleted; the masons are now working

healthful sort of competition will
tend still further to promote the in
dustry of apple growing, which In
recent years has been largely taken
over by western states. The show
is for two main purposes: First, to
show consumers in Boston the su
perior quality of the fruit now be
ing grown in New England in the
hope that more of them will ask for
home grown fruit in preference to
the apples of the far west; Second,
to induce growers to take even more
care in the production of quality
fruit through the wholesale compe
tition for substantial prizes. We
have a special desire that our Maine
orchardists take i>art in it, for we
believe no eastern section of the
country can surpass the quality of
the apple giwwn here, and that as
competition is stimulated and the
modern
science
of
production
widened in its application. Maine
will be raised into the chief place,
where it rightly belongs, as an ap
ple growing state.

$2.00, S3.00, $4.00 and $5.00

for the shape your face needs.

Gregory’s
quarrying for the summer and is
freezing” at the Thurlow ice cream
establishment.
Olin Payson who has been out since
February 24 on account of head in
jury, expects to return to work next
week.
He “belongs" to the relief
association.
James Cates had an ill turn last
Wednesday, a recurrence of a former
trouble, and is confined to his home
on Pleasant street.
Ed Morse is
substituting for him.
CHANCES TO ENLIST

See What the Recruiting Officer Has
In Store For Young Men.

The local recruiting officer, with
headquarters at Fort Williams, an
nounces that enlistments are now au
thorized for the Ninth Corps Area
which is located on the West Coast.
In addition to the vacancies existing
in that Corps Area enlistments are
open for infantry, field artillery and
engineers, field artillery.
Eighth
Corps Area; Infantry and Coast Ar
tillery, Hawaiian Department.
In New England, tlie First Corps
Area, a large variety of vacancies
are open to qualified men and the foi
lowing organizations are open to en
listments: 5th Infantry, Portland
Harbor and Camp Devens: Head
quarters Battalion, 8th Coast Artil
lery, Fort ITeble; 7th Field Artillery,
Fort Ethan Allen. Vermont; 13th In
fantry, Boston Harbor. Coast Artil
lery organizations at Fort H. G.
Wriglit, N. Y.. and Fort Banks, Mass
Co. D, 1st Engineers at Camp Devens,
Mass., during the training season and
at their home station at Fort Du
pont, Delaware at other times; 8th
Ordnance Co., Watertown Arsenal,
Watertown. Mass.
Medical Department in the First
Corps Area offer varied opportuni
ties to men who are interested
tills line of work.
Bands of certain
organizations also offer good oppor
tunities to men who are qualified
along musical lines.
The Quartermaster Corps offers
exceptional chances for advancement
to men who are qualified along cleri
cal lines and men who are expeyienfed in stenography, typewriting
storekeeper or warehouseman lines
will find ample opportunity to ad
vance in the service and at the same
time obtain extensivd knowledge
along these lines.
Men who anticipate entering th
service should inquire at tlie local
Recruiting Station at Post Office,
Rockland.

STRAND THEATRE
“White Fang,” today’s feature is
notable because of the fact that the
wonder dog “Strongheart” plays in
it. If you love vour London—If you
love a roaring good dog story—If
you love romance painted against
the lavish glory of snow-clad hills—
And shadowed valleys—See in all its
superlative beauty this marvelous
screen play, this splendid picture !
Gertrude Atherton,
author
of
Black Oxen.” has this to say of
Proud Flesh.” which comes for
Monday and Tuesday.
A classic picture of the eternal
San Francisco, past and present. A
story of intense drama and passions.
There is a solidity, a warmth and a
glow about it. It entertains and ab
sorbs and provokes and spurs the
imagination. And Patrick O’Malley
is a character to bring joy to the
heart. If there really are O’Malleys
in San Francisco, let us have thorn
in society as quickly as possible.
Snobbery could never stand up
Against them.’’ Patrick O’Malley in
the picture is played by Pat O'Mal
ley, the screen star. Eleanor Boardman. Harrison Ford and Trixie Friganza have the other leading roles.
Proud Flesh” tells of the earth
quake and fire that wiped out the
old San Francisco and of the fresh
courage that built up the new city.
It is a sjpry of the clash between
the forceful, democratic energy of
the new generation, and of the old,
aristocratic pride:—adv.

In .Masonic Temple hall, Wednes
day, May 27, 7.30 p. m. I. A. Baeuerlcln of Brooklyn, N. Y., a lecturer
for the International Bible Students
Association, will give a free Bible
lecture on the above topic.
The speaker takes for his theme
the (Permission of Evil. He does not
deny, but frankly admits, that the
Almighty not only knows of tne ex
istence of evil In the earth, but per
mits it and even designed to permit
it. No one can deny that It is here;
and all who believe that God is in
finitely wise and infinitely powerful
iiiSIPt see that He lias some great and
guod reason for its present i»erniission. ulse He would put a stop to it.
liome of the evils that abouHd will
be touched upon. This is not for the
purpose of stirring up strife, but only
to offset the unscriptural und un
reasonable view that present king
doms are God's kingdoms and that
God’s will is ndw being done on
earth as it is done in heaven. It will
be apparent that a great change
must take place before It ran ever
lie said that justice Is lain to the
line and righteousness to the plum
rrtet. as the prophets declare will
some time be the case.
It will lie shown that evil had a
definite time of beginning. There
was a time here on earth when it
was ' non-existent. That condition
might have continued forever but
for one thing—disobedience. The
Scriptures show that those condi
tions will be restored, and that
obedience will again be possible and
he seen to be very desirable by a
race thut has had a hitler experience
with evil, and that will be glad to be
elensed from its control.
As evil had a definite time of be
gining, so it has a definite time of
ending, a time called In the Script
ures the Time of Deliverance. The
lieaker will show that thnt time is
here and will produce the proof from
the Lord’s great prophecy.
That prophecy pays particular at
tention to the present time. The
very conditions that we see about us,
distress and perplexity among states
men and others at this time are
pointed out by the Lord. He also
foresaw that the public in general
would become, as they are now, dis
trustful of their leaders and uncon
vinced of the possibility of real and
lasting reforms at their hands.
The prophecy further shows that a
fear for the immediate future, fear as
what society is coming to, and a
great commotion among religionists
a shaking and unsettling of religious
view* long held In reverence, would
he all about us at the Time of Deliv
erance.
Finally the prophecy shows that
the Time of Deliverance Is definitely
and closely connected with the re
gathering of Israel to Palestine,
which Is now in actual progress be
fore our very eyes. The speaker wfill
discuss this prophecy and show that
now Is the time to look up and lift
up the head and rejoice because the
Time of Deliverance is come at last.
The seats are free, and there are
qo collections.—adv.
EATTERY H DISBANDS

___

<

FORD OWNERS
ATTENTION

PARK THEATRE

BROWN

Couch
Hammocks
for the porch &lawn

JOIN THE HAMMOCK CLUB
WEEKLY ARE THE TERMS. SELECT YOUR
HAMMOCK. IT WILL BE DELIVERED
AT ONCE

KNOX COUNTY
MOTOR SALES CO.

587 MAIN 8T.

TEL. 333

ROCKLAND, ME.
11-B-tf

AUTOMOBILE
FENDERS
WELDED AND
STRAIGHTENED
Oxy-Acetylene Welding

and Brazing

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632-4 MAIN ST

ROCKLAND

COUCH HAMMOCK IS
SUMMER DELIGHT

A

411.50
Extra
quality* ham
mock of very heavy can
vas, spring bottom, mat
tress of pretty cretonne.

5SSPEHFHEEE

buppei;

$19.00
Beet hammock,
grade
canvas
spring.

FURNITLPE to.

high
and

KO< kl \%1>

fj-

1 A. I \ 1

aiiiSjgil

$21.00

uropern Excursions

A

For summer days on the porch or-in the garden, a couch ham
mock will prove colorful and comforta'ble. After the game or a
hard day’s work, what relaxation it affords ! These have good
springs, soft mattresses and comfortable head rests. In a num
ber of serviceable materials, with stands or chains. Prices here
are appreciably lower.

PRICES:
Hammock with spring
bottom, wind
shield,
chains, etc.

Take Advantage of This Club Plan.

Join This Club Today.

It is claimed that it is the remnant
An American doctor declares that
of the monkey In us that makes us cross-word puzzles have resulted In
enjoy n joke.
If Bryan hears that uniting many families.
It must ho
he'll never smile again.—Pittsburgh nice when they all meet together In
Gazette-Times.
the Kimo padded room.—Punch.

By Edwin Robert IVtre

Vinalhaven Unit of Coast Artillery The Man Whom The Centuries Can
not Forget
To Be Replaced by Bath.

Bath is once more to have a mili
tary company. Lt. Col. Henry W.
Owen, Jr., of the 240th Coast Artil
lery (1st Maine), received by tele
phone from regimental headquarters
in Portland, instructions to proceed
with the organization of a battery in
Bath to fill a vacancy caused by
orders from Washington to disband
Battery <H of Vinalhaven which had
failed to maintain the required
standard of efficiency.
The new battery will he known as
Battery H and will be assigned to
12-lnch guns. It will lie the lineal
successor of the old 4th Company,
otherwise known as tho Hyde
EMPIRE THEATRE
Guards, which represented Bath in
‘Folly of Vanity” the William Fox the World War.
photoplay, featuring Betty Blythe,
A rolling stone gathers no moss
which opened last night is a dazzling
dramatic fantasy dealing with a and a stationary one no momentum.
Let your conscience be your guide.—
problem that faces every young mar
Arkansas Gazette.
ried couple during the period that
friend husband is not in a position
to accede to every whim of a young
wife with a champagne taste.
An I
it is handled in a masterly fashion.
The direction is (lawless and an ex
cellent cast supports the featured
player in a clever way.
Billie Dove,
We have added to our service
beautiful to gaze upon, enacts the
equipment a complete
young wife who craves to udorn her
natural beauty with expensive lux
BATTERY STORAGE ANO
uries.
Jack Mulhall Is cast in the
REPAIRING OUTFIT
role of the struggling young husband
Betty Blythe a 1925 Queen of Sheba
Where we can take care of your
has the role of a scheming worldly
battery needs.
woman which she plays to perfec
WE HAVE IN STOCK AT ALL
tion.
John Sainpolis in the role of
TIMES NEW BATTERIES AND
a connoisseur in jewels and women
A FULL LINE OF REPAIR
makes you hate him for Ills villainPARTS
in trying to break up thrt home of the
young couple by inciting the vanitj
By adding this equipment to our
of the wife.
service station we have the most
The feature attraction for Monday
complete and up-to-date eervice
and Tuesday is "The Bose of Paris”
station this side of Boston.
from the novel “Mitsl” by Delly.
We do everything
Tlie supporting cast includes John
but paint your oar
Sainpolis. Robert Cain. Edwin Brady
and Dorothy Bevier.

Today will he the last opportunity
to see one of tlie best double feat
uie programs that lias lieen shown
at the Park Theatre this season
The program Is made up with
Tom Mix and Tony in “The Riders
of the Purple Sage," a story of Zane
Grey and “East Side of New York’
featuring Owen Moore. The feat
♦ * • ♦
but that state of things will receiv,
ure attraction for Monday and
Quarries
Tuesday, is “She Wolves" a vivid
adjustment when the Carlton Bridge
Sid Wall Is working in the Perry
AWAKENED
story of the Parisian, night life.
[For*The Courier-Gazette 1
gets its two ends planted on the quarry.
Eleven notable players are seen
Fred Winslow is working in th? My heart Is a cold, dead thing,
river banks.
in tlie important roles of "She
And lies in a leaden breast ;
Clark Island granite quarries.
Once Love wrapped ’round with its sheet of Wolves."
Miss Rubens plays the
Gaspare Accardi, a kilnman from
flame,
The suggestion of Gen. Pershing
leading feminine role, appearing op
the Gregory shed, is working in Cobli And filled and thrilled my joyous frame—
posite Jack Mulhall. The scenes
But now that Are is dead and cold
as our ambassador to France will re
And my heart is filled with ashes old.
are laid in Paris and Miss .Rubens is
ceive warm endorsement from this
Tlie big crusher with steam shovel Oh, stir it not: remembering
given the opportunity to display
heart is a cold, dead thing :
country wl-.ere he is honored for his auxiliary is now in full operation for Mv
numerous new Paris gowns.—adv.
No whit, i» lies at rest.
summer
business.
—Old poem.
splendid character and soldierly rec
Elmer Schiltz of hard rock 1 ha; M.v heart. Is awakening—
ord. and in France where he Is held gone to Long Cove, where he has It cannot remain at rest—
FOR INDIGESTION
A strong and true and tender love
in affectionate regard as one of the work as paving cutter.
that’s sent by God above
TAKE A FEW DROPS OF
The planking of roof and exposed AHaslove
saviours of that nation.
healed and tuned each broken string
portions of hoist houses, for protec And made my once-sad heart to sing
’S RELIEF
My heart is awakening:
When that low-down individual,, tion from "shots” has been completed. fx-t it rejoice In Love’s glad spring;
IN
A
LITTLE
COLD WATER
John Richards who has been at Rejoice by Love now blest.
♦ bo
rtnuor
is declaration
performing, that
we home
ecil"
Mark thief,
Twain's
for the past two months on acK. H. Cassens.
AFTER EACH MEAL
hert must be a bell in order that | count of stomach trouble, now has an
NEMO'S shop is small but exceed MORWAY MEDICINE CO.
certain‘'grades "of ' society can get; attack
tack of flu.
James Gray of Cobb 1 has given up ingly peppy.—adv.
their Just reward.

Every-Other-Day
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Of recent years, Nuremjiurs has
been a shrine to the lovers of Hans
Sachs and -the iMinnesingcrs, but
here ifl another Nuremhurg man
whom the centuries do not forget,
whose little house is reverently' cared
for. century in and century out—Al
brecht Durer His pictures and
drawing* are now sattered over the
world, in Vienna, in Munich, in
Dresden, in Florence, in Prague and
in the British Museum, but here is
his house, where he toiled, and the
monument in the Durer Platz. The
most eujierfielal acquaintance with
Durer's work prepares one for the
sight of his home. The unpretenti
ous house and its contents is just
wihat he pictured in his "Birth of the
Virgin.” The carved c Pfers. the
solid tables, the spacious windowseats. the carefully wrought meta!
work, all show a careful simplicity
that shames the "luxuriously fur
nished aparbpients” of today. The
low ceilingi'd, gabled house, is a
master's house that can never the
rubbed off my map of Europe, every
time I wander near the Thlergartnerthor, I see parties from eight in
the morning til! six in the evening
waiting to walk within it.

OIL Cook Stove SALE
Here is your chance to get a genuine

FLORENCE AUTOMATIC STOVE
At Greatly Reduced Prices

SALE FOR SIX DAYS ONLY

THE SNOW FLEET
Schooner Lavinla M. Snow, Pea
body, is discharging bag cement at
Kidder’s Point, Searsport, for New
York; thence/or North Sullivan to
load stone for New York from H. H.
Havey.
Schooner William Bisbee, Merritt,
is loading curbing from W. R
Havey’s quarry in Sullivan for New
York; thence to the Kennebec with ,
sand out of the Hudson.
Schooner
Helvetia,
Outhouse,
sailed Thursday from City Island
with coal froip Edgewater for Eastport. She will then probably load
stone for New York.
iSchooner Wawenock, Pettigrow,
was at Perth Amboy, Thursday,
loading coal for Calais; thence to St.
Helena Island to load stone from
Henisch Brothers for New York.
Smack Alva, Barbour, is on the
South Bailway for extensive altera
tions and repairs. The well is being
removed and the craft is being tim
bered and planked.
Maine Central Steamer Pemaquid
hauled out Thursday for thorough
cleaning and painting, in amplia
tion of the season’s work.
** Ism, the 2d, It. Keating master, has
lately been equipped with a new 1-f20 h. p. self-starting motor (lazy
man’s gear) and had a successful
trial trip Thursday. The craft Is al
ready under charter to take a large
and assorted cargo of old salts and
novices to Catawamteak cottage,
Spruce Head, during the summer.
She will probably hail for other
ports, as well, but it is “Catawam
teak” where “we all rendezvous.”
that will have the call. “Free wharfage."
High-school attendance in Indi
ana increased 55.95 per cent during
the past five years. Increase in the
elementary grades was 14.91 per
cent, according to statistics com
piled by the State Department of j
Public Instruction of Indiana.

3 BURNER

*14.98

2BURNER

'rz!!

$10.98

(THESE PRICES ARE FOR CASH WITH ORDER)

I ’'

Absolutely new, in the original factory crates.

TEAR OFF-MAIL IN
BURPEE FURNITURE CO.,
'
Rockland, Maine.
Gentlemen: Enclosed it my remittance of ..............
for which send me a (Two—Three) Burner Florence.
Respectfully,

•

,,

Name ........................................................................................
Address ....................................................................................

2^»*L*iM?R?Tr;T5FFl

BI JRPEE
E.URNITURE Cd
" POGHl.
It

---- MAIM-

-ir-nnntiouoooec

WE WILL SHIP DAY ORDER »S RECEIVED. ACT QUICKLY
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TALK OF THE TOWN

The

Quarter

Century

Traveling

Men’s Association, which has a num
ber of members In this section, holds
its annual meeting and banquet at
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
May 23
(League Baseball)—ttodklaml Hotel Brunswick, Old Orchard, June
High vs Lincoln Academy at Conummltv 19th.
Park: and Thomaston High vs Camden High

in Camden.
May 23—Poppy Hay.
May 27—tttubinstein (Bub’s annual open
meeting flt the Congregational church
May 27—Knox County W. C. T. U. con
vention in Baptist church, Warren
(May 27—Annual meeting Knox County W.
C T. V. in Warren.
May 30—Memorial Day
June 3—Thomaaton—Senior Class play,
“Adam and Eva,” Watts hall
June 5—Forty Club Minstrels at new High
School auditorium.
June 5—Camden—Annual school fair and
operetta.
June 9—Warren High School graduation.
June 14- Flag Day.
June 18-Rockland High School Graduation
In New High School auditorium.
Aug 12—Ladles Baptist Circle (Rockport)
Midsummer Fair
*tl” 13—Standard Time resumed.
Seid 30-Oet. 2—State Cuuveatlun of WC.
T.U. in Auburn.

Camden has a special town meet
ing at 7.30 o’clock tonight to act
upon the daylight saving proposi
tion. It would be a matter of
mutual convenience to have all of
the trolley towns on one system,
and that is probably what tlie situa
tion will soon be, as the fast time
sentiment is very strong up the
track.

Frank B. Nichols, publisher of the
Bath Daily Times, has been elected
president of the Maine Daijy News
paper Association, the membership
of which is made up wholly of mem
bers of the Associated Press.
To
nobpdy are the honors which he re
ceives more pleasing than the
Flower garden thieves are getting friends here In Jtockland where he
In their mean work.
Postmaster began his journalistic career.
Blethen was a victim one night this
Local motorists, whose journeys
Week whAi somebody stole all but
five of his 80 han/some tulips. The take them frequently to Camden,
thieves came prepared for business, will be delighted to know that the
bad stretch by the schoolhouse, at
as they evidently used scissors.
the entrance to the town is being re
paired. Rockland had just such a
Steamer Westport of the Bar Har
disgraceful piece of road on Park
bor line has lieen out on tlie Camden street, and doubtless has others
Hallway for repairs to her hull and which are not altogether praise
Installation of new wheel.
Ilet worthy. but by degrees these evil
Thursday trip to Bluehill was can spots are being ironed out. Good
celled, and the Southport took ra"» roads are among the best assets of
of the Bar Harbor line meantime
any town.
Tlie Westport was back on the job
yesterda y.
Passenger traffic is light on the
Boston boats this week, hut When
H. W. Davis, who is employed by the Belfast tied up at Tillson wharf
the Marston & Wells Fireworks Co. yesterday morning the Wharf crew
In Boston, has sent the local Chap thought she had a million aboard.
ter of the Sons of American Revolu The cause ot it all was the return
tion three dozen IKetsy Rosa, flags to home of the Vinalhaven dud Jtoekport
he used in decorating Revolutionary graduating classes which have been
graves.
Mr. Davis is a former on a trip to Washington. D. C.
Ntirthend boy, and this is tlie thirl ’Twas a lively and happy bunch, and
successive year that he has kindly that Rockland wharf looked like a
remembered his home city.
slice of Paradise to the" boys and
girls. There were about 30 students
The luncheon of the Forty Club In the two groups, the Rockport stu
Monday noon will he a record dents being chaperoned by Miss
breaker due to ^the fact that the Charlotte Cross, a former teacher in
program will consist of song hits Rockport.
from the Forty Club Minstrels to be
presented June 5 in the auditorium
George Bt Wood left yesterday for
of the new High School The club Briarcliff Lodge. Briarcliff Manor,
chorus will be given an opportunity Westchester County, N. Y., where will
.to familiarize itself with the new be held, next week the seventh an
music. The minstrel show is to nual convention of the National Lime
benefit tlie Higli School Athletic As Association, of which he has the honor
to be president and is closing
sociation.
his second year.
The sessions heService with a smile at NEMO'S gin Tuesday and will close on Friday.
Live problems will he discussed by
Repair shop.—adv.
technical and practical men and re
sults of research work, looking to
ward the use of lime in many indus
The Kian does not at
tries,* will be given.
Tlie annual
tempt to regulate the pri
round table discussion of plant prob
vate morals, family af
lems promises to be most Interest
fairs, political or raligi*
ing.
Some very
distinguished
ous beliefs of any man.
speakers are expected. Ample time
Ku XTux Kian
will he set aside for sports, sueli as
golf, tennis, swimming, horseback
riding, quoits and baseball.
Mr.
Wood was joined In Boston by Mrs.
Wood, who has been tlie guest of her
sister, Mrs. E. H. Wlswall in Wel
GLASS
lesley Hills, Mass.
Wilh Iron Holder
•
■
Saturday shoppers can well afford
CAST IRON AND TIN
to deviate a few feet from Main
The last two painted In Dark
street today in order to attend the
Green with Gold Striping on the
opening of the Iloseway Beauty Shop,
Iron. Holders for the Glass Vases
which will also be known as "The
finished in Dull Biaek.
Little Shoppe Around the Corner.”
It is located in the northern half of
the building just erected by ,the
owners of the People’s Laundry, op
HARDWARE
posite the American Legion build
456 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
ing, and Is just as attractive as the
60-61
name indicates. The walls are done
in rose and gray, which tints make
an admirable setting for the beauty
shop equipment—said to lie the finest
NOW IS THE TIME TO SET OUT
east of Portland. The entrance is al
15 Limeroek street, and telephone ap
pointments may I* made by calling
1069. The proprietor of the new
I have For Sale the following
estahlfshment is Katherine O. Studlev,
Plants: English Primrose, Single
a graduate of Dr. Rudolph Merlin's
White Spirea, Mountain Daisies,
school in Boston. She has as assist
Mixed Foxglove, Madonna Lilies,
ants Miss Georgia Rush of Boston,
Yellow Daisies, Yellow Lilies, Gar
also a Dr. Mertin graduate, and Shir
den Heliotrope, Sweet' William,
ley Doherty Holt, a Rockland girl
Lupin, Hardy Pinks, Canterbury
who has had ample experience at the
Bells, Lady’s Slipper, White Phlox,
work. Customers of the ‘ Roseway”
Cerise
Phlox,
Arabis,
Baby’s will have the following wants prompt
Breath,
Buttercups,
Bleeding
ly and expertly attended to: Sham
Heart, Forgcimenot, Irises, London
pooing, marcel waving, inecto hair
Pride, Larkspur, Jacob's Ladder,
tinting, facial massage (plain and re
Yellow Alysum, Pink Spirea, Poly
juvenating), color restoration for
anthus, Fern Leaf Plant, Mixed
premature grayness, water waving,
Columbine, Double White Spirea;
manicuring, superfluous hair removal,
also Mint Plants.
scientific hair and scalp treatments
I will have all kinds of Seedlings
and hairometer and sun aero treat
the first of June—it is too cold to
ments for baldness. Balloons for the
set them out now—if they get
kiddies and roses for the ladles are
stunted it is hard to bring thorn to.
being given at the opening.

The meeting Thursday night In the
interest of establishing a credit bu
reau. was so slimly attended on ac
count of the High School play and
other attractions, that another will
he called, date to be announced.

K

CEMETERY VASES

H.H.CRIE&CO.

HARDY PLANTS

EDWIN A. DEAN
Highlands, ROCKLAND, ME.
Head of Cedar Street. Tel. 321-5
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Fuller-Cobb-Davis
To the People on the street

Please Take Notice of Our Oak Street Window

The Needle Art Shop, located in
the Salvation Army block. Is to
move Into the Bicknell block in the
store lately occupied by E. O'B.
Gonia, and will open up June 2. In
the meantime their store will he
closed.

Ellis .Mills, who was recently
The lighthouse tender Hibiscus
has lieen tending to its marine gar elected editor-in-chief of tlie Syra
dens in tlie vicinity of Tenant’s Har cuse University year book lias
added to his laurels by being elected
bor. 1
to the honorary Junior society, a
Tho Industrial Accident Commis much coveted honor, which the
sion conducted several hearings at Rockland hoy duly appreciates.
the City Government rooms Thursday
Edwin Libby Relief Corps mem
afternoon.
*
___
bers are requested to meet at the
The annual meeiing of the Chil Grand Army hall not latbr than 10
drens Playground Association will be o'clock Sunday forenoon for the pur
held at the postofflee next Thursday pose of attending church services. It
is especially requested that all who
afternoon at 3 o’clock.
can possibly be present do so.*
1
The Camden Rotary Club is coming
Indians once roamed over what is
to the Copper Kettle June 2 to hold
Such is the
its meeting.
It will Jie ladies’ nigl.t now the City Farm.
and a special program will he pre conclusion drawn by the master
Charles A. Weymouth, who, on
sented.
Thursday, plowed out a stone which
The annual meeting of the Knox had a curious band around the mid
County Woman’s Christian Temper dle, nnd which was undoubtedly
ance I’nion will he held in the Bap used In the pleasant occupation of
tist church, Warren, .Wednesday, slaying man or beast whichever hap
pened to come along first.
May 27.

The Elks meet Monday night. Tlie
session will be preceded by a sup
per at 6.45.
Preparations are under
vay for tlie usual observance of Flag
Day—June 14.

Here We Are!!

The class which graduated from
John F. Suckling's Grammar School
In 1889 had 64 members. So far as
known all are still living with the
exception of one man who was
drowned at Boston.

Local golfers read with much re
gret of tii# death of that well known
professional A. H. Fenn, which took
Ralph Cl. Kennison has returned place Thursday at a hospital in Lew
front Gardiner and re-entered the iston. He had also played baseball,
employ of the Central Maine Power roller polo and billiards profession
ally.

E. C. Moran & Co. adjusted losses
amounting to $16,500 at Union Wed
nesday. The promptness of the set
tlement was very gratifying to the
beneficiaries.

Page Three

Basement Merchandise
WITH THE CHURCHES

THE FORTY CLUB MINSTRELS
' Benefit Rockland High Athletic
Association
Personal Direction of PHILIP A. JONES

Gospel Mission service will lie held
Sunday afternoon at 2.20 and Sunday
evening at 7.15, leader L. A. Dow.
• * • •
At the Salvation Army Citadel. 477
Main street, Sunday morning, 'Holi
ness meeting is at 11 a. m., Salvation
meeting at 8 p. m., company meeting
(S. S.) at 2 p. m.t and Young Peo
ple's Legion at fi.30 p. m. Capt. and
Mrs. George Simons will lie in charge
of these meetings.
• * * *
Episcopal Church Notices: At St.
Peter's, Holy Communion ot 7.30.
morning prayer and sermon at 10.30,
followed by the school. Evening
prayer and sermon at Thomaston at
5 p. ill., school at 6.30. St. Peter's
Guild will meet at Ihe parish hall at
2 ii. m. Thursday.
« • « •

First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Cedar and Brewster streets. Sunday
morning services et 11 o’clock. Sub
ject of lesson sermon, “Soul and
Body." Sunday school at 12. The
reading room is located in tlie new
Bicknell block and is open every
week day from 2 to 5 p. m.

With E. R. VEAZIE as Interlocutor
And such Stars as Lou Cook, Maynard Mar
ston, Horace Lamb, Bill Bird, Arthur Lamb,
Mont Trainer, Albert Peterson, et als.

...»

We take great pleasure in waiting on the people who are interested in any
thing shown in these windows. Our garment departments contribute to many
of the excellent values shown. We buy gaiments for this department as well
as oJd garments taken from our main and second floor departments. .This
gives our customers always a varied and wide selection not always found in
bargain basements.
Silk Dresses.....................................................................................$5.00 up to $10.00

Wool Dresses.................................................................................. $10.00 up to $15.00
Coats for Children, 4 to 6 years sizes................................................. $4.00 to $5.00

Coats for Misses’, 14 to 20 years *............................................... $10.50 to $18.50
Women’s Coats, sizes up to 48..................................................... $10.50 to $18.50

Your inspection and mail orders solicited

Our remnant section is at its best. You will be pleased with the values offered.

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

MALE VOICES
In SOLOS, DUOS, QUARTET, DOUBLE
QUARTET AND DOUBLE OCTET

AND SAY !!!
The slams that Circle has worked up will
get everybody into court but, you’ll get your
money’s -worth—you bate!

C’MON UP!

Today is Poppy Day. The child
ren will be abroad with their blood I
red wares and the proceeds will he
devoted to the relief of local widows
and orphans of veterans.
The regular meeting of tlie Ameri
can Legion Auxiliary will he held
Monday evening at 7.30 in the
Legion rooms. All members of the
Legion are requested to meet at the
rooms at 10 o’clock Sunday morn
ing to attend services at the Universalist church.

A fine patriotic program will be
offered Monday night at the Method
ist vestry under the auspices of the
Senior choir. The famous Senior
choir male quartet will be featured,
and those who have heard it will
not allow this opportunity to pass
unimproved.

A survey conducted by Secretary
MacDonald of tlie Chamber of Com nierce shows that tlie merchants are
about equally divided on the questipn
of staying open next Friday night.
Those opening will so advertise in
these columns.
All places of busi
ness will close -Saturday.
Tlie proceeds from "Tlie Charm
School" Were $350, a handsome total
exceeding by $40 tlie school’s share
from the Last year play.
The suc
cess is the more marked as the entire
production was cast and directed by
a local girl. Miss Doris Black of the
High School faculty.
A particularly
pleasing incident occurred at the
Thursday night performance when
Miss Black was presented with a
handsome camera in behalf of the
cast by Raymond Perry.
The
Senior Class also made a contribu
tion of a beautiful boquet of roses.

A lively and well-attended meet
ing of I’leasant Valley Grange Tues
day evening, was devoted in part, to
a rehearsal of the degree team, and
to plans to ilia’.** up an auto party to
visit SouthiHope Grange. Wednes
day evening, 40 members, Including
a degree team of 1G, and most of tlie
officers of I’leasant Valley Grange
gathered on Lake avenue, forming
quite ,an imposing procession, and
proceeded to South .Hope Grange,
where ex-State .Master Obadiah
Gardner, acting as Master, Mrs.
Gardner as chaplain. A. S. Bartlett.
Sr. And Mrs. Bartlett as assistant
and lady assistant stewards and the
officers of Pleasant Valley Grange
conferred tlie third and fourth de
grees on a class of five candidates.
A bountiful harvest feast formed
part of the ceremony. Then followed
a jolly evening with games at inter
mission by tlie younger set, vocal
solos by K. IL McIntosh, recitations
and readings by various members of
both Granges, and a general ex
change of felicitations . lt was long
after midnight before the meet
ing
dispersed.
Pleasant
Valley’
Grange will entertain South Hope
Grange at an early date, to lie se
lected by the visiting Grange.
Woman’s apparel to the value of
more than $1,500,000,000 was pro
duced in the United States last year.
You wouldn’t have thought so. If you
judged by what tlie dear tilings wore
Gmail i Bee.

Rexall "One Cent Sale" at Shel
Rexall "One Cent Sale” at Shel
don’s Drug Store, Wednesday-Thurs- don's Drug Store, Wednesda.v-TliursDon't
day-Frlday, May 27, 28, 29.
Don't day-Frlday, May 27, 28, 29.
miss lt.
62-63
miss lt,
62-63

BORN
Rockland. i.May 2b to Mr and

Helskanen

Mrs. John lit iskanun. a son
Ana
Piper Pes IM(»ines. Iowa. May 16, <o Mr
and Mrs. Willis II. Piper, formerly of Rock
port, a son Willis Ilexter, Jr.

Gr men

Fiskc Green Waldoboro, Mav l'». by Rev
Guy C McQualdee. George Flske of Newton,
Mass , ami Miss Esther Crum of Camden.
Morgan-Jones Rockland, May 22, by Re..
C A. Knickerbocker, William E Morgan and
.Miss Gladys S. Jones, both of Rockland.

MONDAY EVENING, MAY 25

WE ARE INTRODUCING
A New Practice In Our Merchandising in

Weekly Specials

:: NEX1 WEEK::
THE SLIDING BED COUCH

NEW
BATTERY
DODGE BATTERY

$18.00
EXCHANGE PRICES

E. 0. Philbrook & Son
632-4 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

60-62

FISH PEDDLERS
ATTENTION!
Hake, Cusk,
Halibut
Arriving Daily
Reasonable Prices
PORT CLYDE FISH &
COLD STORAGE CO.

Haddock,

PORT CLYDE. ME.
56-G7

Thoroughly modern in every re
spect is the new A. L. Rogers barber
shop at 15 Limeroek street. It makes
a distinct contribution to the city's
business district with Its all glass
front, its pure Ivory while walls and
white ceiling. Us three gleaming
chairs and its mirrors. Tty* genial
proprlestor is too well known locally
to need any introduction, having
wielded a local razor for a score of
years past.
With him is Hiram
Young, a well known journeyman
barber of experience and skill. A
third barber,-H. F. Moore of Vermont,
will arrive next week! Tlie new I
shop is 40x11 feet with a store room
and lavatory at the rear. The west
ern wall is taken up by handsome,
marble-cased vitroUte glass mirrors
40x60 inches faced by the three latest
type Koch hydraulic chairs.
The
floor is carpeted will) inlaid lino
leum. The lavatory Is of the double
sink type and makes a handsome
piece of furniture. The magazine
table in the window was graced dur
ing tlie opening day, Thursday, with
fine bouquets, contributed by 6ell
wishing friends and thereby express
ing a general desire for prosperity in
the new venture.

Consider this proposition at only—

L. MARCUS, Proprietor

THE

HOME OF

QUALITY

If you like
solid comfort
come ami see these CANTI
LEVER oxfords. They are a
real help to women who can’t
he happy idle.

A moment's test i nour store will
show their comfort and quality.
Ask for Cantilever booklet.

L. E. BLACKINGTON
Boots, Shoes,
Clothing, Furnishings
MAINE

ROCKLAND,

USED CAR SALE
TEL. 891-M
OPEN EVENINGS

The following cars can be
seen on our floor ready for
delivery. Besides these cars
we have a list of 40 more,
including practically every
type of car on the market.
1923 Buick 4 Tour. $550.

1920 Mitchell Coupe 325.

1922 Buick Tour.

500

1923 Dodge Sedan

850.

1924 Overland Coach 450.
1921 Cadillac 7 pass.
Sedan,
1200

1919 Cadillac Tour.

675.

1922 Buick Tour.

450.

Fords—several to choose
from
85.00 to 400.

1923 Ford Touring

225.

Bargain Ford Racer

75.

1924 Star Sedan,

1923 Buick 6, repainte<L
__
700.

Overhauled and Repainted
Guaranteed

STONINGTON FURNITUKE CO.
ROCKLAND

anti women

SPECIAL
1923 Buick Sport Tour
ing.
.
$1050.

$10.75
313-319 MAIN ST.

'’antilever
| x iV

:: Memorials::

$12.50

CLOSE FITTING HEEL

MARRIED

membering and Tilings Wortli For
getting."
The G. A. R* and affil
iated bodies will attend. Sunday j
1885
1925
DIED
School at 12' Kindergarten will InWiiichenhuch Waldoboro, May 14. Alb •
held during; liie church service: Y. p.
(Koule) wife of Marcellus Winebetibacb, aged
(»3 years
I', at 6 o'clock.
Music includes
tlie anthems “Onward Christian Sol
CARD OF THANKS
E. A. GL1DDEN & CO.
diers" by Peace and "Soldier Rest,"
I wish to thank my friends and neighbor'
.1 by Scott.
WALDOBORO, ME.
for the kindness and help in m.v recent slcl;
I
• « * •
nesu.
Mrs Myra Gross
I
■
...........
-j
Pastor Stuart’s subject will lie
"The Appeal of Christiaiiity-l'nity.”
CARD OF THANKS
CARD OF THANKS
al Littlefield Memorial church Sunday
I wish through this paper to express my
We wi -Ii to thank our neighbors anil friends
slnceie
and
beat
(felt thanks to all those who
ami
especially
the
members
of
the
>Mttsonic
morning at 16.30. "A Fish Story" wil]
Lodge, for their kindness during our recent worked so nobly and faithfully to save my
lie the subject of the message to the bereavement.
property from destruction in the fire of M »nchildren. A ladies' quartet will sing «Mrs. Fred W <'ope!und. Mr. ami Mrs. O day morning. May God's choicest blessings
“Jesus Knows and Understands." li Copeland, .Mr and Mrs. <’ E. t opi land, lest upou each and every one of them.
ami Mrs W. M. Pullon.
Kaljdi Young
and an an-them will lie rendered by Mr.Rockport,
Maine.
*
Union, May 21.
•
the choir. The Bible school meets at
noon and the lesson subject is “Sutil
Begins His Great Career.” C. E.
service at 6.15 and the regular even
ing service iu 7.15. The address will
he delivered by Marlin 'Storms who
has just returned from Boston Theo
logical School.
METHODIST VESTRY
. . • e
The subject of the sermon Sunday
morning at the Pratt Memorial M. E.
church will lie "Men and Mud. the
: : Auspices : ;
Quest For the Philosopher’s Stone." I
No Foot Too
The music will include the anthem,
SENIOR CHOIR, PRATT MEMORIAL M. E. CHURCH
"In Thee O Lord, Do I Put My Trust."
Stout
Frey, and a contralto solo by Miss
TICKETS - - - 50 CENTS
Marie Brown. In the evening the
nor is there a foot (oo large
choir will sing the anthem •'Come
Sound His Praise Abroad," Pike, and
to be fitted comfortably and
"The Old Rugged Cross,” Bennard.
stylishly in
will be sung by a trio. Miss Bertha
McIntosh, chorister, will direct. The
topic for the evening sermon will be
"Twice Born Men.’’ Sunday school
meets at 12 with classes for all: Ep
worth League at 6.15 and evening ser
Beautiful, 'Slender appearing
vice nt 7.15. Prayer meeting Tues
day at 7.30.
style shoes that can be had
... *
as wide as EEE, as large as
Rev. R. P. Browne, pastor of the
size 12.
First Baptist church, will speak Sun
day morning at 10.30 on “Jesus and
The Shadows." There will he a solo
Hereafter we will select some one article and run
by R. K. Greene and the choir will
it through the week at a very special price, rgardsing “E’er Fadeless -He Their Glory,”
Mendelssohn.
Sunday School at the
less of other advertising—so it will pay you to
usual hour.
Miss Evelyn Hooper
will be the leader at the Christian
keep
an eye out in the future for these Weekly ,
Endeavor at 6 o'clock, the subject
being
“
Christian
Traits
Wortli
Striv

Special Ads.
ROCKLAND
ing For."
During the song servlc
beginning a half hour later than
RUBBER CO.
usual, 7.45, there will be used some of
Opposite Waiting Room
the patriotic songs. The pastor’s sub
ROCKLAND.
ject for the evening service will lie
"A Sensational Patriot nnd the Trag
edy of Ills Home.”
Special music
by the choir will Include "Recession
al.” Kipling-DeKoven, and "Let the
Hills and Vales Resound,’’ CooperRichards.
The subject at prayer
meeting on Tuesday evening will lie
"Paul's First Missionary Journey,"
Acts 13.
Tlie annual parish meeting
will lie held on Wednesday evening
with a picnic supper at 6.30.
All
Heavy gr.y metal frame, strongly made, fine,
members attending are requested to
For FORD, CHEVROLET AND
take a basket lunch nnd the ladies of
strong springs, two all-cotton mattresses, with
the church will serve coffee and co
OVERLAND
fancy ticks in handsome patterns.
coa.

NEW HIGH SCHOOL AUDITORIUM
FRIDAY, JUNE 5

The master’s degree chemical en
gineering will be awarded to Edgar
E. Linekin of Thomaston at tlie Uni
versity of Maine commencement ex
ercises June 8.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

MAIN AND OAK STREETS

At the Congregational church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "Wisdom.”
Austin M. Moody lias bought the
Church school at noon.
The Fel
lowship League will meet in the ves Annie V. Flint property at 29 Frank
try at 6.20//clock. Dr. R. J. Wasgati lin street.
will address the meeting.
It will he
an open session and parents and
There is little doubt that n
friends are invited.
considerable amount of phy
• • • ■
sical and mental strain may
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker will
preach at 10.30 at the I’niversalist he charged to foot disabilities.
Jtockland J ted Cross.
cliurch. topic “Things Worth Re

TEL. 745-J

MERCHANDISE

CASH OR TERMS ON ALL CARS

ROCKLAND,
USED CAR MART
PARKER F. NORCROSS
Manager
BLAKE’S GARAGE, NORTHEND I
737 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND I

Rockland Marble and Granite Works

57-T-S-61

I

W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK

SHOE

: : : and Dealer* in : : :

Native and Scotch Granite, Marble Shelves, Etc.
LINDSEY STREET, ROCKLAND, MAINE

41S£Ttf

REPAIRING
Co.

AUTO TOP REPAIRING

Rockland Shoe Repairing I
School Street

Rockland

55-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1925.
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WALDOBORO

Gas on Stomach Made
Mrs. Cook Nervous

SOUTH THOMASTON

George Ashworth was in Skowhe
gan last week.
Waldoboro High School baseball
team defeated Warren High School at
a game ijlayed on the home grounds
Wednesday afternoon. The score was

Mrs. Nettle Kittredge of Freeport,
Long Island, was the gueat of her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. George Green,
“For years I had gas on the stom
Monday and Tuesday and returned to
ach and was nervous. Adlerika has
New York Wednesday morning. Mrs.
done more good 'than anything.”
(signed) Lein Cook. One spoonful.
Kittredge was accompanied by Wil
25 to 2.
Adlerika removes GAS and. often
liam R. Piersons of New York who
Mrs. Malvina Comery has returned brought the remains of his wife, Mrs.
brings surprising relief to the stom
from Boston.
ach. Stops that full, bloated feel
Grace Spaulding Piersons, here for
Mrs. Augusta Winchenbach of interment.
ing. Don’t waste time with pills or
"
South Waldoboro has been spending I Zobedee Simmons is making extend
tablets but let Adlerika give your
a week with Mrs. Millard Wade.
bowels a REAL cleansing, bringing
sive repairs and Improvements 'upon
Mrs. Frederick A. IBrummitt of | his house and grounds.
out matter you never thought was
Boston is at her home on Friendship
in your system. C. .H. ’Moor & Co.,
Chester
Allen
is
laying
a
line
stone
street.
Druggists. In Thomaston by C. C.
Miss Irma Waltz of Gardiner is the "alk to the front door of his home,
McDonald.
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. I Mrs. L. O. Hanley bought a KingsLondon C. Waltz.
i bury piano from V. F. Studley last
Mrs. Crosby Keene of Bremen is | week for her little daughter, Ethel
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Nellie Holbrook.
The southern tenement in the old
Wade.
Clarence Reed of Bath has been Spalding house is now vacant, on
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. I. item which will prove of interest to
the many who desire to obtain a rent
BOSTON & BANGOR LINE
G. Reed.
Miss Sarah IHammond of Man in the ”Keag. Mrs. George Green is
STANDARD TIME
chester, X. H., is a guest of Dr. and the owner.
Leave Bangoridally except Sunday)
LoRov Wlggln is having his house
Mrs. D. B. Ma yd.
at 2 P. M„ Winterport 2.46 P. M.,
43
The Odd Fellows will give a sup- i painted white.
Bucksport 3.30 P. M., Belfast
Mrs. Mary McKay who has spent
per in their dining hall Thursday
5 P. M., Camden 5.45 P. M., Rock
43
evening. May 28. The public are cor the winter in Quincy with her son
land 8 P. M., due Boston following
James, returned Saturday and has
dially invited.
morning about 7 A. M. Return:
52
opened
her
home
for
the
summer.
George Fiske of Newton, Mass., and
Leave Boston 6 P. M. (Daylight
Monday
night
a
very
pleasant
even

Miss Esther Green of Camden were
Saving Time).
ing
was
enjoyed
by
the
members
of
united in marriage at the Baptist
Leave Rockland (daily except Mon
5G
parsonage Friday. Mr. Fiske is a For-get-me-not Chapter. O. E. S„
day) at 5 A. M.
Camden 6.45
when
they
entertained
36
members
personal friend of Mr. McQuaidee and
A. M.. Belfast 7.15 A. M.. Bucks
of
Naomi
Chapter
from
Tenant's
Har

came here with his bride to have the
port 8.45 A. M„ Winterport 9.15
bor. The usual 6 o'clock supper pre
ceremony performed.
A. M.. due Bangor 10 A. M.
ceded
the
meeting
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. I. Leslie Cross, Capt.
BAR HARBOR AND
and Mrs. Ralph Curtis. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sleeper were initiated into the
BLUE HILL LINES
(©. 1925. Western Newspaper Union.)
Basil Stinson, Mrs. Chester Stewart, order.
Tho above illustration shows the route taken by the ‘‘round the world” Buick. The lower left photograph shows
l^eave Rockland (daily except Mon
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Sleeper and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thomas and
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Kenilworth Castle, Warwick, England, in the background; the photo at the upper right shows the globe circler
day) at 5 A. M. Returning leave
Miss Ruth Thomas of Rockland have W. P. -Sleeper left by auto Wednes
1— Proceed
1—Clutch
5—To the front
in front of the Paris office of the New York Herald. The car is being driven by dealer representatives It wiii
Bar Harbor 1 P. M. and Blue Hill
2— Long, narrow Inlet
been recent guests of Mr .and Mrs. day morning for Boston for a short
9—Made money
have had 350 different drivers when it completes its world tour in New York.
12.30 P. M. for all landings in each
3— Twelfth of a foot
11—Book of photographs (pi.)
Herman Nash.
visit.
14—Skin disease 4— Pertaining to punishment
direction.
13—Thus
J. IS. Berryman of Philadelphia has
Mrs. Bessie Waltz Kingsbury of
16—Preposition
6—Finely ground meal of grain
15—Base
Sailings dally from India Wharf
A Buick car, which departed un-, After coming from the regular as-j “The road was terrible In places,
Portland has been visiting her par bought the William Hall place.
20—Frequenter 6— Wind instrument
18—Preposition
heraWed from .New York City last' sembly line in the factory at Flint, being nothing more than a cart
Boston, for New York at 5 P. M.
Tuesday
the
remains
of
William
ents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
C.
Waltz.
23—Let fall 7— Furrow
22—Consumed
December to be driven from one Mich., it was equipped with four | track strewn with large boulders.
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ed by P. G. C. Joseph P. Hatch as of the good will of George Green. Mr.
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Adelaide to Melbourne, near the
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Friday afternoon little Miss Char
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was shipped to New Zealand.
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the "man-handling from hundreds; (rjh*.itor (n Beirut, however, gives journey it is planned to preserve the
Lewiston, AS7.00 a. nr. (7.45 a. m., (1.10 p m.
of drivers of various nationalities some idea of the country traversed, car as an object of hlstorJc&l in
Sprague, M. of A.. H. B. Miller. K. mothers in observance of her first
NewYork.ll.10p.ra.
and degrees of skill.
I in the following letter excerpt:
terest.
Portland. A|7.00 a m , (7.45 a.m., (1.10 p. m .
of R. & S.. Levi W. Parsons, M. of birthday anniversary at the home of
|5.35 n. m.
F. : Guy A. Levensaler, M. of E.; her grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Waterville. A17 00 a m., 17.45 a.m., 11.10p.m.
Herbert E. Johnson, M. at A.; Charles Gilchrest. All told there were 15
Woolwich. A 17.00 a. m , (7.45 a m. (1.10 p m ;
S. Wallace. J. G.: Elden O. Borneman, present and some of the older ones Funeral services were held Tuesday
|5.35 p. tn.
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After the installation refresh said the babies in a circle eating ice from the Burpee funeral parlors is
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sinnett and
Miss l.innle Brewer of Rockland is A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
cream were a sight for sore eyes.
ments were served.
was both her father’s and mother’s, little son who have spent the winter hoarding with Mrs.‘Bertha Simmons. wich.
■Work began Thursday on the piazza >vhose remains were sent here from in Jamaica Plain. Mass., are visiting
The usual order of exercises for Me
Franz U. Burkett of Portland is
Estate ef Roderick 0. Henderton
morial Day will be carried out by the of Wessaweskeag Inn. It is to he California some years ago.
Inter her father, George Tolman.
They home, called here by the Illness of
NOTBOB
local Post. At 11 o’clock a detail will glassed in and have a hardwood floor, ment was in the family lot in h i are going to Bailey’s Island for the his father, Fred E. iBurkett.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that
decorate the graves in Central ceme thus making a very pleasant dining View cemetery in Rockland.
Mrs. summer months.
Arthur Farris and family who lived on April 21st. Ai D 1925 she was duly ap
tery after which dinner will be served room where one may enjoy the won George Green and J. I’. Spalding of
adinlnls-’ratrix of the estate of Rod
Mr. anil Mrs. Vesper Hall and four over the Young shoe repair shop pointed
erick U Henderson, late of Tenant’s Harbor,
in the G. A. R. hall. At 1 o’clock the derful view unmolested by dust, cold South Thomaston and a nephew in children have all been very sick with which was burned, have found a tern
1in tiie County of Knox, deceased, without
G. A. R. Veterans, World War Vet breezes off the pond or mosquitoes. Waldoboro are the only near rela old fashioned influenza. Dr. F. O. porary home in the tenement recent bond as the law directs, and on this date
was qualified to All said trunt
erans. school children and band will Judging from the way their business tives surviving besides her husband, Bartlett of Rockland attended them. ly vacated by Clarence Leonard.
SOUTH WARREN
All persons having demands against the
Mrs. Alma Spear of Thomaston is march to the bridge where the water has begun the Smiths will have to William Rose Piersons.
All of these They are all much better. Roy Clark
Mrs. Bernice Payson who has been estate, are desired to present the same for
will be decorated in honor of the de build on even more dining rooms be attended the services Tuesday.
visiting at John Spear’s.
settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
has been substituting for Vesper on very ill with grippe, is out again.
quired to make payment imniediatcly to mo
Mrs. Cynthia Counce has moved ceased naval heroes. The parade will fore the season is over.
the road while he was sick.
Rtyph Young whose building was or to (L X. Bacheider of Tenant’s Harbor,
Last Thursday A. F. Sleeper figured PENSIONERS SHOW DECREASE
then march to the Methodist church
her household goods to this place.
Mrs. Tlieora Gould has been very burned In the (ire of Monday morning Maine, my legally appointed agent In Mains.
Ward Grafton and
family of where an address will be given by in a very spectarular runaway acci
MARY CLAY HKNhK'RHUN.
ill with the prevailing epidemic. has moved his goods into the Bank
1298 Commonwealth Ave., Boston. Mass,
Thomaston were at L. R. Bucklin’s Rev W. R. Patterson. • After the ad dent when, on his way to Rockland
War veteran^ on government pen Miss Olive Tolman has been taking building where lie will he prepared to
April
21.
1925.
May 16 23-30
dress the line will again be formed the horse which he bought April 23, sion rolls exclusive of the World care of Mrs. Gould.
Sunday.
do all kinds of shoe and harness re
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse of and return to the G. A. R. hall where suddenly leaped into the air and be War, decreased during the list six
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Perry havfc- pairing as lie has been doing.
He
“Don’t be discouraged,
Bangor were in this place on busi it will disband. It is hoped that the gan running in frenzy. Finding that months from 622,007 to 515,543, the opened their home here and will
also lias a .Battery Service Station.
schools will take part In the exercises he could not stop her he tried to run Interior department announces. Civ occupy it through the summer.
ness Tuesday.
what you need is a ton
Mrs. Herbert Bowes and daughter.
The circle met with Mrs. Gertrude and observe a day which should be her into the side of John Pierce’s ga il war pensioners decreased by 10,631,
We would like to know how much
ic for your blood and
Hahn Wednesday. The next meet sacred in the hearts of every Ameri rage, but the animal swung off so but Spanish American war veterans longer the weather man intends to Mrs. Hallowell are camping on the
ASSEMBLING
fair grounds for a few weeks.
ing will be with Mrs. Clarence Brett can citizen.
that only the wagon hit the building increased by 8,804 and those of the keep us in cold storage.
nerves.
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TESTING
Mr. and Mrs. H. I* 'Baker and Mr.
in Pleasantville, June 3.
In the death of Mrs. Alice Soule which threw Mi. Sleeper violently to Indian wars increased by
three. morning the thermometer registered Moulton of Cambridge. Muss., were
REBUILDING AND
Mrs. Jane Walker of Cliftondale, Winchenbach the neighborhood at the ground and before he could rise
DR. PIERCE’S
Only IS veterans of the Mexican war 34 above and there was a white’frost Sunday guests of Mrs. Bertha Sim
REPAIR WORK
Mass, and Mr. and Mrs. Atwood Waldoboro has lost a kindly woman the horse had run into a grocery
remain on the rolls.
covering all tiie lowlands.
EXPERT ADVICE
mons.
Pryor of Thomaston were at Levi and staunch friend. Her sudden pass- wagon which stood near and over
G. E. Furhush and W. F. Drum
Bucklin's Sunday. Mrs. Walker ac ng after an illness of only a few turned that on top of him too.
monds of Waterville, C. M. 1'. men
companied >Mrs. Emma Bucklin from days came as a distinct shock Thurs Miraculously he emerged uninjured,
are painting the transformers it
Malden enroute to St. George.
day morning. She was born in Wal hut the grocery wagon was demol
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
town.
,
Mrs. Cynthia Counce visited Mrs. doboro. March 25, 1862, the daughter ished. The horse then ran into Julian
Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Gould of War
Sadie Hinckley in Thomaston Wed of Nathan and Miartha J. Soule. She Snow’s field where she got mired and
will make you look and
ren were recent guests of Mr. ami
nesday.
became the wife of Marcellus Win went down. After getting her out.
DR. E. W. PEASLEE
feel like a different
Mrs. Alex Fuller.
Maurice Wellman attended the chenbach who survives her. She also Mr. Sleeper took her home, repaire I
The fire of Monday morning whicl
funeral of Dr. Stevens in Woolwich, leaves two brothers, William of Port the harness and again hitched her to
man.”
DR. L M. RICHARDSON
destroyed some of the oldest places
Monday.
land, and Samuel of Waldoboro: a his buggy which was uninjured, and
Dentists
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of
business
in
town,
seemed
to
cast
a
sister. Mrs. Gertrude E. Creamer, and drove her to Rockland where he had
375 Main St.
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gloom over everyone. This beauti Tel. 38.
an aged aunt, Mrs. Kate Char man, the horse shpd. On reaching home
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to s|M>Hk. hut witli good old New Eng
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Mary of Crescent Beach spent Tues many years. The last services wehe suffering from apparently an attack
Pierce’s Invalids* Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y.
land
pluck,
while
the
fire
was
still
held Sunday afternoon at her home of colic which grew rapidly nvorse
day with Mrs. E. H. St. Clair.
W.
A.
JOHNSTON.
REO.
PNC.
red hot. the < Itlzens got together and
Sherman,
Stevens.
Emery H. St. Clair Is working for at West Waldoboro, Rev. Guy Mc Veterinarians
made plans to build up again.
\V<» JOHNSTON’S DRUG STORK
Mrs. G. F. Baxter at Crescent Beach. Quaidee being the officiating clergy French and Kallock did all they could
shall never cease to praise and thank
COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
G. C. Young called on his sister in man. Interment was in the German but Friday afternoon she died. All
APPLETON
the good neighbors from Belfast and
agreed that undoubtedly the illness
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
cemetery*
Rockport recently.
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS. DE
Rockland who came to our aid in time
The missionary pageant given in was the cause of her running awav.
Mrs. Robert Studley of Glencove
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a
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weigh
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as one of the beauty spots of Maine, visited Thursday with her niece, Mrs. proved a success in every way. It ing 1400 pounds and was seven years
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oil
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all in their power and worked brave
Frank Ross is working for Capt. was well acted and showed careful old. She was almost humanly in
we have arranged to meet Wednes
ly with all the means they had, bu!
preparation. A silver collection was telligent and although Mr. Sleeper
she's
Weltday, May 27, for a day's work in tho Holt on his house.
DR. T. k McBEATH
taken.
lack of proper equipment caused a
had owned her only a short lime he
.NOT Wei
Mrs. Carl Reed and son have re
Y
om, too, can have the com
spot sacred to our dead.
It is fit
big loss to this pretty village,
The Lincoln County convention of had become fond of her. so besides
There is no reason for you
petent energy and joyful
Osteopathic
Physician
ting that we should do tills, so tint turned home after visiting a wee* the W. C. T. U. held an all day ses the heavy financial loss the whole
to look or feel this way
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian Hannan have
force of health.
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with
a
returned
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an
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trip
to
Bear
Telephone 138
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore‘and daughter
loved ones though gone are not for
large attendance. Miss Grace Scott pleasant aftermath of the above
Lake, N. S. Their car registered 700
38 UNION ST- ROCKLAND. ME.
gotten.
Come prepared for work Lillian of • Rockport are visiting in national lecturer, made a fine impres tragic happenings came last Wed
miles
to
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destination.
They
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Graduate of American Sohool of
with hoe, spade, axe or other imple town.
nesday night when .George Green
port a delightful trip but the Mrs.
Osteopathy
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in
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tangible proof of the sympathy of his
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half
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der the supervision of F. E. Carkln. Wednesday night.
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friends and relatives in the form of
Boost Maine.
Arthur Bain and family and Ray
Dinner will be served to the workers
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Robert Weymouth of Belfast lias
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a
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in the Grange dining room. The la
When your bowels refuse to work and the poisons have to
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Thursday
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of
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had tunity to extend their most sincere
running grave danger of dreadful disease. Do your bowels
cemetery to plant seeds, rake off
Mrs. Fred W. Herrick and Mrs.
Mrs. I.ulie Ufford spent Wednesd;
been killed In an automobile, acci
lots and do whatever they can to help Clifton Chapman motored to New
act at least twice daily? If not you are constipated and
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and Thursday with her brother,
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in
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Conway,
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’
was
DR. JAMES KENT
beautify the place.
If there is any burg Wednesday calling on friends.
George Ames In Appleton.
Mr
must do something right away or you may be gravely ill.
received late last Wednesday night at this time. This is simply another
one at a distance who would like to
Mrs. Clarence Bsancy was the by his son, E. Stuart Orbeton, who of the many- instances which proves
Ames Is seriously 111.
Osteopath
be present, but is unable to for anv weekend guest of Mr. and Airs. Fred
left immediately for the scene of the that the milk of-human kindness runs
Dr. Caldwell’s
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than
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tragedy, Ffe was accompanied by
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bution to either Fonnie Gusliee or
Miss Lydia Herrick was home
Fred E. Linekin of Rockland. It people in this little village.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren La yr were n
Nellie Johnson they will see that the from Burkettvillc Saturday.
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8<-if
was learned that the accident oc
W. C. Perry’s Friday.
money is expended in such a manner
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Spalding
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Dority,
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as the donor desires.
If Wednes Wednesday from Rockland where
The Family Laxative
his mother, Mrs. H. A. Whitten for
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Mrs. Piersons was the daughter of
day should prove stormy the meet she lias been visiting her parents, road where Mr. Orbeton turned out
for another car. The car struck a Capt. Archibald Spalding, a one time
a few days, returned to his home at
ing will be held on the first fair day. Mr. and Mrs. Ox ton.
Attorney and Counselor at
rock, swerved and hit a tree. Mr. Or- very influential business man in
will relieve chronic constipation, regulate your system,
Allston, Mass., Wednesday.
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Mrs. Herbert Dodge has been sick
beton was killed instantly while Rockland which place the family left
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Burkett,
who
came
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Law
and for 30 years has assisted Nature in properly exercis
meeting for a good day’s work.
with the grippe.
Niven Crawford, Orbeton's business 63 years ago when Capt. Spalding
day with her sister, Mrs. Ella John
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Appleton Cemetery Committee.
Mrs. Percy Herrick is out again
ing the 1 towels of America’s millions.- A pleasing liquid
partner was seriously injured and went to Washington to hike a Govern
ston of Washington, and was guest Telepeones-^Office 488: House 893-R
having been confined to the house
.Mrs. Orbeton received minor in ment position in the Patent Office.
combination of Egyptian senna, pepsin and aromatics,
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Public-school a t tends nee in
with the grippe.
juries. Mr. Orbeton was well known Here Mr. and Mrs. Piersons were
the tested prescription oi Dr. Caldwell proven by years
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for
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Mr. and Mrs. Edward Leigher,
whose home was In Cleveland, Ohio,
(Mrs. Cora Herrick, Lydia Herrick
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member of the firm known as Orbe
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Charles Adams and Mrs. Etta Gilma
school.
This is ascribed in great Clarence Esancy, Mattie Moody and ton A- Crawford which has operated was a mining engineer and Mrs.
EN
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nil his jaunts, thus spending much of
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into
heaven.
Also
for
poor
ones.
—
rAMILV
LAVATIVC"
it handy by. Sold everywhere.
ful.—adv.
her all that human hands could do.
S7S MAIN ST. ROCKLAND.
Chico Record..
2-S-tf

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

EASTERN STEAMSHIP
L

LINES* Inc.

I

’

ADVICE

RADIO SERVICE

GOLDEN MEDICAL

R. W. TYLER*

DISCOVERY

Know

CONSTIPATION

means

SHORTENED LIFE

SYRUP PEPSIN

DOES

THE

BUSINESS”

Ballard’s Golden Oil

TWICE IN THIS
WOMAN'S LIFE

Page
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KNOX PROBATE COURT

Way Term, 1925—Edward
K. Gould, Judge—Henry
H. Payson, Register.

Lydia E.Pinkham’s Vegeta
ble Compound Helped Her
from Sickness to Health

VINALHAVEN

Wills probated: Emery XI. f lea) late
of Camden, Burton E. Heal Exr.J El
len Day late of Camden, O. H. Tjmery Exr.; Ralph W. Dolham bite of
Rockland. Jessie XI. Dolham Eyx,
Ellensburg, Washington—“When
Wilis filed for notice: George A.
I was first coming into womanhood I Ames late of Xlatlntrus, naming Amy
suffered terribly Esther Ames Exx.; Annie R. Hall late
every month. My of Warren, naming Chester B.-Hall
mother did every Exr.; Jesse L. Wentworth late of Ap
thing she could pleton. naming Clara L. Wennenrth
think of, so she
Exx.; Parker T. Puller late of Rock
took me to sev land,
naming Edward C. PayaoAtxr.:
eral doctors and
they only helped Sarah XL Vose late of Union, nartitng
mealittle. Mother Albert F. Vose Exr.; Ida XI. ^filler
was talking to late of Rockland, naming Prank B.
another lady about Miller Exr.
Petitions for administration grant
my condition and
she told mother of ed: Estates Elzlra I,. Payson late of
Lydia E. Pink- Cushing, Grace C. Payson Admx.;
ham’s Vegetable Compound. Mother Sarah J. Carver late of Vlnalhaven.
got me six bottles and at the end of James O. Brown Admr.; Charles) B.
the first month I was much better, so Bradbury late of South Thomaston.
, I kept on baking t until I had no Annie V. Bradbury Admx.; William
i more paihs. When I got married and P. Cunningham late of Warren. Xtau •
had my first child I was in terrible rice Xf. Cunningham Admr.; Alanson
pain so that it was impossible for me L. Wall late of Thomaston, Josephine
to do my housework. I thought of B. Stone. Admx.
how the Vegetable Compound had
Petitions for administration filed
been of so much benefit to me when
lid granted: Estate George E. OrI was a girl, so I went to Perier’s
icton late of Rockport, Nellie -B. Or
Drug-Store and got six bottles. It beton and E. Stewart Orbeton Admrs.
sure did help me ai.d 1 still take it I
Petitions for administration filed
am a well woman today and I can’t
say too much about Lydia E. Pink- for notice: Estates William H. Wylie
ham’s Vegetable Compound. I will an late of Warren, naming Clara XI.
swer any letter that comes to me to Smith Admx.; Susan E. Smith late of
answer about what your medicine has Rockland, naming Ralph L. f^mith
done for me.’’-Mrs. William Car Admr.
Petition for administration d.b.n.c
ver, R.F.D. No. 2. Ellensburg, Wash
t.a. filed and granted estate: Elliot
Orbeton late of Rockland, E. Stewart
•beton Admr. d.b.n.c.t.a
Petition by public administrator
filed and granted estate: John Jacob
son or Joseph Peura late of St.
George* Prank H. Ingraham Public
Admr.
Petition for probate of will and for
administration witli the will annexed
filed for notice estate: Mary Burns
O’Brien late of Rockland, naming
Patrick J. Burns Admr. c.t.a.
Petition for guardian filed and
granted estate: Evelyn P. Elwell of
SUDS so rich and creamy
Rockland. XIarie E. Rackliff Guar
dirt and grease just float offl
dian.
’etltions to determine inheritance
No wonder women find a
tax granted: Estates Fred H. Spear.
score of uses for Rinso. The
George R. Hewes Admr.; Alary Anfamily wash of course. And
geiine Packard, Frank B. Miller
they find it just as wonderful
Admr.
for dishes, pots and pans,
Petitions to determine lnheritanc ■
bathtubs and sinks, floors,
tax filed for notice: Estates Georgie
linok umand woodwork—
Weeks. Prank L. Weeks Admr.; Aus
all the houscholdcleaningl
tin I.. Kirk. iN. B. Eatsman Exr.
For all these uses
Petition for distribution granted
you will find the big
estate: Fred H. Spear, George R.
new package more
Hewes Admr.
Petitions for allowance granted.
convenient.
Estates' Lyford H. Young. Edith Rob
bins Young Exx.; Xiaurlce A. Denni
son, F. A. Richardson Admr.
Petitions tor confirmation of trus
tee granted: Estates Fannie D. B.
Gouid. Charles S. Gardner trustee.
John Webb Winchenbach, Harold E.
XVinchenpaw Trustee.
Petition for license to sell real es
tate granted: Estate Albert G. Collamore, Romney R. Collamore Guar
dian.
Petition for license to sell real es
tate filed tor notice: Estates Jane A.
Seidllnger, Frank B. Miller Admr.
Eliza J. McLaughlin, Annie P Hahn
Conservator; ia-slie A. Howard.
Charles R. XIagee Admr.; Dora It.
Webster, Ralph L. Webster Admr.;
Pied <1. Cleveland. Jennie C. Mitchell
Admr.
i 1 - rrr Bros. Co.. Cambridge, Mass.
Warrant to commissioners on dis
puted claims filed estate Daniel A
-----------—---------------------Green, John C. Baggs Admr. c.t.a.
Accounts allowed:
Estates Eva
Carver, first and final, J. H. Carver
Admr.; Fannie D. B. Gould, first and
final, diaries S. Gardner Exr.: Kath
erine G. McIntire, first. Alan I,. Bird
Trustee: Henry Y. Carver, first and
Insist on Having
final, James H. Carver Admr.; Clara
E. Hall, first and final, Gilford B
Butler Exr.; Evelyn P. Elwell, third
and. final. Cora E. Pinkham Davis
Guardian: Sarah P. Clark, first and
Inal. Annie XI. Spear Exx.: Fred H.
Spear, first and final. George R.
Hewes Admr.; Albert T. Snow.'firrt
and final, Ada XL Snow Exx.; Leslie
E. Fogarty, first and final. Belle V.
Corthell Admx.; George IL XI. Bar
rett, first and final, Ernest O. PatterAT YOUR DEALERS
I son Admr.
Accounts filed and allowed: Estates
A. Ross Weeks, first and final. Prank
I,. Weeks Conservator: Julia XI
Cushman, first and final Joseph XV.
Cushman Guardian; Maude S. Smith,
first and final, George XV. Smith Exr..
Hannah R. lzrcke, first. Wilder XV
All the Latest Song Hits
Perry. Conservator.
Accounts filed for notice: Estate:
Edward XI. Tifiman, first, Austin J
Moody Conservator; XVlIllam P. Up
Specials
ham. first and final, Ixiulse M. Up
ham Exx.; Ilanford S. Martin, first
and final, D. G. Wentworth Admr :
Hattie E. Whitehouse, first and fi
nal. Henry L. Withee Admr. d.b.n.c.t
a.: John T Leverage, first and final
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
Nina H. Davis Admx. c.t.a.; lierher
1268tf
XL Howe, first. Merton L. Hunt
Admr.; Grace X". Ripley, first and
final, Harry.A. Ripley Admr.; Austin
till till HII
L. Kirk, first and final. N. It. East
man Exr.; Isaac J. Douglass, second
XI. It. Miller Guardian.
These Inventories filed: Estate
of George P. Crocker. $869.84; Ma
hala I’. Webster. $573.74; Dora B.
Webster, $2118; Irene X'ose, $1392.74
MEDICINE;
Elven.a A. Carey, $2619.55; Abbie A
BUILDS NEW STRENGTH
Gay, $6901.42: Joseph E. Cross,
AMIS
13039.68; Eliza
J.
McLaughlin,
REAL FLESH
$1483.33: William E. Cummings.
$1092.64; Jennie E. Spalding. $102.05
Charles Emery et al. $2-499.01; Free
man Wellman, $959.95; XIary J,
VER 69 YEARS OF SUCCESS
Holmes. $2811.84; William A. Wit
Hams, $3800; Fred H. Spear. $3L,699
BERRY A SMITH, of Bangor
17; Leslie A. Howard, $864.65; Pal
SA1LMAKERS
ward A. Sidellnger, $3402.74; Peter
Aagerson, $3400; Henry W. XJcIn
Successors to
Intire, $10,654.69; Elmer I. Dyer
George W. Mug/Mge
VNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS $510; Jane A. Sidellnger, $200.

Get
the Big
New Package

Lovers of Good Tea

A reception to the new pastor. Ilev.
Albert G. Henderson, wag held at
Union church XVednesnay evening.
Horace Bray, church organist, played
the march. In the receiving line were
find
satisfaction
James Henderson. Prank Winslow,
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw, David Duncan,
hurch trustees: Rev. and Mrs. Al
bert G. Henderson. This was fol
lowed by an address of welcome by
Sada Robbins; response by Rev. A.
. Henderson; soio, "I Hear Yon Call
ing Xie,” Xliss Blanch Hamilton; snip.
H810
Ill the Garden of Today,” Miss
Pauline 'Hennlgar; reading, "The
The
pure and
Family Album,” Mrs. Florence Gil
ford; trio, Hawaiian Music," Arlena
Insist upon
Kossuth, XXTilltani Kossuth, Kneelauil
Sawyer; solo, “I Passed By Your
Window,” Mrs. Henderson: duct.
XVhisperlng Hope," Mrs. Henderson
and Mrs. Arthur'L. Pierce; remarks
Xlrs. John Xlathalson was in the death came as a shock to the com
by Rev. XI. G. Perry of North Haven;
,
benediction by the pastor. The ac- city Wednesday.
munity where she was so well known
Xliss Evelyn Chilles was given a and she leaves a large circle of neigh
omiranists were Xlrs. XL 1’. Smith,
Mrs. Pernald Ames and Horace Bray. surprise party Thursday evening at bors and friends to mourn her loss.
A supper served In the vestry pre her home by her sister, Xliss Muriel Mrs. Hopkins was a charter member
ceded the reception and about 2611 Chilles. The occasion was in honor of Ocean Round Rebekah Lodge and
were seated. The tables were artistic- of her birthday and the 24 guests Its first noble grand. She was an
lly decorated with bright colors, enjoyed the evening with music, active worker and much interesled in
-ach having a large bouquet of cut games, dancing and radio. Refresh • the organization. She was the daugh
11 avers for a centerpiece. Table No. I ments were served and Xliss Evelyn ter of the late Oliver and Rachel
I was in charge of Xlrs. Llewellyn was the recipient of many gifts.
(Crabtree) Lewis and was horn at
Edward XVhite. son of Mr. and Mrs. North Haven 61 years ago. Deceased
Thomas, Mrs. Dewey Brown and
P.
XI.
XVhite.
entertained
at
his
home
Dorothy Thomas: 2, Xlrs. H. XX’. FiIs survived by one daughter, Xlrs.
field, Mrs. F. XI. XVhite. 3. Mrs. L. R. I Friday evening the members of his Aubrey Ames; one sister, Mrs. Ade
I
Sunday
school
class
and
their
girl
Smith. Mrs. O. C. lame; 4. Muriel
laide Smith of Attleboro. Mass.: also
Chilles, Edith Nickerson: 5. Mrs. friends. Games and music were the two brothers, George Lewis of North
features
of
the
evening
and
refresh

David Duncan, Xlrs. Addie XIagnuson;
Haven and Stephen Lewis of this
. Xlrs. Frank Rossiter, Xlrs. Alfred ments were served.
town, and one grandchild, Audrey
Wednesday
night
from
5
.until
7
Creed; 7, Mrs. Frank Winslow. Xlrs.
Ames. Services were held Tuesday
Xliss
Xfiona
Ixiyde
entertained
25
of
rank Mullen; F, Mrs. E. G. Carver,
nt the home of her daughter. Rev. Al
Mrs. XIary XtcNichols; 9, Xlrs. XIary her friends at her home in honor of bert G. Henderson ofileiating. The
her
11th
birthday.
E
un
eh
was
L. Arey, Mrs. Reuben Carver: 1(1,
members of Ocean Bound Rebekah
Xlrs..Guy Peaslec. Xlrs. J. H. Carver: served and Xliss Ixiyde received many Ixidge attended In a body. There were
11. Xlrs. B. C. Xfclntosh, Mrs. Ben gifts.
many beautiful floral offerings, silent
Xlrs. Everett Libby entertained the tributes of love and esteem. Inter
Smith: 12, Pauline Heunigar, Rita
Greenlaw; 13, Xlrs. W. Y. Fossett. Mothers* Club at her home Friday ment was In the family lot at Carv
Miss- Muriel Black; 14, -Mrs. L. XV. evening. Lunch was served.
er’s cemetery, the bearers being XVII... •
Sanborn, Xlrs. Llewellyn Vinal; 15,
llam Iatwry, Herbert Ames, William
Mrs. Bertha L. Hopkins
Mrs. Ralph Brown, Xlrs. A. XI. Cas
XXTllllams and Andrew Johnson. Those
sie; 16. Mrs. Fred Greenlaw, Mrs. • Mrs. Bertha L. Hopkins, widow of present from out of town were James
Charles XX'chster, Xlrs. Teale; 17. Xlrs. Lewis O. llopkins, died very sud Ijewis of XX’esthrook, XIr. and Xlrs.
C. S. Roberts, Xlrs. Ralph Clayton. denly in Rockland. May 16. The re George Lewis, Lamar Lewis, X’lnal
The chefs were Xlrs. Mary Noyes, mains were brought here Monday, Dyer. Xlal.el Stone. Estelle Bohndell
Mrs. H. T. Arey and Mrs. William accompanied by Mr. and Xlrs. Aub and Herman Crockett of North
Burns.
rey Ames. The news of her sudden Haven.

H

flavor is rich,
delicious.

15 Cents
V. F. Studley Inc.

REVIVES OLD STORY

The Shiloh schooner yacht Coro
net, which lias been tied up at l’orl
land for several years, Is now beini
Piano Tuner
repainted and otherwise renovated
and is looking finely.
This has re
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
vived the old story that she is being
made ready for a cruise, but there Is
no reason apparently for such a ru
mor, as the Shiloh Society is defuncl
w* “ LbTJIK
DIAMOND BRAND.
A
dieat AsLyourD
‘’*
and there Is no money left for for
Chi- heft-ter-ft Diam
elgn cruising.
Some of the old
PIIU in Red and U<
boxes, sealed with Bl________
members of the Shiloh colony have
Take »o other. Ray af-jrawp v
Urvcffet. Asv for €11 I-flHLs-TFR S for years made their home on the
DIAMOND BRAND PIIAU, for IS
years known as Best, Safest, Al ways Reliable yacht and apparently take pleasure In
SOU) BYBRUGGISrS EVERYWHERE keeping It In good condition.

A. C. MOORE

CHICHESTER S PILLS

SPRUCE HEAD
Miss Matilda Snow is home for n
few days recuperating.
She and
Miss Alberta York were in an auto
accident near tiie home of Milton
Philbrook at the llead-af-the-Bay
Sunday afternoon.
Miss Estelle Caddy is again back
at the postoffice and Winifred (Irant’s
store after being out a month on ac
count of illness.
A. A. Conners and family have been
transferred to Ram Island Light Sta
tion from Two Bush Light Station.
Myron L. Wilson and family coming
from Boon Island to Two Bush.
Mrs. Susie Smith called on friends
here Wednesday.
Medie Burton lias employment in
RE you lame and stiff; tired, nervous and depressed;
Rockland.
miserable xvith backache and sharp twinges of pain ?
Mrs. Grace Caven of Clark Island
was at Mrs. F. C. Elwell’s Thursday.
Then look to your kidneys! Good health de
Harlie Burton has been doing some
pends upon good elimination. But sluggish kidneys allow
painting on Community hall.
impurities to accumulate and upset the whole system.
Mrs. Carolyn Carter is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. S. L. Simmons.
Backache is apt to follow; stabbing pains, depressing
Mrs. C. P. MorrilL was a business
headaches and dizziness, getting up at night and other
visitor in Rockland Thursday.
annoying kidney irregularities.
Mrs. Annie Thompson arrived home
Saturday after spending a few weeks
Why experiment ? If your kidneys are sluggish, why
with her sister, 'Mrs. II. II. Griffin of
not
use Doan’s Pills? Doan’s is a harmless stimulant
Brighton, Mass.
diuretic. Used the world over. Ask your neighbor!
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Olson and
daughter Selma spent the weekend
with Mr. and Mrs. Otto Olson.
Here is Rockland Proof:
W. M. Grant was in Rockland
Mrs.
K
M.
Barrows. 15 (Jay St , says: “1 suffered from a tired,
Tuesday.
dizzy feeling all the time and could see little black specks before
Miss Alberta York has employment
at Farrell’s radio shop in Rockland.
my eyes.
I was told tliat my k hlneys were out of order
As I
Miss Ruth Duswald of Rockland is
had read about Doan's Pills bein g so good, I bought three boxes a’
spending a few days at Two Bush
Kittredge’s Pharir.iicy and after uing them I was all right”
Light Station as the guest of Mr.
' and Mrs. Leland Mann and son Dar
rell.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Caddy and
daughter. Estelle were in Rockland
i Saturday.
Mrs. C. P. Morrill entertained the
Stimulant Diuretic to the Kidneys
I Com unity Circle Wednesday after60c
>11
dealers. Foster-Milburn Co., Mlg. Chemist,, Buffalo, N. Y.
i noon.
Miss Helen Meservey has returned
home from Augusta, Ga., after spend
ing tiie winter there.
of Xliss Nellie Kinney at St. George. grandparents, XIr. and Xlrs. J. I).
i Carroll and Claude Dennison are
Xlrs. Earle Drlnkwater Is at Xlrs. Drlnkwater at Hewetts' Island and
spending a few days with their
E.
A. Elwell's for a fess- weeks. Her her little son Kenneth Is witli his
■ brother Victor.
Miss C. 'll. Robinson is tiie guest little (laughter Marilyn Is with her aunt, Xlrs. Lillian Rackliff.

Back Achy—All Worn Out?

A

Doan’s Pills

sM

-

PERFECTION

Oil Cook Stoves and Ranges
Women are finding more and more that their kitchen work is greatly lightened by the
faster cooking and greater conveniences given by these splendid Perfection Ranges.
The powerful Burners give the cooking speed of gas. If you use a coal or wood stove,
by all means let us demonstrate these Perfections to you. They will save you hours in the
kitchen and give even better baking results. Come in and let us give you an actual dem
onstration of their wonderful performance.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Perfection for Mother

ECONOMY

z

VO o’Zock and the Sunday dinner’* done!

r

Full flavored,

teaming hot, and the family’s gathered ’round!

And Mother’s fresh as a daisy. Cool in temper and temperature.
Her Perfection Oil Cook Stove has done the trick. No smoke

and dust, no ashes and litter of the old-fashioned cooking range
to steal away her happiness and serenity.

Over 2,000,000 housewives know what joy of mind, what acme
of cooking—comes with the Perfection Oil Cook Stove.

PERFECTION
Oil Cook Stoves and Ovens
The New and Improved

Perfection Ranges are an
Immense
prudent

Asset

to

For best results use
SOCQNY Kerosene,

There’s a Perfection mddel for any use or
any parte. Aik your dealer to demonstrate.

the

housekeeper —

efficient and economical.

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
26 Broadway

JOHN’S

•AM COVERS, SPORTING GOODS
52-tf

Salada.

Black, Green or Mixed Blends.

Beds
Springs, Mattresses

20c and 25c

II

SALADA

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

SHEET MUSIC

in

real

Five

%e UTMOST in

Oil Cook Staves

Better Cooking-—Less Work
Perhaps you do not know of the great progress made during the last few years, in oil
cook stoves. The Perfection Oil Stove of today, equals in speed, cleanliness and conveni
ence the finest gas stove. It will save you from the bother and fuss of your coal or wood
range and give even better cooking results. Over four and one-half million housewives
are using them.
Come in and let us demonstrate the Perfection best suited to your needs and pocket
book. Many styles and sizes to choose from.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.
283 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

THOMASTON
Miss Nellie A. Tales has been
run lined, to Ihe house with a grippe
cold.
The Beta Alpha Club will meet
with Mrs. Wilbur Strong. Knox
street, on Monday evening. There is
work to be completed.
Miss Alice George motored to
l.imeriik I'riday to spend the weekend.
Miss Adell Brown Is driving a
new Chevrolet car.
Edgar l.ineken is spending the
weekend at his home on Iiunn street.
A. M. Keene of Waldols.ro is the
weekend guest of Mrs. Jennie Benner.
Lewis Burns hits moved his fam
ily from •l',riendship to Thomaston.
Benjamin Young is reported to be
improving from an operation at the
Knox Hospital.
At the Baptist church Sunday
morning the service wifi he of a pa
triotic nature—Organ recital Miss
Woodcock:
"Tenting on the Old
Camp Ground,” ‘‘Just Before the Bat
tle, Mother," "Tramp. Tramp, Tramp,”
‘•.loan D'Arc," “America the Beauti
ful." etc.: solo, "Just For Today,
Abbott, with cornet accompaniment.
Miss Brown: selection—harp, violin
and organ: selection, orchestra; and
other patriotic music. The sermon
will be in keeping with Memon: 1

Day observance.
S. Emeron Smith and niece. Miss
Christine Moore, have returned from
Boston.
Services at St. John’s Episcopal
church for Ascension Sunday will be
Evening Prayer with music and ser
mon at 5 p. m. The music will in
clude the anthem “Leave Us Not."
The church school will meet at 6.S0.
Mrs. Julia Curran and daughter
and Henry Curran of East Boston at
tended the funeral of Edwin Curran
Friday. The clergyman was Rev. H.
S. Kilborn of Ihe Baptist church. The
bearers were Winfield Brackett. Hol
lis Gillchrest, C. C. McDonald and
George Dillingham.
A representative body of Thomas
toll Masons attended the meeting of
King Hiram Council at Waldoboro
Friday evening.
A May sale will be held at the
Congregational vestry on Friday.
Useful and desirable rummage will be
Sold beginning at 9 o'clock. In the
afternoon there wil be cooked food,
plants and seedlings offered. Sand
wiches. salads, cake, doughnuts and
home made ice cream, tea, coffee, and
•cocoa will be oil sale throughout the
afternoon.
The ladies of the Baptist Circle
will serve a baked bean supper and
salad, oat meal and white bread,
doughnuts, cake and hot coffee for
35 cents, open to the public, Wed
nesday at 6 o’clock, daylight.

Every-Other-Day
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CAMDEN

I

The contracts for the new school
building have been awarded.
The
general contract went to the lowest
bidder. J. A. & J. R. Partridge of
Augusta at $4700.
The heating goes
to A. H. Parsons of this town at
$8,377 and the plumbing to Bchriborer
& Iveson of Portland at 82.432.
Ground will be broken next week.
Camden High defeated Searsport
High 10 to S here Wednesday. They
play the Feehan crew from Thomas
ton this afternoon at the Trotting
Park.
It will be a great battle, and
local supporter! are loyal.
A full delegation of the local postoffice clerks will attend the Ftate
Convention held this year in Rock
land. May 30.
Gerald Bowden has joined the staff
of the Bangor Commercial.
Extensive Improvements are being
THOMASTON, ME.
made at the H. II. Stover Co. store.
'Nathan T. lleald has joined the
regular Army, being assigned to Co.
D„ 1st U. S. Engineers.
58-65
Plans for Union’s new business
block, planned to replace those de
stroyed in Monday's fire have been
drawn by S. G. Ritterbush.
The
proposed structure is 120 feet long,
I
80 feet wide and 2Ak stories high,
THE FARM NURSERY
ARCTIC AIRPLANING costing
probably 118,(00.
Whitehall will ___
open (May 30. Hotel
gQme j_j;nt8 Concerning the Gen. Greeley, Dean of Ex-(Edwards plans to begin its season
June 1.

OWNERS AND CARETAKERS

MOTORING ABROAD AT HOME
A Unique U. S. Post Office

OF SUMMER COTTAGES

ONE OF A SERIES OF TRAVEL TALKS

WE ARE READY TO BOY

DANDELION GREENS
BLACK & GAY

Future of Nursery Stock.

pforers, Comments Favorably
Upon
MacMillan

A group rroin the Appalachian)

Can

a

affine

CITIZENS
ATTENTION!

:

im-

you

United

We have thousands of fine Geianiums ready for
you. Also thousands of Good Seedlings. Write
us your wants or call at our greenhouses, at

Gen’em

States

postoffice

inent

I

in a tree*

253 Camden Street, Rockland

Of course, you
can't,

a

but

here

picture

of |

one — taken

at $

is

11 oh

THE

River—the I

LITTLE FLOWER SHOP
“SILSBY’S”

399 MAIN STREET.............................. ....

ROCKLAND, ME.
64U

name of the post |

office—south

7. a /.’ f
the

in
o f

of |

In Everybody’s Column

Crescent |

State

„

Washington.

The office is no- ■

Advertisements In this
ceed three lines inserted
3 times f ir 50 cents.
cents eaih fur one time,
times.
Six words make

Iking more than

the inside of the
trunk of a huge

fir tree.
Lake Crescent
is on the Olym-

rrtumn not to ex
once for 2. cents.
Additional lines •
10 cents for three
a line.__________

Lost and .Found

Wanted
WANTED—Lawns to mow and eardenwork.
Wash ears at your own home.
A. T.
PHILKJtOOK
Tel. ICt-K
62*«J
WANTED—Ponklon as bookkeeper or «i
noirranher, regular or substitute.
TEI.1

72«.w.

J.

«er

WANTED We will mall you 31 on for full
________________________
sets of old false teeth, any condition; i«r
NOTICE Notice is hereby given of tire loss .ia, 8t.ts in proinirtion.
Mall to EATON
of deposit hook numbered 31819, snd the i.ABOltATOKY, Dorchester. 2'-. Mass. 92*91
owner of said book asks, tor
j
SALESPEOPLE WANTED—Silk hosiery
aeeordane, whh^Pr-nlshm-r^a a
|im|i ,.W(..lr
WEAK,.Ux» COMPANY.
| ROCKLAND
62*C1
_
'
43*)
John St., 1 ’ortland. Maine.
RockBUcUngton. Assistant Treasurer. 5«>»S-65
I bind. M.iv 16. 1925.
____ ______
WANTED—2 men Tor freezer, one splitter;
IF THE WOMAN who took the geianlura 3 all round Bsh men
P0BT CLYDE PISH
61-tf
fruw E. E. Maxey ’s garden at tileneove W..11 A.\D COLD bTOltAIrE I O.
return the same no action will be l»k'8
] WANTED—Cook and second girl for cof"■ 11 tage at Bay Point from June 12 Set>t 21
*•--------- •
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FOUND—Pocket hook on Main Pc. Friday. CALL -.-8-4. ______________________
.
May 13. JAMES ROGEllS. lu- North Main
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werk.
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work
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i
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Tel. 409.
Leona K. Reed of Owl's Head Heads Tel 199 6
VEST C. DAVIS, -Rockland.
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Day
sermon
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Rev.
E.
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The possibility of raising our own
home of the
With powerful engines driving U. I M. Holman will feature the morning
nursery stock for the orchards of
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s. Navy planes through the air in- Bervic* at ,he Baptist church. Ththe- State is something which should
' quartet will sing.
Mr. Holman’s
forests in the
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over
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be giver, consideration by many or- stead of dogs drawing
O
e
ion evening subject will l»e “The Real
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rough
ice,
there
is
every
likelihood
American.'
chardist s at the present time. Mae',
of the MacMillan Arctic Expedition
“What They Did For Us” will he
of the
good orcbardlsts
of trees
the State
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about all the
the,’ I “n<,er
»«’?«*’ °r (he National I ,he subject of the morning sermon at
ha V m ? ^re tor
trerh ' Th'., ;Ge“8ra'>hl<’ S'*’’**’ reaching the hy- the Methodist church Sunday. The
A PACKARD
are
re ahle to care lot ptopeib.
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porhettcal land north of Alaska, ac- IireM>nee of all veterans and relatives
iroblem comes up now
now, of gettine
xu,or Gen A w Greeiv P™ence of all veterans and relatives
problem
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flitinc In rather than ,
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v.en. a vv . creep, ot veterans is earnestly requested,
Famous OneGylinder Old
good tiees for filling in, rather
i dean of living -polar explorers who Th
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. , , -uplsllr|n»
Miscellaneous
WANTED—Second hand house turnlahlngs
starting new orchards.
This, o <x)mmvnted (ln the latest effort to w,„ b
particularly addressed to
course, means small orders each yeai.,,^,
che se.Tet8
u,e Far
V addreBsed
“Pacific” Is Still Going The rating of tile eight highest
( W|LL G|yE J|0 REWARD for the ap- In good condlttun, especially bed room funittire
Full cash value paid.
TEL. 27-1.
which would not give ns the prices North.
F
* ',7 , „ „ ...
, ., ,,
English majoi students in the pres- (prr|lensl.,n of the person or persuas who
\
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ent senior class at the University of | robbed my tulip teda Friday night
Strong.
that we have been getting in the past.
Gen. Greeiv commanded an expe- „ •
7,
US* °r
8 • <1"
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WANTED—Woman cook at XARKAliAXDuring the past few years trees dilion sent
the Aretlo |by
I morial Day subject tomorrow at the
Maine, based up<r»t the recent major OXTON, Camden St.
SETT HOI EL.
58-tf
“Bringing
AND REBUILT AWNINGS. We have
examination of trie department, has a USED
have l»een obtained from various nut- i United States Government in 1881- Congregational church
Near Miami. Florida, recently
WANTED—Experienced table girl.
Per
few remarkably good trades
ROCIvLANP
The evening sub
sei ies.
Part of then have been first §4 and almost died of hunger at Sons to Glory.”
motorist. C. P. McLain, was arrested been made public by Prof. Ellis. This AWNLNtl CO . P o. Box 441, Rockland
manent.
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston
ject
will
be
“
Change
Your
Course
or
'
92*94
5t-.tf
class, but many of them have been Cape Sabine. Ellesmere Inland, after
for driving his car 40 miles aiAhotir. rating is obtained by combining the
Anchor.
Which?"
below scnntlard.
BOAT OWNERS If you have an engine d
relief ships failed to reach him for
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
•rs of the Camden Yacht Ordinarily this would not be any- standings of the students in the three
Caretakers
TEL 352-14.
Trees grown under Maine condi two seasons. Last summer Com*
.utting things Tn readiness
°1'1 of the “'dinary for arrests tests which comprised this years ex- any make you want the Palmer Cas Engine kiuetis. Highest prices paid
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’
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In
stamps
postpaid.
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S. RANLRTT, Rockville, Me._____ 42-7
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r,,.. =..ee,line are made
in Khali
Florida amination, A written test based on BROS . 30 Portland Pier, Portland. Maine
tions will be acclimated and should minder MacMillan placed a National
for
speeding
are
made
in
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do better than trees grown in other Geographic Society bronze memorial for the summer and a big season Is probably as often as elsewhere. The the general field of English literary
Summer Cottages and Board
The grounds are In very
sections of the country.
tablet on Cape Sabine In honor of expected.
good shape and It Is Itoned that the car Mr- McUain was driving, how- iiist.uy, a similar lest on grammar
PHILBRICK, denier In all kinds of
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mat
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IF YOU have a eottage to let or desire I
It also gives the Individual or- ; the sacrifice GreelyW men made in
... in i „ P
i
ever’ made the incident most un- and the mechanics of composition. rM,’ e„„e, farnl houses, house lots and
and
tennis courts w ill be made over even made
I
cxanjination „n thp a>, I ,
Ust
^"‘-’.rd* to summer boarders, advertise the fact In this |
chardist an Opportunity to try out behalf of exploration. The planes of
for the last few sea
sea- usual.
_
.
„„ ,..............
for' oulck
sale
after lying idle Tor
Thia
vear s 1
T‘lrk sole
Drop postal card to paper where thousands will read of II
methods of shaping which will ( the MacMillan Exjyedltion will fly sons. The clubhouse Is one of the I The car, now- making a tour vanced courses taken
tins >e.u a I |!S1) MA|X ST Rockland. Maine or telephone
TO LET—Cottage at Crescent Beach for
repeatedly over Cape Sabine during coziest places on the shore with a I throughout the State of 1- lorida was graduating class includes nineteen | 83;.jii will receive prompt attention
prove satisfactory in his locality.
the month of August. Apply to C. A ROSE
CO.
ltoekland. Maine.
50-tf
Proper soil conditions are abso the coming summer.
English
majors.
,
PAPEBHANGING ANO PAINTING.
For
fine view and its cheery furnishings, the famed “Old Pacific, a one cj I
The major examinations were in- I SUeh work phone 349-M or call at 16 Plcaalutely necessary for good tree growth.
FOR SALE—House at Atlantic. (Swan's
Confident Land it There
and people should take advantage I inder Packard in which E. 1. Fetch
6 rooms, oak finish, well built; sightly
In every community there may be
“I am confident there is land of | of every opportunity to use It. The I made one of the first, if not actually stituted by tlie department in the I ant alreet Rockland. C. C. JOHNSTPN.^ ^ Island.
location close by shore
Garage and out
found land suitable for growing nur some sort west of Axel Heiberg Is-1 long wharf makes a fine promenade the first, trans-continental tours of SIS ing of 1923. The liighest ranking
Acre and half
BUILDINGS BUILT, ahe.-ed or repaired. buildings.
------------- water In house.
sery stock.
And in good orchard land and north of Alaska," suid Gen-1 and there Is ample parking space for I the United States.
Tlie veteran old student In the seniors of that year. Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened of land. Fine plaee for summer home. At
Address
DR
I.
B. GAGE. At
WARREN
Miss
Mary
Crowell
Perkins,
later
dis

a
bargain,
sections land may be found on many Greely. ‘fi advanced that theory (a large number of cars. The club I motor car was caught speeding at
L. C. rtELDS. 19 McLOL’D ST
Tel. 538-3.
57*tf
ii if lantlc. Me
tinguished herself by being the first
farms.
Well drained, deep, gravel something like forty years ago after may be hired for private parties forty miles an hour and the driv<
SUMMER BOARDERS—Accommodation! for
SEWING MACHINE needles for all makes
1 was taken before a justice of the student ever to win her master's de
C. \Y. McKellar has been ill this ly loam is the best type for growing I had observed jxeculiar flat-topped | with very convenient service.
St. eight, fine shore privilege in Cushing,
gree at Bryn Mawr in a single year. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO , 408 Main>5-tf
young trees, as they do well and can icebergs with well tmarked etratifl-l Mrs. Reuel Robinson, Mrs. Pearl peace and fined.
week with an attack of grippe cold.
.viable. Address EMERY B HART. Thomas
The student who heads the list thin
The nursery plot cations floating out of the Polar Sea. j Willey and Miss 'Nerlta Willey moDuring the first seven days of th
ton, Me
40-tf
Sarah Wetherbee of Boston has he dug easily.
LAWNMOWERS
—
Let
us
overhaul
and
been renewing his acquaintance with should be situated on hilly land, Such bergs come from relatively] tored to Augusta Thursday where tour which now is lieing made more year is Miss Leona Kathleen Reed of stiarpen your machine now.
We call for
For Sale
and deliver. ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO..
old friends in this vicinity this week, which will give good air drainage, 8mjioTh land where the yearly layers] they have been nt the Augusta I than 1500 miles were covered and an Rockla lid.
408 Main St.
55-tf
to prevent damage from cold.
making Rockland his headquarters.
of enow are not .broken up. and are Rouse, steading the Maine-Florida accurate record of the gasoline conFOR SALE—Brown Reeil Baby Carriage,
GOINt TO ALASKA
There are various methods of well known in the Antarctic. No ( conference at the -State House, also | sumed disclosed that seventeen miles
AWNINGS MADE TO ORDER, prices right, excellent condition.
Mrs. Louisa Maki has returned
Price $5.
19 FRANK
i truck and wagon covers; tents, curtains, LIN ST
Many have <su?i, icebergs originate .in Greenland tlie reception at the Blaine House had been obtained to each gallon ot
62**f
front Quincy, Mass., where she spent starting young trees.
flags,
boat coverings and awnings a special
Congressman and Mrs. Wallace FI
the winter, and will remain ht her planted seed procured from apple or in the known lands to the east, where Gov. and Mrs. Brewster re-1 “gas.”
FOR
SALE
—
M
v
home
at
24
Pleasant
ty. ROCKLAND AWNING CO.. P 0 Box
All modern.
LIZZIE F. HAHN
62-tf
Ttas does not, however for the Ice there reaches the sea ceived
larnt on the Camden road for a few pumice.
50-tf
informaly.
Mrs.
Joseph
For years “GUI Pacific" rested In White are expected to arrive at their 441, Rockland, Maine.
accompanied
then
to | one of the buildings of the Packard home in Lewiston about the first of . MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, plcot edge.
natch opnortunit: for selection through fiords and valleys, and be-|p,Inery
weeks,
FOR SALE—Good white pigs between 5 and
Wv?eks old, ?7
$7 50 each. 1HRKD19UCK
PJtE4)
MON
PHYLLIS TOL- 6 w?eks
Itobert Cinqntars of Lowell, Mass., I lit many good .rcliards have leer, cause of .squeezing, the stratiflea- Augusta where she was the guest ^if | Motor Car Company factory at De- June, but their vacation will be short, 1 covered buttons, plaiting
Tel. 647-14.
Roots have bee’: tions are obliterated.
her sister, Mrs. Marion Cobb Fuller. I troit.
At the request of James l'or Mr. White lias been delegated to MAN MORSE, 359 Main St. Tel. 868-M.1-tf ROE, South Thomaston
is employed in the designing room of siarted this way.
62-64
taken up and grafted, which is “While I suggested the existence
• • » •
(i>aimer> Packard Distributor at Jacl;- go to Alaska with the United States
tlie Georges River mill.
FOR SALE—2-horse jigger, coal cart, good
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at
William B. Warren
sonville. Florida, it was shipped t
commissioner of Fisheries, and party,
Burdean Simmons has bought a rather a diffleu t and expensive p-o- of land north of Alaska from my cb-1
Ail good sliane
the Rockland Hair Store. 336 Main Si
Mail set logging chains
Ford coupe through the Warren Ga cess. French crab trees can be pro- I servation of icebergs,"other students! Death visited this community May Florida “as is."
Only a very short and look into the Alaskan Fisheries. orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
GEORGE S. HUNTLEY, .Main and Camden
St.,
Bockport
61-63
l-tf
cured and budu-d simLar to tne of the subject advanced the same 16 taking a highly respected cltl- time was required to put it in per- He has been urgently requested to d‘
rage.
David Shuman of Massachusetts methods used by commercial nurser- opinion based on the study ot tidal 2en William B. Warren. He was fert running condition by the Jack- this by Secretary Hoover, who also
FOR SALE—New five-tube radio freinici^’
SNOWMAN. TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
I ae-.orv model.
has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. ics. Root grafts have been used and fluctuations. For more than a RTf-lborn in St. George. March 17, 1859,1 sonville service station and then it suggests that lie extend his trip to Trucking and Moving.
ll’tr set complete with tubes.
Engraved panel and beautiful inatofafly
Newell Robinson for a few days.
proven satisfactory.
Wild Ivett eration explorers have hoped to an(j re8|,je(j there all the early part | wa8 started out to call upon every include a visit to the Pribilof Island.?.
TRUCKING.
MOVING AND ERRANDS cabinet with piano hinge
Factory liricj}.
Sunday morning at the Congrega have been taken up and grafted reach th:e supposed, land; but ajppardone promptly.
Go anywhere
C. 0 1IAR- for set alone la $78; will sell set and tubes*
jjje
then moved to South I cjty in the State.
It is proving,
for
$50
Don
’
t
wait
Pleased
to demen- i
ADEN.
Tel
156
M
or
629-J
1
tf
tional church will he observed as making strong trees with good root ently the task is too great for dogs Thomaston where he lived until he palmer says, a big attraction in every
A skeleton was recently found in
atrate.
Enquire LL’CIEN K. GREEN.
Tel.f
Memorial Sunday. The pastor. Rev. systems and tof
and Ae<lg’s.
ManMillan went 130 moved to this town nine years ago. I cjty it visits.
an express train. We always take
828-M
61-83
C. D. Paul, will speak( on “TltevBeRoot grafts and grafting or bud- .male* torwnrd the objective a
1
jjag
severely for the past I The trans-continental trip of the sandwiches if there is no dining-car.
To Let
FOR SALE—$450 SEf UKfcS BIVBRSIDK
E. —Punch.
ginning of Memorial Day.” There ding of wild trees have both been years ago but had to turn back ^e“|six months but was always loving I «oid Pacific” was made in 1903.
FAJtfM—84 acres, 30 minutes drive city mar
TO LET—Furnished front room
All mod- kets,
w ill be a meeting of the parishioners used in Knox-Lincoln counties and cause of almost impassable ice with Ian(1 patjent j^e was a loving hus- I-p. Fetch who was famed in the early
mail delivered, telephone, 18 acres til*
Reasonable price.
Apply 471, MAIN lage, 5-cdiiv pasture, valuable .wood, timber,
TO LET—Two apartment* at La Rosa. Grov e I em.
at the close of the morning service. have proved satisfactory.
He leaves to I days of the automobile as a road
62*-f
Before the journey just started. But wt banj an(j father.
ST., (over N Y Bakery).
several acres high trade blueberries, 50 tree
street.
ERNEBT
f
DAVIS
a!
Fuller-4'nhbIn the evening the pastor will speak «etting out the trees the land should airplanes it will be a different story*J mourn b|8 ]OSS< a
and five chil- driver, and who now lives at Jeffer
Davla.
62-61
TO LET—Susan Smith tenement at 53 orchard. Good 5-room house, piazza, pleas
on “Cyrus Hamlin.”
lx thoroughly prepared and given a A six-hundred-mile flight to the cen dien—Henry A., who follows the 18on_ QhiOj insists tlie trip was the
Broad St.
All modem.
Inquire on prem ant view, 40 ft basement barn, 2 hen
Price $1050, only $450
I'2*8» houses, shop, etc.
Rev. H. Si. Purrington will speak good coating of well rotted manure. ter of the unknown region and re sea and was unable to be present to | ,-irst ever made with an automobile
ises. TEI. 242-3.
needed. Implements, vehicles, range and fur
on the theme "In the Stern or the The distance of planting is from one turn should
TO LET OR FOR SALE—On Autumn St
. , not
,. be a. difficult
___ , under, .pay loving tributes at the last; Mrs. un,ier jt8 own power from coast to
niture included. H. L STEVENS, 192 Lime200 feet from Thomaston wad. cottage of rock St., Rockland, Maine
Bow” at the Baptist church Sunday to three fe*»t, depending on when the ! baking, I believe “i«Fred Williams ot Rockport, Mrs-1 coast.
61-62
The start was made at Aft
| tiitee rooms and shed, efcctrlc lights and
morning. The topic for Y. P. S. C. E. trees are to he removed to the orr. made with little diflleulty and that
Rackliff of St. George, F‘ p,
Jnne‘ 1S ',.',03 and Fctcii
wacr; connected with
barn sirtmbie for
FOR SALE—Oak dining set, tahlt, 6 chairs,
!ie
when
this
Ja.-s
W
of
ltoekland
and
Frank
L.
U™
s;a
‘
ntJ
meeting will be “Christian Traits chard site.
I gaiage
Chance for a
small garden A sideboard, china closet; also osteopathic f»Cultivation should be
ar into New
safe place for children.
\V. A. CLEVE ble; mahogany bureau, store sign.
HVSa hcrciaf.R’e unmapped land will he j Qf th(g pUce
Worth Striving For.” The evening practiced during the Bummer.
York 53 days later.
Wtiere thou
LAND.
55
Pacific
St
.
City.
____ »i2 64 TON-TUTTLE BOOK CO.
60-ff
ffession will be a memorial service
Wild stock set out may be budded djseovered.
sands of motor cars now skim aiott,
TO LET—Attractive room at 24 Elm Street.
FOR
SALE
—
TULIPS
FOR
MEMORIAL
and all members of the G. A. R„ the the same year; if not, grafting should
How Britiah Uaed Planes
/Vlembor
lnA*/^r. wUh’lSnriJf
the hiKhways with the greatest ease
CALL or TELWHONE 883-R after 5 30.
DAY
ABRAM W. NY’E
Tel. 585-J oy
S. of V. and all other patriotic or take place the following spring he61-C3 557-M
Gen. Greely recalled that last sum
5$-63
Consolidated Stock Exchange
a fat-B that l-eamrd with a lovlnc fight 1 and comfort to the occupants J- eten
ganizations are especially invited to ing the easiest and surest method to mer a British expedition anivjceeefuily ForWill
TO LET—Furnished room with bath, cer.never gteet them In home again.
| much of the time faced almost IniFOR SALE—Two small hen bouses.
74 '
of /lew York
be present. Special music will be useI
traily
located
Suitable
for
man
and
wife
CAMDEN STREET.
60-62
used an airplane In reconnaissance]
I passable wastes of sand, mud and
60-62
I TEL. 859-W.
rendered. Thivt service will begin at
('are should he taken to protect the work northeast of fipitzlbergen and|
la"husb7nd‘and*atfhw dear
‘ I rock and hundreds of miles were
..FOR SALE—Fresh cider, made every day.
STOCKS and BONDS
7 o’clock standard.
TO LET—Garage big enough for two cars ; Drop a postal card and 1 will deliver. J.
trees during the winter from mice. on one flight approached to within j ^.ill be endless, but sacred kept.
| covered in territory where there was
also
stable
and
furnished
rooms
—
at
17
The annual meeting of the County During the summer the trees should a'bout 800 miles of the North Pole.
H
SIMONTON. Rockland.
37-S-f
Publishers of the
Where love had reigned so near.
I ot tf)e ]east semblance of a road.
I WATER STREET
0O*'>2
W. C. T. F. will he held at the Bap be examined for borers, plant lice,
FOR SALE—Cabinet Vlctrola with records.
WEEKLY
FINANCIAL
DIGEST
Only.one-plane
aad
Loving eye will watch, jtie same as of yore. J At times through the sands of Ne
TO LET—Furnished room.
MRS W. H
Almost new; will tell at sacrifice.
PHONE
tist church Wednesday.
and various other insects and dis c'mnll with an engine of no great i with grief and Borrow’deep,
vada he had to use the floor boards
which is sent free to
MILLIGAN. 19 Ocean St.
Tel 1062-W.
931-W or 904-W.
60*62
Catches of SG.500 alewives and
61-63
eases, and when found, means used power. The fact that this-plane was | But husband and father from the earthly of the car to get traction enough to
equest
■
investors upon request
FOR SALE—Tlie Mrs J. W. Anderson T*
Uiorc
113,500 on successive days established to combat them.
able to accomplish excekent survey
TO LET—After June 1 by the week or sea
move the vehicle forward a few feet
Ha.i gone t-o bis eternal sleep.
room cottage and garage at Pleasant Beach
a record here this week with three
The number of years that the trees work and to cover areas which could
son. cottage at Cooper’s lteaeh.
MRS AR Nice sandy beach and fine drinking water.
at a time.
His only map was a
10 STATZ STREET BOSTON
men fishing one trap.
THUR TITUS, 120 Llmerock St. Tel 653-W. L W. BUNNER. Agent, 2 North Blain St
remain in the nursery depends upon j not have been reached otherwise. 1
RnCK'PnRT
Union Pacific Bailway guide.
61-63
61-62
John H. Morgan of Augusta was a the individual.
if left until fully (fives assurance. In Gen. Greeley*
Tlie “Old Pacific” has a one cylin
recent guest of his sister, Mrs. C. I). developed, time and money can i>.? ; opinion, of the complete success of
FOR RENT—House and cottage at 253 i
FOR SALE—Delivery body for ton tru' k;
Capt. E. O. Patte.son left by boat
der. nine horse power motor.
it
MRS J A. FROST, 'Little nearly new; will sell cheap.
Also pasturCamden street
Paul. On Tuesday Mr. Morgan and saved in caring for them
the Expedition’s air activities, to ibe Tuesday night for Middletown, Conn.,
59-64 age for cattle to let for the season.
C. E.
weighs ready for the road 3.000
Flower Shop."
Mrs. Paul climbed Mt. Battie.
When the trees are removed to carri|i on with two powerful U. S. on a business trip.
■
T
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COTTON,
Rockport.
Tel
Camden
14-3.
It eranks at the side and
TO LET—Furnished tenement situated at l.
-q .
Ellsworth Borneman had the mis the orchard siu- care shouW"be taken ^avj planes of a now amphibian | Mrs. L. E. Harper of Collinsville, pounds.
North Main Kt., all modern, iiot and cold —......
■■
-........................... ■ ■ ' ’ I
fortune to lose 140 chickens 'Wednes
Conn., is the guest of her sister, Mrs. drives through a chain, slack in
water,
gas,
electric
lights,
bath
FLOYD
L.
FOR
SALE
—
Fancy
Imported
Darwin
Til
which is taken up by moving back
day night and a valued heifer. The in digging and only those trees sc-- type
SHAW, 47 North Main St.
Tel. 422-12. | lips for Memorial Day.
Order early.
When Gen. Greely-woet in command I Edgar S. Bohndell.
lected
and
used
that
have
shown
good
the
axle.
When
originally
built
it
60-tf
I
D.
AMSS,
12
Florence
St.
Tel.
93-R
loss of the chickens was thought due
{ his exoedition ait Body Franklin I .Miss Mat garet Crockett entertained
.
They should also be Bay. Ellesmere Island, in the early] the Friendship Club of Camden 11:1,1 a governor which limited ito
58M
to crowding so much they were growth.
TO LET—Three furnished and one unfur--------------------------------------pruned to give a (ttrong, well bal eigiitie-s. he made the first explora-1 Tuesday evening at her home on I sl,ePd to 20 mi,es an hour,
Great'.*-,
nlshed rooms at 21 Holmes street. Adults ■
FOR SALE—Stanley Hou
-Has 16 rooms,
pmothered.
Tel. 2 bath rooms, hot water heat and all moder®
wily
Apply at 41 FULTON ST
Music and dancing | «l»eed than that in 1W was considOscar Stanctt attended
King anced to]), one that will bear a heavy tions oif the interior of the island. I Amsbury llill.
60-62 Improvements; one of the best locations ta
213-2
A study of the «>!d
llirams Council meeting In Waldo crop of apples without breaking.
discovering a large fresh-water lake| were enjoyed and luncheon was . ered foolhardy.
; in first class condition throughout.
TO LET- My furnished home on High St.. the city
car now reveals mhny features which
or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
boro Friday.
: and a hinge fiord. The latter ibears served,
Roi klsnd. for the summer Ail modern. H!$jL Call
Rockland, Me.
52-tf
STONINGTON
’
S
REPORT
are
in
universal
use
on
motor
cars
of
Mr. and Mrs. Henry V. Starett have
DANE, 30 Higli St
Tel. 768.
57-tf
his name. The -planes of the Max.'Miss Rachel McKnight motored
FOR SALE—The homestead of the late
moved Jo their farm. The Stirling, for
TO LET—Furnished rooms--living loom,
Millan Exipedition plan to crisscross from Hartford this week and is the today, including an automatic spark
Benisch Brothers Will Start Another Exlesmere Island this summer mok-lguest of Mrs. E. O. Patterson for two control.
kitchen, shed, flush closet. Adults only
72 Austin W. Eugley of North Waldoboro; also
the summer.
CAMDEN STREET.
Tel. 335-1.
57 tf road wagon, single horse sled and sQtRe
Gang of Cutters It Is Said.
Thelma Jones has secured employ
household goods.
The farm is an excellent
j in< photographic mape Gen. Greely | weeks.
TO LET—For tlie season, cottage, with one for the raising of poultry.
Inquire of
ment in the woolen mill.
Anthnnv
e,..
| saJsl that he will follow with interest I Mr. and Mm. Oliver Copeland of
CO. K REUNION
garage on the water front at Crescent Beach. GEORGE A. ETGLEY. North Waldoboro dr
t-.ev
,,'t
............
“n J
ftl'ing
in
of
topographic
details]
Whitinsville,
Mass.,
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
ROCKLAND
Mrs. Cynthia Counce of South
VESl’EB A LEACH, Rockland.
Tel. 133. JOSEPH B. WELT, Admr , Waldoboro. 58-66
515 MAIN ST.
retary
of
the
Stonington
Granite
56-tf
60-62
Warren called on ‘Mrs. Charles Milthis land of his pioneer explora- Chester Copeland of Bristol. Conn.,
FOR SALE—Waxed flowers and wreaths for
Cutters’ Union thus reports to the 1 in
tions.
| who were culled here by the death of I The Days At Devens To Be Recalled
TO LET—Furnished room with bath.
son Tuesday.
Memorial Day
G. A. TARR, 234 Main 8.,
Quarry
Workers
’
Journal.
At Gathering in Portland.
MASONIC ST
51Little Beatrice Haskell is ill with
Contrast in Modern Methods.
] their father, Fred W. Copeland, have]
Rockland. Me.
Tel 614-M.
37-U
“We held our regular meeting at
TO LET—Tenement at 194 North Main St..
(Modern exploration methods fur-1 returned to their homes.
tonsilitis.
FOR SALE—Velie Touring Car.
Recently
the Sea-Side hall, with a fair atFRIENDSHIP
all modern conveniences. P. L. HAVENER. overhauled and painted—Continental motor,
Plans are nearly completed for the
The many friends of Niven C. tendance. ' Business Is atrout the nlsh a striking contrast to those of a]
Memorial Sunday will be observed
Tel 792-R.
146 tf i-ord tires, motometer, bumper, etc.
Bargain
Crawford, who was seriously hurt same as at last writing. Benisch generation or so ago. Gen. Greely JJ5xt hlln”ay at the Methodist church. first annual banquet and reunion of
TRUCKING
CO.
EDWLN L. BROWN, 414 Main 8t ,
TO LET—May 1st. 2 rooms. kitchene”e for cash
Co.
K,
74th
Infantry
to
he
held
ir.
in tlie North Conway auto accident Brothers are erecting a new derrick said. Keralling that the |>laneR of I The pustoi. I.ev. J. N. Palmer will
Rockland
57-tf
and
bath.
Apply
at
CUTLER
COOK
CO.
Operating between Rockland and
Portland on the evening of Memorial
are glad to hear of his safe return. to start another patch and it is re- the expedition this summer will fly 1 Preach at ,0.30 a. m.
FOR SALE—7-room
house; fire place,
Subject, “The Day. There is every indication of a
Friendship.
Prompt
and
careful
piazza,
city
water,
large
barn,
2
hen
pen!
Mr. Crawford speaks in tlie highest ported that they are going to start over C.aipe Seibine where 18 of the 25 I Keward ol Sacrifice.’’
Special anservice guaranteed.
Former mem
*4 acre land—near town at 72 Beechwood!
praise of kindness shown him by another gang of cutters and if so [ men cf his party died of hunger, and them by a choir of twelve voices, splendid attendance.
For Sale
St Apply at 70 BEECHWOODS St.. ThoniV
bers will come from all over New
51-63
Call Rockland 437
North Conway people.
aston
that means, of course, more quarry- where he and the other few «UtfV*lv- I Peciai music Sunday evening by the
FORR SALE—2 player pianos, 1 u .right pi
England.
Mrs. Thelma Jones of Thomaston men.
I ers almost scared their fate. Gen. I choir.
ano- fine condition.
V F. STUDLEY INC .
FOR SALE—s-room nousu; hot water heai,
It is interesting to recall that the
spent Wednesday as guest of her
cement cellar; modern Improvements; lam
Music Dept , Rock’.'.nd, 283 Main Stn
“Since my last report Crotch Is- Greely ipoin-ted out that •with radio
74th
Infantry
of
which
Co.
K
was
a
r,l
t
f
garden.
New grocery business well stocked.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Libby. land Granite Corporation has ship- | communication 'he could have In- I
Used Cars
SOUTH THOMASTON
M. (J. GURNKY. 3 Park St.. Camden. 37-tf.
unit led the 12th division during
Raymond Ilorneman litis secured ped a 1500-ton barge of random 1 formed the people of the l.ntted
FOR
SALE
—
At
West
Meadows.
IO
to
53
A1) c|lurch serv|ces sun(jav W11I their period of training for Overaeas
1917 FORD TOURING CAR. good condi tons hay at $10 per ton in barn
FOR SALE—Double tenement house at 6
MARY L.
employment at the Warren garage. stock to New York, also a small ves- States of the plight of the party be(>e on
time
The duty.
good tires.
Price $60.
1917 Ford DAXFOiRTHT, 62 Main «t.. Thomaston
Lisle St.
Apply to MR8. F. H. SANBORN.
The armistice was all that tion.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis of sel load of dimension stock to go by fore it became «o deSRiernte so 4hat,,astoi. wnj use as b,H su|,ject'in t)le
CharsiK, ready to build for racer
Price $30
61*61 80 »>leasant St. Tel. 903-W.
FORD
Waterville spent a few days recently rail from ltoekland. They are also redoubled efforts might have been lnornjqg "Hide and Seek.” At 7 30 prevented this regiment from reach* Parts for ClieYrolet 1920 to 1925
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
FOR SALE—One of tlie city’s m Kt c'e.>tr
15EPA1R SHOP. 151 rieasant St.. Rockland
ing the battle line.
as guests of Mrs. Francenia Davis.
shipping grout to ltoekland Break-] mode to break through the ice vithlln the evening lhe pastor will ser62* 64 able homes, located at 39 Cliestnut St It has bulbs, hardy lilltes, floral sprays, pillows,
* Plans for this banquet and reunion
8 rooms, all modern conveniences and Is in wreaths made up at very reasonable prices.
water.
This company bought a , supplies.
inonlze Elsie Slugmaster’s
story, are being handled by a local com
FORD '/2 TON TRUCK, new body, all in excellent condition. Apply MRS WILLIAM Expert workmanship.
Free delivery any
NiEMO sells Elto outboard motors large quantity of stone cutters tools
With a modern airplane available 1 -gait of the Earth,” a tale of do mittee of which Leon H. Cole is gen good tlianc, can buy at right price; also ELLLNGWOOD. 39 Chesrtui: stYeet.
61-63 where ln Knox County.
CLARK’S FLOWER
Dodge
2500
Hi.
truck
newly
painted,
stake
SHOP,
382
Main
St
opposite
Thorndike Hofor your fishing boat—why row?—ad. and six surface machines from the ia messenger might haveibeen sent to lnestjc infelicity. Music of both eral chairman.
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt tel. Rockland
Mr. Cole served as bode, extra long, looks like new. Meehan- Charles
Tel.
1036-W
38-tf
E. Hall, Middle St Heights.
AR
George A. Tuttcr company and some settlement on tihe west coast of servj(.e8 is in chargB of Mrs Lu|ie
icalb
perfect
CONSOLIDATED
BAKING
company clerk of his outfit at Dev
FOR SALE—Farm near Rocsiand, in good
eventually they will do cutting here. Greenland in two or Uht-e-e hours. ,,r| Allen.
(’<) . Rockland.
See Mr. MacAUlster or Mr. THUR L. ORXE. 41T Main 8t.. Rockland.
27-tf
cultivation, real money maker.
L. F.
ens.
Llttleliale.
61 if
l.et us hope it will be in the near > might have reached Newfoundland
Tel. 665-2.
35-tf
The reunion will be held at the
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several CHASE. 45 Middle St.
less than a day. Emergency)
1921 FORD SEDAN in good condition.
future."
used upright pianos, good condition. L. F
Falmouth'
Hotel,
the
banquet
being
Starter
and
extras.
F.
L
BENNER,
88
No
supplies could have been sent back
60*62 CHASE, 45 Middle street Tel. 665-2
served at 7.30 daylight, and a fina Main St . City.
Three Crow Pure Ground Pepper, j by plane even though lice prevented ]
23-tf
S EMULSION orchestra
has
been
engaged
for
the
in tight moisture proof packages.— the passage of a relief ship.
LIGHT BUICX SIX touring car far sale
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivered
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
evening.
In
good
condition.
Anyone
who
does
not
of vitamin-rich cod-liver
anywhere, also lumber.
T J. CARROLL,
adv.
WALL PAPER
FREDER Thomaston. R. F. D
Headquarters will be established at care to pay $250 need not apply
Tel. 263-21 Rockland
Mussolini has astonished Rome by
oil is especially helpful
ICK WALTZ
Tel. 392-M
60-62
47-tt
the
hotel
during
Memorial
Day
ami
Prohibition does some good. An entering a cage of lions. It must
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
to an ander-weight child.
members of the committee will be
LIGHT AND HEAVY TRUCKING—Soft
FOR SALE—All kinds of real estate—-Fine
English poet refuses to come to have been a great relief to him after I
SUPPLIES
there to receive the hoys from out of wood si alia $1 00. (iood big load Crushed buys in Thomaston and Warrem For par
PARK STREET, - - ROCKLAND
olum- conducting the Italian Parliament.
GIVE SCOTTS REGULARLY
lock and dirt for driveways.
SNOWMAN ticulars call DR. A PEABODY. Tel. 36 11
America on account of it.
THOMASTON. MAINE
town and look after their needs.
Tel. 672 U
62- il Thoiuastou.
New York Herald Tribune.
<7-if
bia Record.
Tu*R-tf

I

FOR SALE
ARMYWHEELS
-J AXLES
ABRAM W. NVE

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

SCOTT’

FREDS. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette,'Saturday, May 23, 1925

Social Circles
la addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrlrals, this departure es
pecially deniree Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE .........................................

774

■Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hartzell of <
Denver, Colorado, have announced
the engagement of their daughter
Helen to John Cobb Roberts, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Roberts of
1049 Park avenue, New York City,
and Trlalmark Camp, Owl’s Head.
Miss Hartzell Is a member of ^tlie
senior class at Smith College and a
graduate of the National Cathedral
School at Washington, D. C.
Mr,
Roberts was educated at the Hill
School and the Sheffield Scientific
School of Yale University, Class of
1922. He is a member of the Frank
lin Hall Club and Theta XI and the
Yale dub of New York City. It is
expected that the wedding will take
place in the fall.
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EDUCATIONAL CLUB

MEMORIAL DAY
CARNATIONS, SNAPDRAGONS, STOCKS,
ROSES, LILIES, WAX WREATHS & SPRAYS
CEMETERY VASES
_________ PANSIES AND GERANIUMS

GLAENTZEL. THE FL0RIST

STRAND THEATRE BUILDING .
341 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Greenhouses—CAMDEN, ME.
MAIL ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
MEMBER FLORISTS’ TELEGRAPH DELIVERY ASSOCIATION
ALL KINDS OF FLORAL DESIGNS MADE TO ORDER

MORGAN—JONES

A DICKENS HOUR

Selects Its List of Committees
For the Coming Season.
For the hospitality CWmmlttee of
the Educational Club, Mrs. Ida Sim
mons again consents to serve as gen
eral chairman with Mrs. Mary Wiggin Spear, Mrs. Nellie Hall, Mrs.
Mary Bunker, Mrs. Inez Crosby, Miss
Bertha Orbeton as vice chairmen for
the coming year.
With 307 names
on the treasurer’s books as paid
members last year it Is important
that all preserve this list for assign
ments for picnic suppers and light
refreshments.
Phone 881 In case
any emergency arises necessitating
cha nges.
Dec. 18. Picnic Supper Chairman.
•Mrs. Nellie Hall. Committee: Asenath
Achorn, Mary Adams, Ida Adkins,
Grace Armstrong, Arlene Anderson,
Dorothy Alperin, Minnie Andrews
Abide Allen, Etta Anderson, Lizzie
Boyles, Lillian Baker, Annie Burton
Jvellie Benner, Faith Berry, Marietta
Blethen, Julia Hanfleld, Jane Beach,
Nellie Bird, Lorita Bicknell, Hope
Brewster, Lucy Blake, Mary Brown
Mrs. A. L. Babbidge, Dora Bird, Ida
Bradstreet, Adelaide Butman, Etta
Blackingtop, I.inkle Brewer, Esther
Bird, Maud&E. Blodgett, Esther Ber
man, Chara Borstel, Mae Barstow,
Mary Bates, Mrs. Axel Brunberg,
Mrs. Isaac Berliawsky, Mary Bly.
Jan. 1, 1926.
Chairman, Mrs.
Flora Ulmer.
Committee: Ethel
............
-Baftlett Brown, Agnes Shaw Brown,
Grace Ayers Black, Julia Blacklngton,
Hilma Bradstreet, Frances Bachelder,
Deborah Barron, Marcia Burch, Ha
zel Bryant, Mrs. Alan Bird, Gladys
Blethen, Anne Gay Butler, Minnie
Copeland, Lena Conary, Inez Crosby,
Clara Crossland, Callsta Cole, Minnie
Cross, Mrs. A. 3. Clark, Kitty Coburn,
Mrs. Ettji Covel, Mrs, Lloyd E.
Clark, Mrs, Evle Clark.

William E. Morgan and Miss
Gladys St. Clair Jones were married High School Senior English
Mrs. Nellie Bird, who has been
Class Enjoys a Unique
spending the winter at West Upton, yesterday noon at the home of thf
bride’s parents, Mr, and Mrs. Rock
Mass., Is at home.
“Period.”
land L. Jones, 462 Old County road.
There will be a rehearsal of the The guests were limited to members . The High School senior class In
Pilgrim choir of the Congregational of the two families and a few of the i
couple’s closest friends, among those English, of which Miss Coughlin is
church at 6.45 tonight.
present being the
bridegroom’s Instructor, lately invited W. O. Fuller
In
TWhen The C.-G, reporter called mother, Mrs. W. P. Morgan of Brls- to give them a talk on Dickens.
The decorations savored acceptlnB the compIlment Mr FuIler
"25” yesterday the cheery voice of tol. Conn
o
springtime,
cherry
pear
and
apple
countered
wJth
the
„
tha(
Herbert B. Barter answered, and the
the rec,tati(in
Information was forthcoming that it IBossoms being used In profusion, anu the seniorg a
was his first day on his desk in 10
\
Rev ’
flOm
™om “> hl.
The officiating clergyman was Rev. :
,
weeks. During that time he has had
C.
A.
Knickerbocker
of
the
Upiverhn
Tnu
an extremely unpleasant surgical ex salist church.
Mrs. Russell Bartlett i
S< h°o1
7'llbh1 ,'vlth the
perience at the Hart private hospital
co-operation of Principal Allen was
In Boston, but fine surgery and ex acted as matron of honor and James easily arranged.
Yesterday fore
The
cellent care have been successful and H, Record was groomsman.
noon was the time selected, and Miss
he feels quite himself again, though wedding march—'Bridal Chorus from Coughlin marshalled her students to
not In full strength as yet.
Many Lohengrin was played by Miss Mar the place of rendezvous, Miss Doris
In view of the bride's
frierids are taking the opportunity to garet Stahl.
Black of the faculty accompanying
prominence In local music circles it
pay a congratulatory visit.
• e « e
the party.
,
was eminently fitting that music
It chanced that Mrs. Thomas Bai
Jan. 15. Chairman, Mrs. Jennie
should be a conspicuous feature of
ley Aldrich was a guest In the Fuller Dickey.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Whitney this wedding.
Committee: Mary Cooper,
Mrs. Katherine Veahome, who entering into the spirit Henrietta Cottrell, Belle Collins, Mrs.
have arrived home from their win
zie, with whom she has appeared on
ter's sojourn in Fruitland Park, Fla.
of the occasion was kind enough to Minnie Crozier, Helen Corbett, Helen
many concert occasions, sang several
read from her book “Crowding Me Clark, Ethel Campbell, I^onlce Clark.
solos in her most charming manner,
mories” the chapter In which sht re Lida Colson, Delilah Cunningham,
Mrs. Thomas Bailey Aldrich of before the ceremony.
lates the visit of Dickens in 1868 to Mrs. H.-D. Crie, Mrs, E. A. Champney,
Boston Is a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
The bridal gown was white silk,
her home in Boston, with the accom Josie Conary, Adelaide Cross, ChrisW. O. Fuller.
with lace underskirt and sleeves, the
paniment of the famous walking tol Cameron, Janette Dunton, Mrs.
bridal veil being caught with a
match which was such a noted fea Rae Dane, Mrs. George M. Derry,
Kendrh k Searles and family have wreath of lilies of the valley.
The
ture of the great writer's second visit Annie Deane, Myra MacDonald, Mrs.
returned to York Beach.
traveling suit was light tan ensemble,
to this country. Mrs. Aldrich’s George Davis, Katherine Dunbar.
with henna hat and scarf.
Mrs.
Afiss Lois I. Ross, daughter of Mr. Bartlett, matron of honor wore a happy addition to Mr. Fuller’s infor Carrie Duncan, Kathie Diamond,
npd Mrs. Leslie A. Ross, is ill at her very attractive gown of rose crepe mal talk made up a Dickens hour that Carrie Davis, Mrs. Elmer Davis.
was greatly enjoyed by the young Alice Donohue, Maudd M. Cables,
home on the Old County road. Dr. satin.
women and young men guests, who Helen S. Chapman, Lizzie Clark,
Estes Nichols of Portland was called
Following the wedding ceremony
here Thursday in consultation with luncheon was served by Miss Annie on leaving registered their satisfac
Feb. 5. Chairman, Mrs. Frances
Dr. North and it is hoped that she Blacklngton, Miss Helen McBride, tion through the medium of their Norton. Committee: Grace Daniels,
will soon be on the road to recov Miss Lena Lawrence and Mrs. Mabel school yell, presented with an energy Ruth Ellingwood, Clara Emery, Althut made the beams of the study berja Emery, Annie Flint. Caroline
ery.
Record.
vibrate.
Fuller, Edith Follansbee, Mrs. Louis
There will be ^t brief honeymoon
Mrs. Aldrich expressed much pleas Fickett, Mrs. Crosby French, Anna
George L. York, who underwent a trip, after which the couple will re
sprious operation on his under jaw turn to Rockland to make their per ure at meeting the attractive group Foley, Clara Farwell, Lizzie French,
at Huntington Hospital, Boston,
of students and the keen attention Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Mary Gardner,
manent home.
recently, has returned to his home
they gave to her reading.
Hope Greenhalgh, Mae Gregory, Ele
The bride is a graduate of Rock
on Chestnut street. His condition
"It Is the only time,” she said, “that anor- Griffith, Augusta Gilley, Ethel
land High School and Commercial
Is as favorable as can be expected
I ever was honored with a school C.onia, Mabel Fernaid, Mabel Felcli,
College, and for several years past
In view of the nature of the opera
yell, and I highly enjoyed the novelty Mrs. William Fifleld, Mary Fingold,
has been employed by the Rockland
tion.
of the experience.”
Helen Gleason. Julia Gurdy, Angelica
and Rockport Lime Corporation. As
Glover, Nina Gregory, Evelyn Cates.
the
author
of
The
Courier-Gazette
’
s
Miss Alberta Achorn of Portland
Feh. 19.
Chairman, Mrs. Mary
AFTER BIG GAME
has been spending a few days In the weekly music column and as local
Wiggin Spear.
Committee: Carrie
correspondent
for
the
Portland
Even

city, a guest at A„ H. Ulmer’s. She
F. Crockett, Mary Clark, Lucy Clark,
ing
Express
she
has
shown
marked
Edna St. Vincent Millay Cora Currier, Sadie Hanscom, Emma
was accompanied to Rockland by
ability as a writer.
As a contralto
■Mrs. Adelaide Gleason of Portland,
soloist she has ranked very high in
Bags 1197 Lions In New Green, Alice Hovey, Minnie Hodgdon. Winnie Horton, Myrtle Herrick,
She sang for
Miss Kathryn McLaughlin, who local musical affairs.
Jennie Hill, Annie Hahn, Nan Higgs.
York.
has been visiting the Misses Carini. several years In the Universalist quar
Ethel Howard, Edna Hilt, Mabel Hol
tet. later joining the quartet at the
has returned to Portland.
Edna St. Vincent Millay, with the brook, Mabel Harding, Frances Hur
Congregational church.
She Is a
ley, Mary Hastings, Eleanor Cote
The Chapin Class, numbering 25 member of the Rubinstein Club, Busi aid of a fraudulent hunting license
Howard, Alice Sprague Hall, Mrs.
or 30, was entertained Tuesday ness and Professional Women's Club and her own poetic license, captured
Miles Haskell, Elizabeth Haskel!,
evening by Miss Edith Candage and Chapin Class of the Universalist 1,197 Hons on the streets of New York
Wednesday, including three early Cora Hall, Edith House, Frances
■Cdmden street. The time passed church.
The bridegroom came to this city Greek lions, two Assyrian lions, one Harrington, Myra Hodgdon, Helen
quickly with sewing and planning
Hull, Bernice Havener, Mrs. Joseph
future activities.
Coffee,
sand from Bridgeport, Conn., in June, 1923, Minoan lion and four Siennese lions.
swlches. chocolate and angel cake as manager of a district which has Those who managed the lion hunt Hamlin, Julia Huntley, Elizabeth
He charge that there is no such thing as Harrington, Ava Jackson, Mrs. Adelwere served by the hostess, and all Its headquarters in Rockland.
left feeling that the new year had belongs to several fraternal orders, a Siennese lion, and are investigating bert Jameson, Maerita Kirkpatrick.
March 5.
Chairman, Mrs. Hattie
-end during his comparatively brief with a view to bringing charges of
opened very pleasantly.
Committee: Alice Jones,
The Keating.
residence here has achieved wide capturing non-existent lions.
iMr. and Mrs. E. S. Bird returned spread popularity. His two children rules of the hunt forbade the cap Elizabeth Jameson, Emily Kennedy,
by a former marriage—a daughter ture of non-existent lions, even to Alice Kennedy, Hattie Keating, Har
from Boston this morning.
riet Kirk, Isabel Lewis, Myra LineVernet, nearly 7, and a son Kenneth, possessors of poetic licenses.
The hunt was arranged by the Hal- kin, Carolyn Littlefield,. Mrs. Vesper
Caipt, and Mrs. A. F. Pillsbury left aged 5—will come to Rockland dur
Berkeley, Calif., May 9, In their mo ing the summer to make their home. ton Endowment Fund for Girls, which Leach, Charlotte Lufkin, Alma Leo,
is raising money to endow a hospital Hattie Lord, Mrs. Willis Lufkin, Nel
tor car, and are Journeying leisure
The members of the cast and the room for girls who need free medical lie Much, Minnie Miles, Orissa Mer
ly across the continent, taking in
the Grand Canyon and other at workers for "The Charin School,” aid. Licenses were sold at the Hotel ritt, Elizabeth Marsh, Mary Messer,
tractions such as tourists covet. presented so successfully In the new Brevoort and the hunters were told to Katherine Mather, Mary Mendel),
They expect to arrive in Rockland High School auditorium Wednes count every lion they could find on Ada Martin, Katherine Morey, Ella
about the middle of June, and will day and Thursday nights, enjoyed a a building in New York, the person Mackey, Tekla Mackinen, Ella Mac
make a visit with Mrs. Pillsbury’s dance and Jolly get-to-gether at the counting the most to receive a prize. Millan, Mrs. L. E. Mann, Edna Mc
Arthur D. Flcke was one of the first Intyre, Hattie Mason, Vesta Mills.
Country Club last night with n
sister, Mrs. Lilian S. Copping.
* • « *
group of Invited guests. Misses to report. He proudly recounted the
John Gillis went to Boston last Doris Black and Marion Norton of capture of two Library lions, one
March 19. Chairman, Miss Emma
the High School faculty were chape Pennsylvania lion and 400 lions of the Frost.
Committee: Mary Bunker,
night.
rones. The evening was passed most Poetry Society of America. Kingsley Blanche Ayers, Sarah Bramhall, Jes
Cards have been received in this pleasantly with Bates' music, 'neck Moses, warden of the Gotham jungles, sie Crawford, Mrs. R. E. Dunn, Mrs
city announcing the marriage of tie and novelty dances and light re is Inclined to reject the lion of-the R. O. Elliot, Lillia Elliot, Elizabeth
Walter V. Wentworth and Mrs freshments, bringing to an end an Poetry Society of America on the P. Dunn, Harriet M. Dunn, Georgia
Hollis George White, which took exceedingly happy association of ground that they cannot all he Elliot, Margaret Jordan, Minnie Newclassed as ornamental
place In Old Town Thursday. The hard work and play.
bert, lada Newcombe, Mrs. E. L.
Miss Millay took with her not only Risteen, Mary A. Rogers, Abbie F.
bridegroom was formerly of Rock
land, and Is manager of the Penob
Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Senrles and the poetic license but a husband, Eu • Rice, Phoebe Starrett, Clara Saw
scot Chemical Fibre Co. at Great little daughter Helen, Miss Eva gene Boissevain. who drove the family yer, Jessie Stewart, Rita Smith, Su
Moore, Byron MOore and James Kim - motor car without so much as san Strout, Mrs. John E. Walker.
Works.
ball motored from York Beach re scratching a Hon. even those of the Nellie' Wade, Sarah C. Wood, Laura
Gov. Cobb has been n visitor in cently and were the weekend guests Poetry Society of America. His du Wadsworth (Camden) Alena Young,
ew York this week, registered at of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence ltawley at ties so engrossed him that his bag Ada Young, Lilllafi A. Young, Mrs.
Tenant’s Harbor.
They were ac was only 84 Hons.
h* Roosevelt.
L. II. Woodcock, Marian Weidman,
companled home by little Miss Agnes
,Hls wife tracked down her Hons In Caroline J. Tobey, Annie Trask,
Daughters of the American Revo who will remain there until the last Fifth Avenue, Central Park West, Harriet Trask, Helen Gleason, Nancy
lution are requested to assemble of June.
Mr. Searles goeR to New Fifty-ninth street and Park Avenue Tribou.
early tomorrow morning in order #to York next week where he will be Her biggest bag'waa at a building on
April !■
Chairman, Katherine
attend the memorial Sunday serv quartermaster on the former Mattie the northwest corner of Park Avenue Morey.
Committee: Dora Crockett
ices at the Universalist church
Central steamer Rangeley,
and Forty-sixth Street, where she Mrs. Ava Lawry, Mrs. Glenn Law
captured 189. It was presumed these rence, Mrs. Grace Ludwig. Charlotte
Miss Ada Bowler of Boston who
The date of the open meeting ol were metaphorical lions.—New York Lufkin, Ella Lurvey, Mrs. Fred Lud
haa spent the winter In Florida, is the Rubinstein Club has been Herald Tribune.
wig, Lena Miller, Evelyn McKusick.
the guest of Mrs. A. J. Crockett, changed from the 96th to the 2Tth
Elizabeth Morey, Ella Mackey, Helen
RaiHtln street.
of May and will he held In the Con
MUSKRAT LEADS FUR TRADE
McIntosh, Kate McInnis, Mrs. John
gregational church at 8.15. Preced
Marshall, Fannie Norton, Florence
Fred Robinson came from Avon ing the concert, at 6 o'clock, a ban
Raw furs valued at $15.64.3,817, Nye, Elizabeth Otis, Louise NevelMam. yesterday to take his degree) quet will be held In the Thorndike based on prevailing market prices,
Hon. Harriet O’Brien, Etta O’Neil
at the special assembly of King Grill for the .members and visiting were produced in Canada last year
MlTam Council In Waldoboro. He artists. This yfear the concert will t-he Bureau of Statistics reports. Sil Helen Orne, Mrs. Harold Phllbrook,
is the guest of his son-in-law, Er be open to the public at 50 cents a ver and red fox, mink, otter, lynx Flora Paladino, Felicia Parsons, Lot
tie Perry, Jessie Packard, Mrs. Fred
ne-*' Jones.
ticket.
and coyote fur recorded an increase J. Parsons, Mrs. Ephraim Perry, Ma
in output over 1923.
bel Powers, Ethel Payson, Mrs. Wil
Capt. Jacob Thorndike is home
BIG ROAD PROJECTS
In point of aggregate value the liam Payson.
fiOWi Sailors Snug Harbor on his
muskrat was the most important fur
April 16. Chairman, Mrs. Rae
annual vacation.
Highway Commission Suggests Rock producing animal, contributing 2.985,Committee: Bertha Orbeton
land-Thomaston
Road,
Cdttlng 395 pelts, worth $3,440,363, followed Dane.
Emma Parsons, Rose Penney, Minnie
Mrs. Annie Alden entertained’ the
$100,000.
by beaver, with 169,173 pelts, val Rogers, Lucy Rhodes, Mabel Raw
S. S, Club Thursday evening. Re
ued at $2,542,992, and mink, with 219,- son, Helena Roberts, Olivia Roberts,
freshments were served and whist
The members of the State Highway 641 pelts, worth $2,113,569.
White Sarah Rosenberg, Alice Robbins.
wan the diversion, Mrs. J. D. Shep Commission, Frank A. Peabody of
fox and silver and red foxes ranked Fannie Robbins, Bda Russell. Mabel
herd and Mrs. M. O. Wilson , being Houlton, William J. Lanigan of Win
next.
ltawley. Flora Rokes, Hattie Rich
the champions.
terville and Charles H. Innes of Saco,
ards, Virginia Reardon, Sara Rosen
have submitted to the Governbir and
The last of the series of the auc bloom, Minnie Smith, Lena St. Clair,
They call her now “the New Eng Council a suggested reconstruction
tion parties given under the auspices Mrs. Austin Smith, Bertha Staples.
land INlghtlngale." This name has road program for the year 1925.
Been bestowed' upon Miss Kitty Mc
The federal aid projects. It Is esti of the Daughters of Veterans, will lie Winnie Stanley, Nettie Stewart, Mrs.
Laughlin by Joseph Plunkett, mana mated, will cost the State the sum held next Tuesday evening. At that I.. H. Snow, Clara Spalding, Mrs. E.
gtfr of the Mark Strand Theatre in of $-138,698, while the total probable time the one who has scored highest B. Silshy, Annie Stevens, Anna,Snow.
Annie Simmons, Mrs. Richard Snow.
New York, and it is thus she is expenditure of the State projects is for the series will be announced.
Mrs. Willis Snow, Annie Smith.
spoken of by the New York news estimated at $360,000, making a total
May 7. Picnic Supper. Chairman.
papers and music-loving public cost to the State of $789,698.
Bequests for her services at con
Mrs. Matie Little. Committee: Mrs.
One of the State projects listed Is
certs in New York and nearby towns Rockland and Thomaston, four miles,
E. J. Southard, Emily Stewart, Eve
Invariably read: “Send us the New- at a totaf cost of $100,000.
lyn Studley, Kathleen Snow, Mrs.
England -Nightingale.”
Miss McA crusher has been set up near a
Fred Sanborn, Sadie Ransom, Nellie
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Luughltn arrives home about the quarry on the Rockland and ThbmRansom Smith, Mrs. Harrison SanThe Funsus Sheet Music yeu eee adver
middle of June on her summer vaca-lnston road where a sufficient quanhorn, Maude C. Sherer, Annie M.
tised Is all the ltadl«a maiulnee.
Over
22#
eelectlone
—
eend
tar
tlort, and she is already being lm- tlly of suitable stone haa been traded
Saville, Mrs. H. V. Tweedie, Ger
eataletue.
posftmed to give a concert here dur- for a favorable price. No active nfertrude Tibbetts, Sarah Thomas, Nan
MAINE
MUSIC
CO.,
Rockland,
Me.
ing the season.
atlon has been started at this site.
cy Tribou, Mrs, A. B. Trulan, Mrs.

t

SHEET MUSIC 15c

Why gross earnings jumped from
$1550 to nearly $4,000,000
In 1899—the year it started—the present Central Maine Power Company earned
$1550. In 1924 its gross earnings, as the following chart will show, nearly
reached the $4,000,000 mark.

1924^3,677,^8

Chart

Showing

Gross

Growth

Earnings

Central. Maine Power Co. System
at

Pl*e YEAR

INTERVALS

, 191?
*1, 366,613

1914*620,0/?

189?
*1,550

l?O4*16,451

B7b,e77

And so it is with any company or individual
that gives a service that is essential; it should
go on making steady earnings.
A quarter of a century ago Central Maine
Power Company served only a handful of
people in the one town of Oakland.
Today its lines extend into 193 cities, towns
and villages of central Maine. Over 60,000 cus
tomers use its power and light service daily.
Over 500 industries, too, depend upon Central
Maine Power Company to turn their machinery.

It is the furnishing of this necessary service,

through good times and bad, that has made the
earnings of Central Maine Power Company
show a steady and healthy growth each year
since its origin. It is these steady earnings that
have made it possible to pay dividends on its
Preferred Stock for 19 consecutive years.
When you invest your money invest it in a
company that gives a service that is vital to
mankind—where it should reasonably be ex
pected to earn dividends for all time to come.
Such a company, we believe, is Central Maine
Power Company.

A new illuetratcd booklet, “Your Share” v.hi.h telle about the
Company will be mailed, without obligation to anyone who

send* in their name and address. Use the coupon.

COUPON
Central Maine Power Co., Augusta, Me.

Central Maine Power Co.

Without any obligations whatever please
send me a free copy of your illustrated
booklet “Your Share.”
Name

...................................................................

Address .................................................................

Augusta, Maine

C.-G. 5-23-25

Philip Thomas, Fortuna Thompson,
Mrs. A. B. Tremaine, Vina Ulmer,
Faith Ulmer. Nora Wilde, Izelle
Wight, Eva Wisner, Augusta Wright,
Mabel Wiley, Eva Snow, Mary Perry
Rich, Bessie Bowers, Evelyn Cates,
Carrie F. Crockett, Mrs. Lena deRoeliemont, Ida Dondis, Phyllis Dyer,
Mary E, Dinsmore, Gertrude Eaton,
Mrs. Nellie Fiske, Ruth Fogarty, Miss
Annie Flint, Lucy Gross, Winifred
Grant, Nettle Griffin, Mrs. Milton M.
Griffin, Mrs, Ethel Hamlin, Anna M.
Higgins, Florence Hastings, Emma
Harvey, Annie Hanscom, Cora Har
rington, Mrs. Corice Jenkins. Jessie
Kalloch, (Miss Ella Maddocks, Mrs.
Flora Mank, Mrs. Averill Morton.
There## C. Millett, Mrs. L. Wilbur
Messer, Sadie Marcus, Hattie Mc
Leod, Leola Noyes, SUHie Newbert,
Mrs. Emma Purlngton, Nettie Perry,
Edith Pitcher, Mrs, Ida Rubinstein,
Mrs. Lucy Robinson, Margaret Rackliffe. Ruth Rafter George, Ora<e
Itolllns, Mrs. James Record, Miss
Helen Sprague. Mrs. Maude Sherer,
Mrs. Robert V. Stevenson, Nellie M.
Sawyer, Alma Sawyer, Hattie Stum •
bo. Miss Thelma Titus, Miss Ruby
Thorndike, Mrs. Lula Wadleigh, Mrs.
Louis A, Walker, Eunice Winslow,
Helen York.

EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

TODAY
“FOLY OF VANITY”
—With—

BETTY BLYTHE
—Also—

‘The Great Circus Mystery’
Monday-Tuesday

“ROSE OF PARIS”
—With—

Mary Philbin
From the novel “Mltsi" by Delly.
Cast Includes:
JOHN SAINPOLIS
ROBERT CAIN

—Also—
The first chapter of

“IDAHO”
COMTNG:

NORMA TALMADGE

t'fficers for the ensuing year are:
President, Mrs. Mary Perry Rich:
vice presidents^ Clara Spalding, Re
becca Ingraham, Nettie Stewart;
secretary, Winnie Horton; treasurer,
Alice Hovey; auditor, Annie Stevens.
Picnics with attractive literary
programs, lessons and discussions
with box luncheons are planned at
least once each month throughout the
summer, notices to be found in the
press, to which each member Is in
vited.
Automobile transportation
will be furnished also for picq^cs at
summer cottages at a distance.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

POU NEGRI
—In—

“THE CHARMER”
A Paramount Picture
THREE SHOWS—2:00,'7:00, 8:45—DAYLIGHT SAVING

TOM MIX and TONY'
TODAY

STRAND
TODAY

“WHITE FANG”
The world's greatest dog in the
world's greatest
dog story—
"Strongheart” as "White Fang"—
the smashing, dynamic drama of
Jack I-ondon swept Hite a blizzard
of emotions across Alaska, the
most magnificent of backgrounds
—a tender Love Story of the
Great North—and the devotion of
a superb dog.

“Riders of Purple Sage”
“EAST OF BROADWAY”
OWEN MOORE
MONDAY-TUESDAY

SHE WOLVES
A Vivid Picture of Parisian Night Life, With

ALMA
JACK MULHALL,

JUDY KING,
NEWEST COMEDY

RUBENS
HARRY MYERS

DIANA MILLER
LATEST NEWS

Monday-Tuesday

Eleanor Boardman
Pat O’Malley
Harrison Ford
—In—

“Proud Flesh”
A story of intense drama and
passion. There is a solidity, a
warmth and a glow about it. It
entertains and absorbs and pro
vokes and spurs the imagination,”
So minutely are the scenes of the
San Francisco earthquake re-cre
ated that we feel ourselves in the
midst of the terror of the catastro
phe.

YES!
We are ready to

Sharpen or Repair
Your LaWn Mower
We also have some good trades in

REBUILT MACHINES

We give regularly until
further notice 20 PER
CENT OFF the marked
selling price on- every
article in our store, includ
ing Stoves.

Let us Sharpen your Mower, and

Let Your Wife Mow the Lawn

BOB MAGUNE
LAWN MOWER SHARPENISt
Tele. 315-W—315-R
700 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS

813-31$ MAIN ST.

TEL. 74$-J
llt-tf

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, May 23, 1925.
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MEMORIES OF

BIRD’S ROOFS

AN

ACTIVE

LIFE

‘Men and Ships and Sealing Wax”—The Story of
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.

The Qifts of Packard

(Bv Charles R. Flint)

(Continued—Began Feb. 26]
Chapter XX—Becoming the
of Trusts

strated its capacity

to

earn divi-

Father dends.

1 then realized the Importance ot
securing a complete lighting sys
Emerson insists that all things
tem. In order to do this intelligent
come from within; but some tilings
ly, it was necessary to know the
come from without, unsolicited. The
state of the electrical science,
title "The Father of Trusts" was
bestowed upon me by the Chicago knowledge difficult to ascertain, as
it was still in a formative stage, our
newspapers. During the MvKinleypatent position was not clear, and
Bryan campaign of 1900, Mark
wc hud no record of commercial ac
Hanna, who was too able a poli
complishment. It was therefore of
tician to permit the trust problem
vital inqiortaiice that we should se
i become an issue, asked me to de
cure the entire time of an able pat
fend Industrial consolidations from
ent lawyer. I finally Induced Leon
non-partisan platform at the an
ard E. Curtis to become general
nual banquet of the Illinois Manu
facturers Association.
The next counsel of the Company. He com
bined good judgment with industry,
morning the newspapers printed my
and around him our whole patent
picture with the title "The Father of
Trusts;" and beneath this was pub litigation was centered during six
teen years. Realizing that the situa
lished the definition with which I
Bird's Neponset Twin Shingle is called, “The
had commenced my speech: "A com tion needed the ablest patent law
yers, we contracted for the entire
Shingle That Wears — and Hears and Hears/’’
bination of labor Is a trades union,
services of Parker W. Page, an elec
combination of intelligence a uni
trical examiner In the Patent Office.
1. Extra large — 20" by 12s,", mak
versity, a combination of money a
bank—a combination of labor, in We then retained as counsel, Benja
ing three layers of shingle every
telligence and money is an industrial min Thurston, of Providence, the
where on the roof.
head of the Patent Bar: Chauncey
consolidation—Work. Brains,
and
Smith of Bostoh; Frederick H.
Money.”
2. Extra heavy — 255 lbs. to the
Betts; General Samuel A. Duncan:
McKinley
ordered
300.000
copies
of
square. Has extra asphalt water
Edmund Whetmore;
Wheeler H.
that
speech
to
be
distributed
proofing, extra coating and extra
Peckham of New York; George
throughout the United States.
slate surfacing.
In the seventies, John D. Rocke Harding of Philadelphia, and a Con
feller
did pioneer work In applying siderable number of counsel not so
3. Spark-proof and waterproof —
distinguished.
We
secured
the
advanced ideas to the formation of a
with a smooth and unusually
huge organization for the refining, services of the ablest electrical ex
even surface of natural red,
shipping, and distribution of crude perts: Dr. Henry iMorton. President
of Stevens Institute; Professor Cross
green or blue-black crushed
oil and its products; and in 18X2 the
of the Massachusetts institute of
Standard
Oil
Company
was
incor

slate.
Prof.
Brackett
of
porated. marking a great stride in Technology;
4. The “cut-out” is arched at the
industrial progress. But Mr. Rocke Princeton; Frank L. Pope; Henry
feller’s activities were limited to oil, Brevoort Renwick; and Moses O.
top—gives a distinctive appear
and it was not until years later that Farmer, who for fifty years kept a
ance.
industrial consolidations were gen diary of electrical experiments, and
erally formed in other lines of man who had carried passengers for pay
Neponset Twin Shingles arc made by Bird & Son, inc. (Est.
on an electric railroad as early as
17951, manufacturers of Bird's Shingle Design Roll Roofing,
ufacture.
1847. We discovered a model of an
• • • •
Paroid Roofing. Neponset Black Building Paper and Nepon
set Board. There's a Bird product for every sort of building!
Even as early as 1880 I had made electrical railway constructed by
substantial progress in endeavoring Dr. Colton (tlie dentist who Intro
He are headquarters for Bird's roofings,
to form an industrial consolidation duced laughing gas), which was
building papers and wait board.
of the first magnitude, which I very useful as it completely antici
shall describe; and in 1891 I had de pated a claim on a suit which was
livered before the Commercial, Club brought against us. which would
of Providence the first speech, gen have controlled the whole trolley
sustained.
erally published, that advocated the system, had It ♦been
• • •
ROCKLAND, ME.
formation of industrial consolida
In obtaining a lighting system for
tions on the ground that they were a
public benefit. Since that time, in the United States Electric Lighting
many publications, I have consist Co.. I started with the best legal and
ently advocated such consolidations technical advice, and I became gen
as a most essential factor in econom erally familiar with the status of
ic development. The views that 1 electric lighting and power and its
IN THE REALM OF MUSIC
expressed in those early days have business exploitation. I felt it ur
been adopted in the United States, gent to put the United States Elec
and. since the World War. on a trie Lighting Co. on the map com
mercially.
For this a complete
What Our Home Artists and Others Are Doing To Pro greatly enlarged scale in France, lighting system was absolutely nec
Germany. Italy, and England.
From 1872 to 1879 I was active as essary, so I decided first to try and
mote the Interests of This Engaging Art.
a merchant, and came into intimate consolidate with the Brush Co. that
relations with many manufacturers, had one. Brush had been an em
•Charles L. Wagner management proved that his bow-arm is still as 1 was the largest buyer in this ployee of, Frank Wetherbee. and the
has secured as an addition to his li«t steady. Over in Belgium Eugen country of miscellaneous manufact latter arranged for Brush to Invite
me to Cleveland. We both partook
of artists for the coming season an Ysaye is still playing at the age of ured products for export.
attraction quite Unique in the musi sixty-seven.
De Pachmann is re
Owing to reductions in commis generously of "sweet talk" In the
cal field—a combination of Will Rog luctantly retiring from the concert sion rates—due to improved trans evening, but the next morning at his
ers, tlie humorist, and the de Reskc field at seventy-six.
portation and banking
facilities, office Brush expressed hts real opin
Singers.
These artists make the:.’
It would seem that music is a better quick communication by steamers ion of tlie situation when h« said
appearance in joint programs be preserver of youth than de Leon’s and cables, and intense competition quite truly, that we "had no lights
tween Oct. 1 and Dec. 10.
Mr. Rog fountain.
—commission
merchants
became except financial lights and that (hey
ers needs no introduction. I am sure
♦ ♦ » *
principals and. finally, intense com wouldn’t burn: but if we had
complete electric lighting system
His “Illiterate Digest’* is probably
An interesting article appeared in petition as principals forced them like that of the Weston Conipany, he
one of the most widely known syndi last Sunday’s Boston Post, about to become speculators.
To meet
cate features of the press. The Henry F. Roy, veteran organist of this situation, 1 formed a combina would consider consolidation.”
made for the train, not even taking
Prince of Wales in a speech after Lewiston.
His name is synonymous tion of men of the best available ex
his return home from America, said with musical culture for the youth perience. intelligence and influence time to pick up my bag at the hotel
that Will Rogers was the most in of two generations in that vicinity in the crude rubber business, this and wired Weston and his president
teresting man he made on his Amer among the French-speaking people. being my first experience In allying to meet me at Delmonlco's.
Weston himself was not over keen
ican tour.
Mr. Wagner announces His years of service in music, both as different interests under a plan of
him as “The Entertainer of the teacher and organist, cover a long cooperation. Steady profits and the about consolidation, but 1 suggested
to him that his company was not
Prince.”
stretch, and even though he has ar elimination of speculation were taking the fullest advantage of his
♦ • * *
among
the
happy
results
of
this
rived at an advanced age, he still
I had the privilege of seeing Mr retains his position as organist at St. combination; but cooperation in genius, to which he immediately
Inventors almost always
Rogers in the Follies some years ag«». Peter’s church which covers a period merchandizing tended to what would agreed.
although at the time I must confess of 35 years, playing for two masses now be judged in restraint of trade. rise to that fly. After a good dinner,
I went witli him to the office of the
• ••• •
it seemed more of a pleasure than a each Sabbath morning.
His gifted
Although I had had an extensive company at Newark, where 1 spent
privilege, as be was just beginning to son, Emile Roy. relieves him at the
experience as a merchant, I was un most of tlie night in Investigation.
lean toward fume.
He did a cow regular Sunday church service.
known as an officer or director in Tlie next mgrning agreements were
boy act—all sorts of stunts with
any incorporated company and had executed, tlie cash was paid -Hart
lyriats, with running humorous talk.
Although Mr. Roy was born in the no intimate association with promi ley putting up half—and our control
Since then I have seen him several
province of Quebec, he came to the nent financiers until 1879. While I of the Weston Electric Light Com
times in the movies, the most enjoy
., j States when a child, and at the age of was purchasing munitions for Peru, pany was assured. We Immediate
able being “The Uncovered Wagon.
14 was playing for church services in I had become intimate with
Mar ly turned It over at cost to tlie U. S.
<1 saw it in Brockton. Mass.) a bur
Woonsocket.' R. I. and directing the cellus Hartley, who owned the Union Electric Lighting Company. which
lesque on “The Covered Wagon’’ and
choir.
He met with such success at Metallic Cartridge Company, and then, for the first time, came into
a scream from start to finish.
this tender age that he concluded to who left a fortune of .many millions. possession of a marketable lighting
make music his life work, and be He was heavily interested in the system.
There is much interest in the opera
• • • •
devoted his time and energy to de United
States Electric Lighting
“Martha” which is to be given at
It was fortunate that I acted so
veloping the talent which had been Company, and through him I was
this year’s Maine Music Festival.
given him.
He commenced his pi given an opportunity to buy a block promptly in obtaining the Weston
In this connection I was glad to see
ano studies at 14 years of age with of tills stock at a concession, and Company. At tlie time I fully real
thn review covering the fifth mus‘an eminent French pianist then at the was offered tlie presidency of the ized the ini|M)i’tance of securing lt.
cale of the 58th season of the Rubin
but I did not know how close I had
Conservatory of Music in Boston, and
stein Club in New York, which pre at 1* he went to Montreal and studied Company, which I accepted. The come to losing it until ten years
corporation contained many noted
sented artists in an operatic pro
with Organist Pellitier (then at the men: the vice-presidents were Mar later, when I was a guest of tlie City
gram in# addition to the second act
Notre Dame Cathedral) for several cellus Hartley. Anson Phelps Stokes, of Cleveland, and Brush was on the
from Motow’.s melodious and charm
Reception Committee. Brush took
years, then entered upon his muslqal
ing opna. The artists who figured career in Haverhill. Mass., but was and Henry B. Hyde, the founder of me to hts impressive residence on
the Equitable Life Assurance So
in the operatic program were Franc? soon called to Lewiston, where he has ctety. who told me that in his opin Euclid Avenue, and In talking over
Sebel, Frances Paper te,
Charles been ever since.
the advent of electric lighting he
He has been ex
Schenk.
Those appearing in the tremely active in teaching, having ion electrical development offered told me that his company had been
greater opportunities for profit than
opera was Charles (Schenk as “Plun
laid the foundation of good taste in life insurance. There were also in on the point of buying tlie Weston
kett.’’ Joan Ruth as “Martha,’’ Fran
music in thousands of homes.
the Company Robert B. Minturn, D Company, and that 1 had beaten
ces Papei te as “Nancy,” Hunter Kim
Willis James and Frederick Olcott. them to tlie purchase by only two
ball as “Lionel.”
Estelle Liebling
I hear much pleasure expressed 1 felt proud to be associated with days. Brush said that he was re
who arranged the program accom
that the Rubinstein Club is to give these great leaders in finance and minded of the parrot who worried a
panied at the piano, and Leonard
an open meeting in the form of a con Industry, and these associations put fox terrier by calling out Ills name
Liebling spoke during intermission. cert. with a fine soloist from Port
and whistling when the dog was not
me in the big business class.
The Flotow melodies were received
looking. Tlie dog became very much
land.
This pleasure is accompanied
I concentrated on electrical devel
with much pleasure, each singer re
by approval that tickets will be on opment. 1 made the most of our in irritated, finally spied tlie bird, and
ceiving about equally divided favor.
sale (at such a small sum as 50 cents candescent light by showing it in denuded him of many feathers.
♦ » ♦ •
each) as each year when this event our office in the Equitable Building. When the parrot, much rutiled, re
Shortly after I wrote about Schu
comes off there .are many people who I had a wire run from our laboratory gained his perch, he called out (his
mann-Helnk being engaged for the
desire to attend but are prevented to my apartment, and displayed the owner having taught him tlie sen
Metropolitan Opera for next season.
from doing so on account of no in first incandescent light in use In a tence) “I talked too damned much.”
I read Mephisto’s comments on tlie
Brush remarked. Incidentally, that,
vitations being available.
New York residence. I put the bulb since this Incident, when lie had
youthful artists in the music pro
♦ * ♦ •
in a large globe which held Ameri
fession with keener interest.
Here
Musical America gives a fine ac can Beauty roses with gold fish wanted anything he had not told a
it is:
count of National Music Week in the swimming around their steins and possible buyer that It was a good
Youngsters in the music profes
United States.
I cannot attempt to around the electric light. The occa thing to acquire. In the meantime
sion, especially among the singers,
go into detail, hut will say that Jt sion of this display was a social we had defeated Brush In a long
are often surprised at the vitality and
litigation on his arc-light patents,
is unanimous that it was a far great event.
youth displayed by the oldsters.
in which ills claims were held to be
er success than ever before and mucn
I Installed the second incandes invalid.
There is Mme. Schumann-Heink.
more than was anticipated.
The
for example, who at the age of sixtycent light in New York in the Madi
After acquiring the services ol
activities covered all sorts of things
four, has been engaged by the Metro -—contests, concerts, mass meetings, son Avenue residence of Professor Edward Weston, I made up my mind
Henry
Draper
who
was
the
first
politan for next season.
I dare say community sings, amateur opera pro
th'at Maxim would be a disturbing
Ma dame’s voice is as fresh today as ductions, oratorios, special radio man to photograph tlie moon. He element. I suggested that if he
nnd
Mrs.
Draper
gave
a
reception
in
it was a decade ago.
would take a steamer to Europe
programs, etc. It is rather gratifying
Then there is the immortal Battis- to feel that Rockland was with the order that people might see this .within thirty days, I would bring to
tini. whose age fluctuates between rest in its activities during this coun wonderful light that could not be the attention of the French Govern
blown out and which did not con ment his qualifications for the
ninety and 110, if we believe reports, trywide movement.
sume the oxygen of the air.
but who is really only sixty-eight—
Legion of Honor, and that if these
The United States Electric Light were not recognized within six
and still deemed the peerless bari
ing Co. was a great company, but 1 months 1 would give him >10,009.
tone of the age.
discovered, soon after becoming its He found the suggestion an agree
Lilli Lehmann gave a recital last
president, that, although Mhe Com able one, sailed in due season, and
year at the age of seventy-seven, and
pany had a genius Inventor in within a few months the French
she of course still remains one of the
Hiram Maxim, whose great ambi recognizing ills genius, had confer
great teaclfers.
Her pupils tell
tion was to beat Edison, we were red upon him the Legion of Honor.
stories of Frau Lehmann arising at
helpless without a marketable light
6 a. m. teaching all day and retaining
The era of electrical development,
AUTOMOBILE LEGAL ASSOCIATION ing system. After much delay I told which has since resulted in electric
her enthusiasm and energy until
Eastarn Trust Bldg., Bangor
Est. 1907 Maxim that he reminded me of Uul- lighting and power, th* telephone
late at evening.
wer Lytton's definition of a "genius" arid wireless telegraphy, was just
Tidslity Bldg.. Portland
Scotti is a mere lad of fifty-nine.
When motorlits are In trouble, they
as "a man who could do something Itetting under way. Prof. Moses G.
Clement and Dufranne, I believe,
need a friend
that nobody else could do that is Farmer said to me, "During the
must be close to the sixty mark. The
A. L. A. members always have one
good for nothing."
fifty years that I have kept a diary
lexicons are tantalizingly silent on
1400 garagtg, 300 attorngyg
After stating to tlie directors the of electrical discoveries and inven
many birth-dates so. I can only guess ,0 offices alwayt ready.
Only >10.00
result
of
my
investigation,
all
the
annually. Send name, address, make
tions, I have said that electric de
in the latter cases.
of car and year of manufacture.
cnpltnl stock of the Company was velopment had well-defined limita
The grand old man of the violin.
Local Representative Wenled
put
In
trust
so
that
it
could
not
he
tions.
Since the discovery of elec
Prof. Leopold Auer, last week cele
sold until ihe Company demon- tric lighting I have made up m.v
brated his eightieth birthday, and

URING the last twenty-five years it has been Packard’s
privilege to make many fine gifts to those who buy

D

motor cars.

A few years ago it was the fuelizer, found only on Packard
cars, and then last year, four wheel brakes, for Packard was
the first well-known motor car builder to include four
wheel brakes as standard equipment.

NEPONSET

Twin Shingles

i
"V v

"

<

Now, Packard is offering at one time three gifts, the most
important improvements since the days of the electrical
starter, nearly fifteen years ago.
The thousands who have taken delivery of new Packard
cars, both Six and Eight, during the past few weeks have
found in them:
1. The motor oil rectifier
2. The chassis pressure lubricator
3. The new steering and front
spring suspension

Numbers 1 and 2 should double the life of your car,
reduce operating and maintenance charges and add years
to your peace of mind.

Number 3 makes available the advantages of low pressure
tires with the elimination of dangerous wheel wobble.

W. H. GLOVER CO.

No other car has these three improvements.

May we show you why those who own Packard cars need
to change motor oil but four times a year, and how they
lubricate their cars in less than one second of time?
•

And will you, as our guest, drive one of these new cars over
a route selected to bring out the advantages of the new
steering and spring suspension?

If it will be any hardship for you to stop at our store
during the next few days, a ’phone call will bring a car
to your door where you ana your family may inspect

— the latest gifts of Packards

SNOW-HUDSON CO., INC.
TEL. 896.

710-712 MAIN ST.

Rockland Maine
mind never to say that there is any
limitation to what can be accom
plished In the Held of electrical de
velopment."
The electric light business was
making progress.
Thomas Edison
had brought out tlie Incandescent
light, and was getting ready to
manufacture it at Menlo Park.
Charles Francis Brush had put the
Brush Electric Company of Cleve
land on a sound basis. Edward Wes
ton an aide electrician was making
decided progress in the field, as
were Eliliu Thomson, and Professor
Houston of Philadelphia.
There
were other pioneers—Sawyer &
Man, Sprague. Vanderpoel, and Field.
At tliis point, being in possession
of ail the facts, I clearly envisaged
the possibility of bringing about a
great electrical consolidation which
would include light and power. I
realized that If such a consolidation
were not formed many millions of
dollars would he lost as a result of
|>atent litigation, wasted elforts
duplication of disbursements, and
lack of standardization in manu
facture.
....
At this stage I arrived at the fork
of two roads, one of which, in the
light of forty-three years experience,
1 feel would have led to success,—
tlie other was the road to failure. 1
had had no experience in forming
large Industrial consolidations—no
one else had—and I took the wrong
road. The right way would have
been to give the general idea of con
solidation to a disinterested inter
mediary, who as a neutral would
have commanded the confidence of
tlie manufacturers, and who would
have secured all of the facts neces
sary to formulate a plan. As a dis
interested neutral he would have
been able to establish intimate re
lations with each manufacturer and
secure his acceptance of the plan.
1 had many conferences with Cur
tis regarding the proposed consoli
dation and lie—as constructive as he
was destructive to adversaries in
patent litigation—told me of the
"Gramme" patent, a somewhat hazy,
comftrehensive. blanket affair, not
unlike the famous Selden patent
which was used to bring together the
automobile
manufacturers.
The
“Gramme" patent was available. I
succeeded In securing the Jahlokoff
patents for the United States.
1
contracted for the services of Ellhu
Thomson and Professor Houston for
five years with an option of five
more, subject to our getting control
of the company which owned their
inventions. We did not bid high
enough for this company, and the
control was purchased b}’ BruRh.’
The Brush Company, apparently
considering it not worth niuchi sold
It to a syndicate of shoe manufact
urers of Lynn, of which Mr. Charles
A. Coffin was the principal member.

We regarded these new entrant!
Into the business with much amuse
ment. and referred to them as Hit
"Lynn
shoemakers."
We
never
dreamed that Mr. Coffin was des
tined to become the most command
ing figure in the world of electrical
business.
I succeeded in gathering around
one table In my office, Eaton of tlie
Edison Company, Brush, Weston
Thomson, and Houston.
I was
there not only as president of the
U. S. Electric Lighting Company,
but also in the role of consolidator
which should- have been occupied by
a disinterested neutral.
I thought
that I was making a great progress,
when in reality 1 was creating con
ditions that made it impossible for me
to turn hack and get on tlie right
load.
As I couldn’t turn hack, there
was no other course open to me but
to continue my negotiations with the
handicap of being an interested
party. Here let me say that I have
known of a few cases when men
have succeeded despite this handi
cap. E. C. Converse, under similar
conditions, was successful in form
ing the National Tube Company, in
which syndicate I had nn interest;
but, in reviewing the consolidation
of industrials a few months before
his death, he fully agreed with me
that an experienced disinterested
neutral is generally necessary to
bring about a consolidation, and that
the very few exceptions only prove
tlie rule.
Edison, much more frank than
most men. talked to me In a way
that gives a good general Idea of
the attitude of a manufacturer to.
wards a competitor who is trying to
bring about a consolidation.
“Flint," he said, “If you wanted
to sail your yacht Grade from New
York to Newport and make the best
possible time, you wouldn't hitch an
old scow on behind and tow It, would
you?”
“Of course not.” I replied.
“That,” he said, "is just the way
we feel aliout your company.”
I am satisfied that a neutral could
have induced Edison to join the
proposed consolidation.
In answer
to Edison's final decision to me as a
competitor—“I will not merge my
prestige as an electrician with that
of any other”—a neutral could have
offered to name the consolidation
the "Edison Corporation." But had
I made that suggestion it would
have been Interpreted as an evidence
of great weakness.
[To Be Continued]
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BOOST MAINE
BUY MAINE MADE FERTILIZER
WHY NOT?

YOU CAN DO BETTER IN MAINE
PORTLAND ORGANIC FERTILIZERS are very high
grade fertilizers. They suit Maine toil to a T, and
get RESULTS. Made by Mains folks and sold at priest
that are economical to you.
WE HAVE A FULL STOCK OF ALL GOODS NOW
IN OUR WAREHOUSE
Game in tomorrow and haul yours home. If you can
not do that, why, run in to see ua; place your order and
thus make sure of your fertilizer WHEN YOU WANT IT.

ROCKLAND TALLOW CO.
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REAR 456 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Portland Rendering Co., Manufacturers
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